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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines Lowland public opinion towards the Highlanders in midnineteenth century Scotland. It explores attitudes present in the contemporary
newspaper press, and shows that public opinion was divided by three basic
perceptions: 'contempt', 'sympathy' and 'romance'.
An analysis of the main newspaper files demonstrates that during the Famine years
Crimean
War,
the
the most prevalent perception was that of contempt,
to
up
regarding the Gaels as an 'inferior' and often 'useless' race. The study also
describes the battle which sympathetic journalists fought against this majority
perception, and shows their disillusionment at what they saw at the time was a
hopeless struggle. Within the same period, romanticised views are also examined
in the light of how the Highlands were increasingly

being turned into an

aristocratic playground as well as reservation park for tourists, and a theme for
pre-'Celtic Twilight' poets and novelists.
Through the examination of various attitudes in the press, the thesis also presents
the major issues debated in the newspapers relating to the Highlands. It draws
attention to the fact that the question of land had already become a point of
contention, thirty years before the 1880s land reform movement.
The study concludes that in all the three sections of public opinion expressedin the
press the Highlanders

were seen as essentially a different

race from the

Lowlanders.
This thesis aims to work within the so far unexplored field of newspaper materials
in the mid-nineteenth century, showing the uniqueness, power and richness of
these sources for the evaluation of the range of Scottish public opinion.
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INTRODUCTION

Lowland readers of the Scotsinan 'were becoming annoyed in
1847. Since the outbreak of the Potato Famine in the Highlands in

the late summerof 1846they had beenconstantlybeseechedto subscribeto relief
for their starving Highland neighbours.At first their charity was generous,but as
newspaperreports startedto flow in with 'revelations' about the exaggerationof
the famine and of the 'inherently idle character' of the Highland Gaels many
Lowlanderslost their patience.
Why should they supportwith their own hard and industriouswork the habitually
"lazy" and "barbarous"Highlanders,who were clearly an "inferior race" to them?
They were angry and appalled,and insistedthat charity must haveits limits, and if
the starving people did not manageto help themselvesthey had better remove
themselvesfrom the land. Lettersexpressingsuchsentimentswere frequenton the
pages of the Scotsinan and several other newspapersduring the years of the
Highland Famine. And this was only the beginning of an upsurge of views of
contempt,and at times even sheerhatred,for the Highland Gaelson the pagesof
the Lowland press.
There were, however, other voices expressing sympathy towards the
Highlanders. The picture emerging from the contemporary Scottish newspapers
showsthat when Lowlandersjudged the Highlandersthey basically formed three
%camps'. One regarded the Gaels as an 'inferior race' deserving only deep
contempt; one looked at them with sympathy and pity vowing "to lift them from
the dust"; and one had very romantic notions about the 'inherentpoetic' nature of
this 'noble' people. In short, these were views of contempt, sympathy and
romance.There were very few neutral voices.
Thesethree different views were simultaneouslypresentin public opinion, often
running in parallel columns in the samenewspaper.While the romanticisationof
1

the Highlands was persistent and considerable, and sympathy towards the
Highlanders was slowly growing, by far the most prevalent and most strongly
expressedview was that of contempt.

'I'lie prevalenceof the contemptuousviews was

Contempt

ensured by the fact that most of the major papers

with the biggest circulations belonged to this group. The leading Scotsmanwas
one of the firmest members of this camp with its average 2500 copies in the
periodl. The largest circulation paper the Glasgon, Hei-ald with an averageof
4000 copiesalso belongedhere, along with theInvei-nessCozil-iel-(average1900),
(c.
Jow-nal
600) and thePei-thshil-e
Fifeshire
the
and severalsmallerpaperssuch as
Constitutional

(c.800). These papers taken together simply dwarfed the

sympatheticpapers.The o,ily large paperwith sympatheticviews was the Witness
with similar averagecirculation as the Scotsman. For the 1840sand early 1850s
at least, thus, the forum of. contempt was the dominant one on the Scottish
newspaperscene.
ne views of one readerof the Scotsmanin 1847were characteristicof many who
regardedthe Gaels with contempt. Thesefollowing lines were to be echoedand
repeatedwith a growing senseof hatred in pamphlets,pressreports and readers'
lettersthroughoutthe yearsof the GreatFamine.
Will you allow me to make another suggestion through your
paper! It is that a short pamphlet in the Gaelic language should
be prepared and extensively circulated among the Highland
population, denouncing in stern terms the indolent habits that
prevail among them -- contrasting the steady industry of the
Saxon with the scarcely occasional labour of the Celt -- tracing
the consequence of this in the respective conditions at present
of the Lowlander and the Highlander -- enforcing the necessity
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of their working regularly throughout the year, and if they
cannot find employment where they are, of migrating
elsewherein searchof it -- and giving a hint, that unlessthey
do so, they cannot expect to be again compassionatedand
2
relieved-There was growing impatience and annoyancenot only on the part of certain
Lowland newspaper readers and editors but also of those landowners and
government officials who were intent on "improving" and "civilising" the Gael.
This mission was often a failure for which mostly the Gaels themselveswere
blamed. Highland destitution was linked directly to the "character"of the Gaels,
and their perceived"inherent" 'sloth' and 'abhorrence'of regular work cameto be
seen as the main reason for the famine and the general destitute state of the
Highlands. "The great causeof the destitution is -- not the failure of the potato
crop last year, but -- the intense and abominable idleness of the inhabitants,"3
contendedthe editor of the ffeshii-e Jow-nal.
The fimly establishedstereotypeof the lazy Highlanderwas sooncarriedfurther,
especially in the Scotsmanand the Ffeshh-e Joui-nal, when their correspondents
embarkedon a tour aroundthe WesternIsles in 1847. These articles conveyed a
very strong senseof hatred.They denouncedthe Gaels as an "inferior race to the
Lowland Saxon", a "dirty race", which was "vicious", "perverse" and
"degraded".The remediesthesejournalists suggestedwas to 'improve' the 'race'
by "Lowland intermixture", and to changethe "Celtic characterin great measure"
by breakingup the old systemand actually forcing them into the new one.
Such strong views were far from being limited to the journalists of the Scotsman
and the Fifeshii-e Jow-nal. A flood of readers' letters followed their reports
expressing full agreement. Such letters along with numerous editorials and
correspondents'reports reflected a marked senseof Lowland superiority arising
from the conviction that their Highland neighbours belonged to an 'uncivilised',
'inferior race' with inherent habits of 'sloth and laziness'. The Highland Celts
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were seen as uselessand burdensomein a developed modern age. The future
clearly belonged to the 'industrious' and 'Saxon' Lowlanders, these writings
suggested,and if the Highlanders wanted to improve their situation they must
change their old ways and habits. Throughout the 1840s there were still
considerable'improvementhopes'around, believing that there was a solution for
the Highland problems if only the Highlanderswere capableof shaking off their
lazy habits.
By the early 1850s,however, a strong senseof giving up on the Highlandersand
Highland improvement set in. A large section of public opinion as well as
governmentofficials concludedthat the only permanentsolution to the Highland
problem was to transportthe Highlandersfrom their native land, wherethey grew
up in "habitual indolence", to other parts of the British Empire where they would
learn industry and find plenty of work available. The large scale emigration
schemeof the Highland DestitutionBoard waswidely judged by public opinion as
beneficial both for the country and the Highlandersthemselves.By this changeof
environmentthe Highlanderswould finally become"improved" and becomepart
of the modem civilised world, many thought. However, there were people who
considered the Celtic Highlanders so inherently an inferior race that no
improvementcould help them, and again,the only solution for the problem was to
get rid of them and sendthem off their land.
Ten yearsafter the outbreakof the Highland famine the majority of public opinion
firmly decidedthat the best route for the destitute Gaels lay outside the country.
They had to go not only becauseof the poverty of the land but also becausethey
belonged to the 'inferior' Celtic race. Such a people was better sent to a remote
colonial land insteadof being a permanentburden and drain on the 'superior' and
developed Anglo-Saxon Lowlanders. They were perceived as a "diseased"and
"damaged"part, which had to be removedfrom thehealthiee body of the nation.

4

Sympathy

While most of the big Scottish newspaperswaged a war of
contempt against the Highland Gaels, by the late 1840s a

few journalists had gone into battle on the other side. Many of them represented a
new type of journalist, who considered the cause of defending the Highlanders as
a mission. They were crusaders of the press with a missionary zeal.
Imbued with sympathy, they regarded the Gaels as victims of vicious landlord
oppression and the objects of an "exterminating policy". Most of them considered
themselves much more than mere journalists. They behaved like fighting men
brandishing their pen as the main weapon in the battle against a "tyrannical"
in
The
believed,
the
they
all-important
stopping
was
system.
power of
press,
landlord abuses.
What is to hinder a combination of landowners, backed by a
sufficient military force, to extirpate and root out the Celtic
race forever? Nothing, whatever, but the fear of the press. Had
it not been for the press we would have houses burning, the
military parading, and the work of demolition going on in
4
Highlands.
every strath and valley throughout the whole

In the missionary zeal to save the Highlanders, many writers sharpenedtheir
fighting pens and often usedvery strong language.In describing the plight of the
Gaels, the most widely used expressionswere "extermination", "deportation",
"rooting out", "annihilation" and "expulsion". One journalist simply stated:
5
"Extermination is the orderof the day,pur et Si1111)1e;...,,
Languagebecamea weapon here, a meansto achieve a higher goal. It primarily
servedthe aim of shaking up public opinion and making it do somethingfor the
ill-fated Gaels.At the start of the battle, most crusadingjournalists believedthat it
was indeedpossibleto achievethis goal.
These new type of journalists also differed from their contemporariesin the fact
that they gave their names and personalities to their cause. While the various
commissioners and correspondents of the Scotsman, Invel-ness Coitriei- or
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Glasgow Herald remained anonymous,the promoters of the Highlanders made
They
fully
their
well-known.
certainly took great
were
printed
and
names
sure
pride in their missionand stoodwith their namesopento any counter-attacks.
The camp of sympatheticnewspaperswas not unified. There were essentiallytwo
basic
journalists
by
divided
their
attitudes towards the
groups
of
main
Highlanders.While all of them were fundamentally sympatheticto the suffering
Gaels,
the
they differed in how they saw the causesand the remediesof the
of
Highland problem. They were also very different in the heat of their indignation
andthe style of their writing.
One group was that of the 'true crusaders',the most radical of all journalists. This
included Thomas Mulock, Donald M'Leod and Donald Ross, all of them at
various stageswriting for the Inverness Advertiser and the Northern Ensign..
Rossalso wrote for the North British Dai4, Mail. Thesemen and their newspaper
forums were the most uncompromisingand most consistentlyradical critics of the
landlords' policies.
The other main group of journalists were on the 'softer' side. They were very
critical but fell far from the radicalismof Mulock or Ross.And aboveall, they had
a strongly patronising and paternalisticattitude towards the Highland Gaels.This
group was mainly representedby RobertSomers,editor of the North British Daity
Mail, and by Hugh Miller, editor of the Witness.While the most radical crusaders
led a continuous campaign for the Gaels, these men would only occasionally
speak out against the Highland landlord policies. They were much more 'sober'
and 'balanced'critics, and even the tone of their languagewas less passionate.
And along with their sympathies,thesejournalists were also much more prone to
romanticisethe Highlanders.
Until the 1850sthesemore 'sober' views were dominant in the sympatheticcamp
of the Scottish press.The most radical and crusadingpaper,the Northern Ensign
only startedin June 1850. In the 1840s,it was mainly the lVitnessand the North
British Dai4, Mail which carried the banners of Highland sympathy. By the
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1850s, however, the voice of the Witness had all but disappeareOand the
crusadersvirtually took over the sympatheticnewspaperscene.
ne sheeramountof the articlestheseradicalcrusadingpaperscarriedwas in itself
impressive and indicative of the intensity of their campaign. While the lVitness
between1850 and 1855publishedaboutfourteenarticles relating to the Highland
crisis, the Northern Ensign ran over a hundred articles on the subject, u'sually
devoting one third of the paper to the cause. The Inverness Advertiser was
similarly active; between1849 and 1855it hadover a hundredand twenty articles
on Highland destitution.In comparison,the North British Daity Mail was dwarfed
6
its
four
with
merethirty
articles.
The first half of the 1850s, thus, witnessed an exceptional flood of radical
missionary journalism in the Scottish press. However, the journalists of the
radical papers were fighting a single-handed battle. In their circulation and
influence these papers were overshadowedby the contemptuouspress and the
sympatheticbut lessradical and missionarypapers.The InvernessAdvertiser and
the Northern Ensign both sold just over a 1,000 copies per issue in the 1850s,
while the Witnesshad over 2,500 copies.Meanwhile, the Scotsmanstood at over
3,000 and the Glasgon,Herald exceeded5,000 by 1854.7
Small astheir circulation was in comparison,theseradical papersandtheir writers
nevertheless made bigger noise than their size. Thomas Mulock attained a
reputationof being "notorious" and Donald Rosswas often mockingly referred to
as the "friend" of the Highlanders. Both of them also ensuredreaching a wider
audienceby publishing seriesof letters or pamphlets.Thesepapersalso had very
active readerswho filled much of the pageswith lengthy epistles.
It is difficult, therefore,to assessthe true infiuence of thesenewspapersand their
writers at the time. It seemscertain, though,that thesepapersare invaluablemines
of the early radical and sympathetic writing on the Highlands.

7

Romance

Along with the two main currents of the views of contempt

and sympathy there was a third element present in the
press- that of a romanticising trend. While the Highland Gaels were being
physically cleared off the land, a strange kind of 'mental clearance'was taking
placein Lowland public opinion.
The grim reality of the depopulatedHighlands was discardedand replacedby an
imaginary landscapeof romanceand poetic beauty.Side by side with accountsof
clearance and stern denunciations of the 'inferior' Gaels, newspapers ran
romanticiseddiaries of tourist trips and popular poetry depicting the Highlandsas
a sort of reservationpark of grand romantic scenery.'Me real inhabitants of the
Highlands were conspicuously missing here, giving their place over to an
imaginary poetic land reservedfor poetsandtourists.
The Highlands had long beenseenas the magical land of romantic sceneryand
sublime beauty,especially since the end of the eighteenthcentury. By the midnineteenth century, however, the emptier the Highland land becamethe more
romantic it was seen.And while the inhabitantswere clearedor emigratedfrom the
land, their cultural traditionsand garbswere appropriatedby Lowland and London
mock Highland societiesin a new fashion of 'Highlandism'.
Meanwhile,in popularpoetry in the pressand in someof the sympatheticaccounts
a strong senseof 'doom' and a concept of 'nation death' started to prevail. 'Me
Highland Gaels were now seen as a 'doomed' race, destined to vanish from its
land with the advent of a new modem era. They were portrayed as children and
romantic heroes of a distant past. Lament over the 'doom' and 'gloom' of the
vanishingCeltic Highlandsforeshadowedthe Celtic Twilight of the late nineteenth
century.'Me reality of the clearancedid appearin somepopularpoetry and literary
work but it was only the exception.
'nie views of romancedid not form such a well-defined 'camp'as did the views of
contempt and sympathy.They ratherjust coloured the two main trends, and they
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often overlappedthem, sharing someof the elementsof the other two. One such
elementwas the belief in "inherent" or'racial' characteristics.
Those who despisedthe Gaels believed that they were "inherently" lazy, those
who romanticisedthem believedthat they were "inherently" poetic. Thesewere, in
fact two sides of the same coin, both based on the assumption that the
Highlanderswere i-acialty different. The Gaelswere regardedas a different race,
but here the difference was seenas a positive thing. The Gaelswere imaginative,
poetic, more romantic than the Saxon Lowlanders could ever become,as Hugh
Miller suggested in a review of the poetry of Evan M'Coll in the Invei-ness
Coul-iei-:
'Me Celt is essentiallya different personfrom the Saxonin the
very constitution of his mind...the Highlander is delighted by
the externalbeautyof things, the Lowlander in diving into their
secret causes-the Highlander is a descriptive poet, the
Lowlander is a metaphysician The Gaelic, as a language,is
...
singularly rich in the descriptive, but comparatively barren in
the abstract.Phrenologistsremark nearly the samething of the
Celtic head-- the reflective organsare always lessprominently
developedthan the knowing ones.8
As opposedto the rational Saxon,the Celts were thought to be primarily a people
of the imagination, emotions, or even irrationality, exploiting second sight,
witchcraft and the like. They were also sometimesportrayed as a kind of idyllic
and colourful peasantry.
Above all, it was their environment itself which was seen as a land of magic
beauty. For the romantics, the Highlands were the ultimate paradise of grand
scenery,but, intriguingly, mainly becauseit was so barren, so 'people-less'.Had
the Highland mountains been covered with townships and people, it would have
beenperhapsmore difficult to find them so mysteriousand wild. Oddly, thus, the
very reality of the depopulating Highlands provided a suitable backdrop for
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inclinations.
Even someof the sympatheticwriters were not immune to
romantic
suchtendencies.
The views of contempt, sympathy and romance,thus, were not strictly divided.
Although especiallycontemptandsympathywerequite clearly defined,therewere
a number of overlapping elements.Perhapsthe most powerful of thesewas the
sense of giving up on the Highlands. It was there in the forced emigration
schemesand in the conceptthat the Gaelswere irredeemablyuseless;it was there
in the disillusionmentof someof the sympatheticcrusading journalists; and it was
there in the 'doom' and 'gloom' of the pre-Celtic Twilight poetry.

The channel of perceptions:

Views and perceptions expressedthrough

the press and its growth

the newspapers

attained

considerable

audience and influence due to the unparalleled growth of the press itself by the
mid-nineteenth

century.

Both circulation

and readership

nad increased

significantly, and by the 1840s the Press came to be regarded as a powerful forum
in public life.
Along with many other scientific inventions and general improvements, the Press
was considered in the mid-nineteenth century as one of the wonders of Victorian
progress. Newspapers had experienced unprecedented expansion since the 1830s.
While in 1800 the number of newspapers in Britain was 92, in 1835 302, by 1845
the total number had risen to 502, a growth of 200 new titles within ten years9.
And the number of copies rose at a similar pace: in 1842 over 50 million copies
went on sale in England, and over 5 million in Scotland; by 1845, within 3 years,
the number in England increased by seven million

and in Scotland by one

10
million.
The Press was becoming an industry of its own, and its expansion and
significance filled many contemporaries with awe. Naturally, this undoubtedly
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rapid progressgave the newspapersa senseof self-importance and pride, as this
in
1847:
in
Cow-ietIntei-ness
the
well
reflected
article
" When the first metallic type issuedshining from its matrice,
PeterSchoeffermay havefelt that the art of printing was on the
foreseen
De
Worde
have
that a
to
may
right road perfection ;
Bible for every church and a ballad for every romantic maid
would in time be demanded;but that a Printing House Square
should one day influence nations -- throw off from its one
press its twenty or thirty thousand sheetsin a morning, each
sheet containing the matter of a volume -- was a speculation
beyondthe rangeof their imaginations.We havecometo a time
felt
itsis
the
the
and
opinion
of
on
public
when
power
press
,
position as one of the necessary social institutions
recognised."II
What were the main factors behind the extraordinary expansionof the Pressand
12
its
the extensionof
role? One of the most important factors which gave rise to
this expansionwas the gradual reduction of the various taxeson the newspapers.
Before the 1830sthe "taxesof knowledge" -- the AdvertisementDuty, the Stamp
Duty and the Excise Duty on paper-- weighedheavily on the newspapers,putting
their costs up so much that only the moneyedclassescould afford to buy them.
The tax revenue from the Advertisement Duty formed "a nice item in the
Budget" 13, and from the three greatest advertising media, the Tinles, the
Telegraph and the Glasgoit, Herald it alone amountedto above 9130,000 in a
year.
Even more than the AdvertisementDuty, the Stamp Duty was seenat the time as
the greatestobstacle. It was expensive, -- seven pence for an averageweekly
had
in
to
advance,a special
purchase,
and
restrictive
as
publishers
newspaper,-stamp for each copy of any paper defined as containing 'news'. This, of course,
greatly limited circulation, and increasedlosses,since if the stampedpaper was
11

And
loss.
had
bear
the tax on paper made raw
to
the
the
sold
publisher
not
material costs high, and further increasedthe price of the newspapers.All these
factors thus made the newspaperof the early nineteenth century a luxury of the
few, circulating mainly amongthe upperclassesof society.
With the movementtowards free trade, thesetaxes were gradually reducedand
repealedfrom the 1830s onwards. First, in 1833 the Advertisement Duty was
reduced from 3s. 6d. to Is. 6d, then in 1836 the Stamp Duty was lowered from
4d. to 1d., and in the sameyear the Excise Duty on paper was also reducedfrom
3d. to 1.5d. The averageprice of a weekly paperthus droppedfrom sevenpence
to four penceand a half penny.
As a result of the reductions,advertisementsand salesincreasedimmediately,and
the lower production and salecostspromptedfurther changes,such asan increase
of the paper'ssize and its staff. Meanwhile, education, literacy and the franchise
were extended, which contributed to the extension of the reading public.
Technical innovations in printing technology and improved methods of
distribution also helpedthe growth of the Press.From 1845 the electric telegraph
transformednewsgathering,and broughtthe provincial paperscloserto the centres
of news. In 1838 secondeditions becamegeneral, and in the secondhalf of the
1840ssupplementsappeared.
The lower cost and price also produced an expansionof cheap,popular weekly
papers, building on the tradition of the popular literature of the old chapbooks,
broadsheetsand penny serial novels. New types of papersappearedand spread,
such as classpapersrepresentingthe interestof particular professionsand trades,
and pressuregroup papers advocating such causesas Free Trade, temperance,
religious freedom, Owenism, industrial reform, vegetarianism and hydropathy.
By 1847 there were 555 different newspapersand journals, and the newspaper
14
increasingly
regardeda" necessaryadjunct to every pursuit" . And when
was
the final barricadespreventingthe free flow of newspaperscamedown in the early
1850s with the complete abolition of Advertising Duty in 1853, and of Stamp
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Duty in 1855, there was indeed no stopping. Dailies and cheap penny papers
led
in
literacy
they
to the extension
the
general
with
rise
proliferated, and coupled
of readership to the lower middle and upper working classes. As one
"All
the
some
exaggeration:
of
remarked,
with
press
contemporary chronicler
"15
newspapers.
read
at
all,
read
men, now-a-days, who
This great expansion made the Press a significant new power, perceived as 'The
Fourth Estate', the 'guardian of liberties'. Contemporary observers spoke of the
newspapers' "unquestionable"

and "powerful

influence"16,

and the papers

17,
liberties"
themselves stated that they were "the surest bulwark of the people's
Andrews
"moral
By
1857,
Alexander
writing
and
political
safeguards".
providing
77zeHistoij, ofBfitish Join-nalisin could enthusiastically say:

The list of our public journals is a proud and noble list -- the
role of an army of Liberty, with a rallying point in every town.
It is a police of public safety, and a sentinel of public morals.
I I For good or for evil, the Pressmust go on now: no power
...
on earth can arrestit. Hundredsof thousandshave beenadded
to the number who look to it as a necessary of their
18
existence.
Many looked upon the Press and its journalists not only as 'guardians of Liberty'
but also as 'moral authorities'. This authority was largely corporate due to the
anonymity of journalism, and to the growing reputations of the individual chief
editors, such as John Delane of The Times and Alexander Russell of the
Scotsman.

From the second half of the 18.40snewspapers had often become

lively forums of public debate with an avalanche of 'Utters to the Editor' and
forceful leaders on current issues, often with an openly stated intention to improve
public morality. "Investigative" and "crusading" types of journalism were also
becoming more widely used, with their great potential to influence public opinion.
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During the period of the Highland Famine,

An unexplored field

newspapers were therefore already a
powerful force in expressing and influencing public opinion. They provide an
immensesourceof material with which we can gaugethe perceptionsof Scottish
public opinion at the time.
One indication of the amount of such material is the sheer number of articles
unearthedthroughout the researchof this thesis. During the ten years between
1845 and 1855 the major newspaperswhich have been surveyed completely, (Scotsman, Glasgon, Hei-ald, Inverness Courier, the Witness, Inverness
Advedisel-,Not-thBl-itish Daily Mail and Northern Ensign) -, containedwell over
2000 articles on the Highlands, on the closestestimatel 9. On the actual topic of
this thesistherewere more than 600 articles,which havebeendirectly or indirectly
used.
Yet, so far this area of the Scottish press and public opinion has been largely
neglectedand unresearched.The press itself has not been used much as a valid
historical source,but hasbeensometimesrenouncedas unreliable material.20 The
validity of sources,however, dependson what they are used for. In the caseof
this thesis the press is not examined for establishing historical data, or making
judgementson the debatesaroundthe economicstateof the Highland estates.The
presshere is usedasthe most suitablesourceto analysethe perceptionsin Scottish
public opinion.
One notable exception in the treatment of the press as a significant source is
Donald E. Meek's anthologyof Celtic poetry, which containspoetry rescuedfrom
21
Meek also stresses the importance of
the contemporary newspapers.
newspapersas sources, and also points out that they have been much "under22
far.
However, the newspapersMeek usedin his anthology were those
used" so
from the 1860sonwards.
The mid-nineteenth century press is still very much 'under-used', if not
completely 'un-used'. Although some of the historians of the clearancesand the
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Famine have occasionally looked into newspaperfiles, - mainly those of the
Invenzess Courier and the Scotsman, - no systematic survey has so far been
carried out on the press at this period. The material available in the newspaper
files, however, doesnot only presenta rich treasure-housebut can also shednew
light on much of the perceptionsof the Highlands and on the split Scottishpublic
opinion and identity at the time.
The extent of hostility, contempt and at times sheerhatred towards the Highland
Gaelshas not beenknown or presentedat any length so far. Most of this material
has not beenquotedor publishedyet, only at the most slightly touchedupon.23 It
hascertainly not beenpresentedasthe major currentview at the time, which could
havehad direct influenceon the actuallandlordandgovernmentpolicies.
The sympathetic views are better known and more researchedin comparison.
Nevertheless, there is still much material lying unearthed in the sympathetic
newspapers as well. The names of Thomas Mulock, Donald Ross, Donald
M'Leod and Robert Somers are not unknown to authors on the history of the
Highlands and the clearances,yet, the newspapersthese men were writing for
havenot beenlooked at in any depth.
T.M. Devine in The Great Highland Famine mentionsMulock, Somersand Ross
as occasionalsourceson evictions and remarks that they representeda different
part of public opinion, being critical and arguing "vehementlythat the Highlands
required more liberal aid and support."24 But he puts no great emphasison their
role and does not give any lengthier quotation from their writings. Newspapers
suchasthe Northern Ensign receiveonly one mention in the book.
Even in James Hunter's seminal book,The Making of the Crofting Conlinunity,
neither Robert Somers,or the Northern Ensign , or the North British Daity Mail
are mentioned at all, and Donald Ross is referred to only once as "the more
25
land
lordism.
Highland
-'
ThomasMulock is entirely missing
outspokencritic of
from the pagesof Hunter's book. And in T. C.Smout'sA Century of the Scottish
People all thesenamesand newspapersdo not evenreceivea passingreference.
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It is only John Prebblein his TheHighland Clearances who gives Mulock, Ross,
M'Leod and their newspapersany lengthier treatmentand describestheir battle in
the Scottish press to any extent. But even Prebble seems unaware of Robert
Somersseriesof letterspublishedin book form in 1848.
The early sympatheticand radical section of the press and public opinion in the
mid-nineteenthcentury Scotland has not yet beendealt with in a comprehensive
survey. The abundantmaterial in this period, however, can throw a new light on
the assessment
of the pressat this time, and offer new perspectiveson the roots of
the 1880sHighland radicalism.
In the light of such crusadingradicals asThomasMulock or Donald Ross,writers
like Hugh Miller and Robert Somers,who haveso far beenusually consideredthe
"radicals", should be reevaluated.The writings of thesejournalists can also show
that the radicalism of the 1870sand 1880sdid not only feed on the influence of
Ireland but in fact also had its roots at home, in the battles which these early
crusadingjournalists had fought in the 1850s.

The main ainis

of tile thesis

This thesisis aimedat filling the gap in the so far
undiscovered newspaper materials,

and at

presenting the issues raised and fought over in the mid-nineteenth century Scottish
public opinion. The period between 1845 and 1855 is chosen because it was a
time of great crisis with the Famine and the ensuing destitution, when, as a result,
perceptions and public opinion were sharpened considerably. The end date of
1855 marks the period of the Crimean War (1854-56), during which the failure of
recruiting from Highlands highlighted the problems of depopulation again, and
this time it led to a shift in perceptions towards much more sympathy than in the
past decade.
'Me major, almost sole, source of the thesis is the newspaper press of the period.
This is partly owing to the fact that this vast material has so far been unexplored,
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and partly to an intention to keep the topic focussed.The extensiveuse of direct
quotations is also due to a conscious decision to present as much of the newly
found material as possible. Another reasonfor quoting extensively is that the
newspaper writings at the time were unusually vivid and expressive, making
commentaryoften superfluous.
Finally, it should be stressedwhat this thesis is not aiming to do. It does not
presentthe perceptionsof the Highlander-,themselves,as this would require very
different sources,suchas the Gaelic poetry at the time or the emigrants'letters.By
limiting itself to newspapersourcesit doesnot presentviews in the wider public
or in the government.
It does not seek to pronouncejudgements on the participants of the events and
public debatesat the time, although it will clearly suggestthat someof the views
were simply unacceptablefrom a humanpoint of view. By presentingthe various
perceptionsthe thesis aims to let them speakfor themselves,while also offering
someconclusionsat the end.
One final aim of the thesis is to presentthe Highland crisis and its perceptionsin
the mid-nineteenth century as a case study of something more universal.
Prejudicesagainsta poorer neighbour, contemptfor a perceivedinferior people,
clearancesand forced emigrations have not been confined to the Highlands of
Scotland. Such phenomenahave beensadly universal throughout history, and so
have beenthe perceptionsand mental processesaccompanyingthem. Examining
how theseworked in Scotland in the nineteenthcentury may help understanding
the natureof a more universalphenomenon.
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'Contempt,Spnpatht,and Romance': Lowlandperceptionsof the Highlands and the clearances
duting the Eatnineyears, 1845-1855

PART ONE
CONTEMPT

Chapter

One

BACKGROUND

1. Eighteenth.

Century

Roots:

From 'Uncivilised' to Racially Inferior

1. Parallels

between eighteenth

and. nineteenth

century

views
In 1852 Robert Carruthers, the editor of the prestigious Ini, erness
Courier, publisheda new edition of Boswell:gJounial ofa Tour to the
Hehrides. In his own notes Carruthersdevoted much spaceto mark
"the differences and resemblances in Highland affairs between
Johnson's days"1 his own. Almost eighty years after Johnson'sand
Boswell's visit, many of the Highland questions were still the same

and mid-nineteenth century newspaper editors were apt to use the
parallels in order to stressthe hopelessnessof the Highland situation.
The Scotsman in its review of Carruthers' edition put it bluntly:

What we learn from this book -- as indeedfrom all the
very few accounts of eye-witnesses, such as that of
Captain

Burt,

written

about forty

years before

Johnson's visit -- is, that "Highland destitution" is a

2
very old, and long, and unbroken story.
What were the views, then, eighty years earlier which mid-nineteenth
century newspapereditors found so similar to their own? And were
they indeed all so similar or were they twisted to suit the ideology of
the mid-Victorian age?At first glance, much of the perception of the
Highland Gaelswas indeedvery similar.
"Savage", "ignorant", "uncivilised" were the words SamuelJohnson
found the most suitable to describethe Highlanderswhen he reached
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the Highlands in 1773. "Barbarous", "indolent", "ignorant", and
"habitually lazy" were the most common adjectives that many
improvers, government officials and newspapersused seventy years
later in the mid-nineteenthcenturyin referringto the Highlanders.
Had nothing changed? Similar words, indeed,yet their roots and real
meaning were fundamentally different. As the underlying difference
will suggest,the nineteenthcentury, which was often glorified as the
'age of progress', went backwards in certain respects rather than
forward, from the mere contempt of the 'civilised' man for the
'uncivilised' to the senseof racial superiority.
For SamuelJohnson, as a classic eighteenthcentury mind, the main
criterion upon which he judged peopleand countrieswas how far they
progressedon the scaleof civilisation. He did regard those who were
less"advanced"on this ladderof civilisation as inferior, "primitive" or
"savage", but thesejudgementscamefrom an essentiallycultural and
civilisational point of view andnot from a racial one.
By the mid-nineteenth century the Scotsman, one of the largest
Scottish newspapers, could openly pronounce the Highlanders a
barbarousand an inferior race, and even suggest"racial intermixture"
to improve them. Lettersto the Editor expressedsimilar racialist views.
Where did it all start? Back in the early 1770s, Johnson did not
pronounce the Highlanders as irredeemably inferior, despite his
apparentand often rampantprejudices.Johnsondid not believethat the
"barbarians" were such because of their race, but rather that the
"primitive" statethey were in stemmedfrom civilisational differences.
".. For the mannersof the mountaineersarecommonly savage,but they
are rather produced by their situation than derived from their
Isles.
ancestors"3, he wrote in his Journal of the Tour of the TVestenz
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He saw their backwardnessas a result of their condition and not as a
consequenceof their natureor race.
However, by the last decadeof the eighteenthcentury, racialist views
made their firm appearance,and during the nineteenth century they
became fully-fledged. On continental Europe, there was a parallel
processin the general development of racist thoughts, and Scotland
was no exception. In fact, the cultural clashesthat occurred between
the "two Scotlands"provided additional fuel for the growth of racially
basedviews.

2. Samuel Johnson's
arising

views on the Highlanders:

" just

from barbarity"

In 1773 Johnson set off on his journey with numerous prejudices
against the Scots. He regarded them as backward and uncivilised, not
yet as advanced on the scale of civilisation as the English were. To
him, the Scots were "a nation just arising from barbarity"4, and this
positive development Johnson attributed to their increasing contacts
with the civilised English. "Till the Union made them acquainted with
English manners, the culture of their lands was unskillful,

and their

domestick life unformed; their tables were coarse as the feasts of the
Eskimeaux, and their houses filthy as the cottages of the Hottentots, ',5
he wrote in his Jounicy

.

Once under the influence of the English civilisation, however, Johnson
regarded the Scots as being very capable of advancing fast. In this
progress, though, he saw the Highlanders as more backward than the
Lowlanders6.

In fact, the main purpose of his visit was to observe
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thosedifferent mannersof the Highlanderswhich madethem a "people
of peculiar appearance"living a "system of antiquated life. "7 He
found, though, that he was too late, the ancientmannerswere already
disappearing.

Changing

Highlands

At the time of Johnson's visit the

in the eighteenth century

Highlandswere alreadyin a state
of transition. 'Me face of the Highlands andthe fate of their inhabitants
were rapidly transforming. The self-sustaining economy based on
clanship was breaking up and was becoming increasingly
commercialised.Rentswere raised as never before. Many clan chiefs
started to regard themselves as commercial landlords and were
integratiaginto the British landedclasses.They neededmore moneyto
subsidisetheir new social role, and they were also catchingthe general
'improvement mania'. Some landlords were genuinely concerned
about how the rising population could be caredfor. Land improvement
plans were drawn up in many Highland estates.
'Me great improvementexperimentof large scalesheep-farmingbegan
in the 1760s and led to the depopulation of the interior lands, either
through direct population relocation to the coastalareasor through the
'voluntary' emigration of those who recognised before the sheep
farming reachedtheir lands that they had better go elsewhere.A social
distancing betweenformer 'protector-chiefs'and 'clanmember-tenants'
began, and resulted in severe social disorientation. The inevitable
conflict between "landlord omnipotence and unyielding peasant
values"8replacedthe former customaryrelationships.
Thousands emigrated to America and Canada in the 1750s and 1760s.

During this time some 60% of all Scottish emigrants were
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Highlanders9, who constituted only about one third of the total
Scottish population. In some caseswhole townships left, sometimes
not out of desperation but in search of a better life, of widening
10
opportunities. However, most peoplewho left did so in "alarm and
general anxiety" which the "the relentless march of the big sheepfarmers"11 caused."Preparationfor emigration was often a prudent
precaution to avoid the expected future catastrophe of complete
dispossession." 12
The changes that commenced in the previous century and gained
impetus after 1707 were to lead eventually to the depopulationof the
interior of the Highlands, the disappearanceof a whole way of life
with its culture, while the improvementplansusually endedin failure.
The end result was social displacementin various forms; in large scale
emigrations,evictions,relocations,and direct clearances.

What Samuel Johnson in 1773

Johnson's Highland trip

could observe was a transition,
the changes in values and manners. His mind was sufficiently open
and broad to enable him to discern the changes, and his initial
prejudices against the "savage" and "ignorant" people "on the verge of
European life" were fast wearing away.
When Johnson reached the Highlands in the early autumn of 1773 his
first reaction was one of dismay. "We began to leave fertility

and

culture behind us", he wrote indignantly. As he looked around the
barren rugged hills, his civilised eye was "astonished and repelled by
this wide extent of hopeless sterility. " He saw in them but a "naked
desert", with no trees and "unimproved life". To him, the Highlands
were no romantic wilderness. He never came to like the land and
scenery of the Highlands , but he did grow to like the inhabitants.
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When asked towards the end of his journey how he liked the
Highlands he replied: " Who can like the Highlands? -- I like the
inhabitants very well. "13 This view was the reverse of the Ossianic
and later heavily romanticised perceptionof the Highlands when the
scenery was elevated to mythic heights and the inhabitants were
'improved' into imaginary romantic heroeswhile their actual statewas
largely ignored by their 'romanticisers'.
Throughout his journey Johnson continued to despair of the bare,
dreary anduncultivated land but wheneverhe saw sign-sof civilisation
he was ready to praise. He was most impressedby the "civility'! and
"hospitality" of not only the lairds but also, though to a lesserextent,
of the ordinary people.
His observationson those positive traits, however, were often tinged
th a tone of surprise at finding such civilised manners in a
,%,.,;
supposedlybarbarouspeople. "You find, " he wrote in a letter to Mrs
Thrale, "that all the islanders, even in these recessesof life are not
barbarous"14 In another letter a few days earlier the tone of surprise is
even more palpable: " the Highland girl made tea and looked and talked
not inelegantly, her father was by no means an ignorant and a weak
man; there were books in the cottage.."15
Although he often described the Highlanders as bearing some aspects
of savagenesswhen he saw them en masse,when he encountered them
personally, he tended to praise them. " We had two Highlanders to run
by us, who were active, officious, civil and hardy. " 16 Adjectives such
as "active" and "civil"

were the exact opposites of what Johnson

usually defined as barbarous. In his Dictionary

the definitions of

"civil" includes "civilized not barbarous. " In his Journey he went so
far against his own initial prejudices as to pronounce "civility" "part of
"diffused
the national character of the Highlanders
which
was
......
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from the laird through the whole clan". And he defined "civility"
"freedom from barbarity,

the state of being civilised",

as

and as

"politeness, elegance of behaviour.. and rule of decency. "
Samuel Johnson, as most great minds, was a complex character
though.

Having acknowledged the civility

of the Highlanders, he

again called them a barbarous people when it came to the issue of the
Scottish Gaelic language, or the "Erse language", as Johnson and the
contemporaries called it . Although he himself admitted that he knew
almost nothing about their language he still made strongly penned
judgement on it: ".. it is the rude speech of a barbarous people, who
had few thoughts to express, and were content, as they conceived
grossly, to be grossly understood. " Yet, at the same time he compared
listening to a song in Erse to listening to an Italian opera, "delighted
with the sound of words" he did not understand. And, as another
seemingly contradictory point to his judgement on the 'rude' Erse
language, after his return from the Highlands it was mainly owing to
his influence17 that the New Testament was allowed to be translated

into the 'Erse language'.
Where is the real Johnson then? One possible explanation for the
apparentcontradiction may lie in his passionfor arguments,often just
for the argument'ssake. One examplefor this is his dispute with the
philosopher Lord Monboddo on savages and shopkeepers. When
Monboddo was making a casefor savagesJohnson made his for the
shopkeeper. His letters to Mrs Thrale revealed his real motives:
"Monboddo declared boldly for the savage,and 1, perhaps for that
reason,sided with the citizen." Or, in Boswell's Life : ". A might have
taken the side of the savageequally, had anybodyelsetaken the side of
the shopkeeper".
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'Me samelove of argumentand challengelies also behind his frequent
teasing of Boswell over his Scotch sensitivity. Johnson never made
such extremeremarkson the Scotsas when he madethem to Boswell.
For Johnson, it was anotherform of challengeto find and annoy the
other party's weak points.
At the time of his journey one of Johnson's favourite intellectual
challengescentred around Macpherson'sOssian,which Johnsonwas
determined to prove a fake. Later in his discourse on the 'Erse
language'it becomesclear that the criticism was primarily written as
an attack on Macphersonand the 'Ossian believers: "After what has
been lately talked of Highland bards and Highland genius, many will
startle when they are told that the Erse languagenever was a written
language..". Therefore,the argumentsuggests,Ossiancannot be but a
fake. The 'Erse language" or Scottish Gaelic had been a written
languagelong beforeJohnsonmadehis commentbut he was unaware
of it and never really made serious inquiries about it, as he himself
elsewhereadmitted. The point was, however,to disprove Macpherson
mainly for two reasons: he was passionately against any form of
romanticisation and was especially against it if it concerned 'less
civilised' people.

Johnson was one of the notable

Against romanticisation

exceptions

who

never

'old
Highland
life',
the
which was to move so
of
romanticised
way
many romantics in the following

two centuries. For his part, he

regarded it as totally barbarous and undesirable. His objection to
romanticisation is powerful throughout his Journey and his Letters,
and comes through in a number of dialogues with Boswell.
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Being a true mind of the European Enlightenment, in which 'Raison'
for
human
life,
he
had
Reason
time
the
no
ruler
such
or
primary
of
was
philosophers as Rousseau, who despite belonging to the French
Enlightenment is also considered. the father of Romanticism with his
'back-to-nature' ideal. In a letter complaining about the "naked desert"
[there]
Skye
he
Rousseau:
"..
to
of
clearly refers
a being with all those
powers which, education expands, and all those sensations whi.ch
culture refines is condemned to shelter itself from the wind and rain.
Philosophers there are who try to make themselves believe that this life

is happy..." 18 In Boswell's accountthe sameargumentis recordedat
the time of their visit to Coll. When seeinga smoky hut thereJohnson
remarks: "And this is what the philosopherscall happy. Boswell: 'the
philosophers, when they placed happiness in a cottage, supposed
cleanliness and no smoke' Johnson: 'Sir, they did not think about
either."
To Johnson,romanticising was an act of deliberately ignoring reality,
ultimately leading to falsification and the creation of lies. It was his
main objection to the Ossiancult, which he also saw as a symptom of
the Scottishnational character.His criticism hereis perhapsone of the
most challengingonesever madeon the Scottishpsyche:
The Scots have something to plead for their easy
receptionof an improbablefiction: they are seducedby
their fondness for their supposed ancestors. A
Scotchnian must be a veiy sturdy moralist, Ao does
not love Scotlandbetter than truth: he will always love
it better than inquiry, and if falsehoodflatters his vanity
will not be very diligent to detect it. Neither ought the
English to be much influenced by Scotchauthority, for
the past and presentstate of the whole Erse nation, the
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Lowlanders are at least as ignorant as ourselves. To be
ignorant is painful, but it is dangerous to quiet our
uneasiness by the delusive opiate of hasty persuasion.
But this is an age in which those who could not read,
have been supposed to write, in which the giants of
antiquated romance have been exhibited as realities. If
we know little of the ancient highlanders, let us not fill

19
Ossian.
the vacuity with
A penetrating criticism undoubtedly. But is it not true for all other
nations as well? Is it only specifically

Scottish? Or perhaps a

characteristically 'small nation' symptom?
Johnson probably did not yet think in terms of small and big nations.
These concepts were to flourish from the nineteenth century onwards.
For his mind, this "fondness for supposed ancestors" and flattering
fairy tales derived from being a 'less civilised' nation, which was, like
a not yet fully matured person, more inclined to listen to the voice of
the fancy and flattering falsehood than to the adult voice of reason.

An carly critic

With no inclination for romance,

Johnson was interested in the realities of
the Highlands, and above all, of their inhabitants. He was critical of
many changes; the large scale emigration, especially that of the
tacksmen, of the ejections of tenants -- or clearances as they later
became to be called -- and of hasty improvements with little regard to
,
the people themselves. To him, an empty country would not contribute
to the general happiness.
To banish the tacksman is easy, to make a country

plentiful by diminishing the people is an expeditious
mode of husbandry; but that abundance, which there is
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nobody to enjoy, contributes little

to human

happiness.20
By the time Johnsontravelled around the Highlands and Islands the
economicand socialchangeswhich led to increasingcommercialisation
and the break-upof the clan systemwere widespreadand visible. The
transformation bringing commercialisation commencedin the early
eighteenthcentury andwas acceleratedby the post-Cullodenmeasures
abolishingthe clan chiefs' prerogatives.
Most contemporary commentatorsand even present day scholars as
well as popular perceptions contend that the break-up of the clan
system and of the traditional Highland society was due to the postCulloden measures,and therefore was imposed from outside by the
Westminster government. This view normally presents the preCulloden Highlanders as a simple and noble people, living in
happinessand holding their chiefs in great veneration.They were then
bitterly betrayed, and with the sudden break-up of the clans
commercial values were forced upon their old traditional society,
which respectedmen more than money.
There is certainly truth in this view since the transformation of the
Highland society and economy was indeed quite quick and sudden
comparedto the 'normal' historical processof transformation from an
agrarian, self-sufficient systern into a modem commercial one. 'Me
post-Culloden legislation was indeed radical and imposed from
outside.To suggest,however,that without the post-1745measuresthe
Highland societywould haveremainedunchangedis unhistorical.
As recent studies2l have pointed out, commerciali sation and the
expansionof landownershipstartedwell before 1746. Already in the
century before Culloden absenteeism,accumulationof debts and rentraising prompted the criticisms of Gaelic poets. Neither is the view
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tenable that the break-up of the traditional clanship was due to the
oppressivemeasuresof Westminster.The demiseof the clanship had
been started earlier by the chiefs themselves very much under the
influence of the spirit of the age. "The demiseof the clanship was [..]
accomplished by chiefs and leading gentry

wholeheartedly

embracingthe Whig conceptof progressanddeliberatelysupporting,if
not throwing over their personal obligations as patrons and
22
protectors.,,
Contemporary travellers well before 1746 observed that the idea of
improvement was not all foreign or alien to the Highlanders. As one
English observer in the 1720sremarked: "Nothing is more common
than to hear the Highlanders boast how much their country might be
improved, and that it would produce double what it did at present,if
betterhusbandrywere introducedamongthern."23
As the Highlands came into closer contact with the Lowlands
England, and with the continental countries, and as the world as a
whole became 'smaller' through the development of trade and
infrastructure, the changeswere inevitable. The Highlands could not
have remained a reserveof a previous historical era of clans, heroes
and happy simple people, or for that matter, barbarous savages.
Eventually, changes in the core or centre countries do reach the
peripheries; the question is how these changes take place or are
implemented. One of the most enduring criticisms of the way the
transformation of the Highlands occurred is that too little regard was
paid to the people and too much to the new social statusof the chiefs
and to the improvement of the land and rents. In other words, that the
social costswere far more severethan they were necessary.
Samuel Johnson was one of the very few early commentators who
voiced this criticism strongly, and also arguedagainsthasty ejections
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of tenantsas the simplest way of making more profit. "At is necessary
in thesecountries,wherethe ejectionof a tenantis a greaterevil than in
more populous places, to consider not merely what the land will
produce, but with what ability the inhabitants'can cultivate it, " he
wrote in his Jow-ne adding an ominous prediction: "an island once
depopulatedwill remain a desert."24
While Johnsonhimself viewed 1746 as a turning point and seemedto
identify the changesin the Highlands as arising from the effectsof the
post-Culloden measures("the chiefs divested of their prerogatives,
necessarilyturned their thoughtsto improvementof their revenues"25)
he saw the seedsof changesearlier in the increasingcontactswith the
'civilised' world. He primarily attributed the general "improvement"
of the Highlands to the Union which brought Scotland within the
compass of English civilisation and generally opened it up to the
world. The lure of civilisation, the better mode of life, money and
commerce will prove stronger, Johnson believed, than the ancient
venerationfor the chiefs.
This gloomy tranquility, which some may call fortitude,
and others wisdom, was, I believe, for a long time to
be frequently found in these glens of poverty: every
man was content to live like his neighbours and never
wandering from home, saw no mode of life preferable
to his own, except at the house of his laird or the lairds'
nearest relatives, whom he considered as a superior
order of beings, to whose luxuries or honours he had
no pretensions. But the end of his reverence and
submission seems now approaching, the Highlanders
have leamt that there are countries less bleak and barren
than their own, where, instead of working for the laird,
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his
till
own ground, and eat the produce
every man may
of his own labour. Great numbers have been induced
by this discovery to go every year for some time past to
Arnerica. 26

'Uncivilised'

'hilicrently'

but not

inferior

'Mis was far from the view which saw
the Highlanders as essentially victims of

the chiefs' betrayal. Johnson regarded the Highlanders as capable and
independent human beings who once under the lure of 'civilisation',
,
would take their chance for a better life.
This reinforces the argument that Johnson was not racialist. When he
talked about barbarians and savages he did not see them as
pt;, manently so. To him, the savages were capable of becoming
civilised beings once under the influence of civilisation,

once they

reached the next stage on the scale of civilisation. In other words, they
were not "inherently " barbarous and uncivilised. It was not in their
"nature" but derived from their circumstances. This is one of the
fundamental points in the perception of the Highlander which was to
change during the nineteenth century into an essentially racialist view,
which regarded the conditions of the Highlanders as stemming from
their "inherent" traits, from their "nature".
While Johnson often called them savage or barbarous -- especially in
their former state before they came in contact with English civilisation
he
in
tolerant
was
nevertheless
and
seeing why the
understanding
--,
Highlanders were 'back-ward'. He looked at the Highlanders as an
example

of the

less civilised

peoples,

classified

them

"mountaineers", and derived their characteristics from that fact.
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as

Mountaineers are warlike, because their feuds and
competitions they consider themselvesas surrounded
with enemies..". "Mountaineers are thievish, because
they are poor, and having neither manufacture nor
commerce, can grow richýr only by robbery.
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In other words, they were not warlike and thievish because they were
in their

nature inclined

to these vices but because of their

circumstances. 'Me same applied to their so much quoted "idleness",
Johnson believed. "Having little work to do, they are not willing,

nor

perhaps able to endure a long continuance of manual labour, and
28.
idle',
That is, they were not really
habitually
therefore considered as
habitually idle, if more work, more opportunities were given to them
they would become hard working, Johnson suggested: " the possibility
29
industrious.
degrees
"
make them
of gain will by
Johnson trusted the abilities of the Highlanders so much that he did not
suggestfoi-cing them to improve. He thought them capable of doing it
themselves.

3. From Burt to Pinkerton

Edward Burt

: the emergence of racial view

'lliere were not many other contemporary
commentators who shared Johnson's view on

the Highlanders' abilities. Edward Burt was one of them.
Author of the Lettersfi-oin a gentleman in the Noah of Scotland he
,
was another Englishman who held relatively unprejudiced views on the
Highlanders. Little is known of him today, but he appears to have
served with General Wade in Scotland during the 1720S30. Although
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he was writing some forty years earlier than Johnson'sJoin-Iley, his
accountwas not publisheduntil 1754.
He was one of those few who would not attribute the Highlanders'
poor conditions to their 'natural' laziness and 'inherent' barbarity.
Although he also considered them lazy and at length described in
horror the wretched stateof the inhabitants,he emphasisedrepeatedly
that those conditions had not derived from their 'nature', that the
Highlanders were not 'inherently' indolent and barbarous. He
explained their circumstancesas due to the lack of opportunities and
propertreatment.
Let those who deride the dirtiness and idleness,of these
poor creatures, which my countrymen are so apt to
do,..., let them, I say, consider, what inclination they
can have to recommend themselves? Cleanliness is too
expensive for their wages; and what inducement can
they have, in such a station, to be diligent and obliging
to those who use them more like negroes than natives
of Britain? Besides, it is not aiVthing in natul-e that
renders thenz nzore idle and uncleanly than others, as
some would inconsiderably suggest..
"The working tradesmen, for most part, are indolent,
and no wonder, since they have so little incitement to
industry and profitable employment to encourage them
31
it.
do
to

Incitement, opportunities and proper treatmentwere the remedieshe
suggestedfor the poor conditions of the Highlanders. Similarly to
Johnson,he had no romantic inclinations about the Highland scenery
found
it
landscape
he
When
he
did
the
either.
comment on
32
He and Johnson were probably the last travellers who
"horrible".
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did not find the Highland scenery beautiful and romantic. From the end
of the 18th century up to the present it would simply be taken for
granted that the main quality of the Highlands is their wild romantic
beauty, a reservation park for poets, tourists and 'back-to-nature'
romantics.

Shift

of Opinion ill

Thomas Pennant and
The change in perceptions of the

Sir John Sinclair

Highlanders from the views of
Burt and Johnson seems to have occurred towards the 1770s with
Thomas Pennant and Sir John Sinclair. Both men were well-known at
the time and exerted considerable influence on contemporaries. The
travels of Thomas Pennant, a respected naturalist, excited great interest
and the account of his tour in the Highlands was "so favourable that it

has ever since been inondje with southern visitors"33. Sir John
Sinclair, statistician, agrarian reformer, was most well-known as the
compiler of the 29 volume Statistical Account of Scotland of 1799.
Although he did not publish any travel accounts he made his views
clear on the Highlanders in a series of letters in the press and in his
introduction to the Statistical Account.
PennanVsopinions present a link from the unromantic, critical and not
yet racially based opinions, to the more racial nineteenth century views
of contempt. Sinclair's views are already closer to the nineteenth
century trends. This is not to say, however, that the change was
sudden and final. Perceptions live on and mix. What was changing
here was the dominance of opinions. Both Johnson and Sinclair were
highly influential minds of their age but it was Sinclair's views that
were to live on in greater degree.
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Pennant's

Thomas Pennant travelled in the

Tour in Scolland

Highlands in 1769 but his Tour

in Scotland was not published until 1771. It was a direct influence on
Johnson, especially in his lament that the ancient peculiar customs
worth observing were fast wearing away. Unlike Johnson,however,
Pennant displayed romantic tendencies and praised the Highland
scenery.He found the "naked" mountains"awefully magnificent", and
"the rocks of Braemar" to be "exceedingly romantic"34. In Pennant's
writing two qualities had appearedwhich later becameessentialin the
romantic perceptionsof Highland scenery:wildnessand strangeness.
'Me sceneryof this valley is far the most picturesqueof
any in the Highlands,beingsso wild anduncommonas
neverfails to attractthe eye of every strangerof the lest
35
degreeof tasteand sensitivity.
Pennant did not romanticise the inhabitants though. Like Johnson after
him, he was very critical of landowner policies and of emigration. He
thought emigration was "detrimental to the public" and regarded it as a
result of bad management, which drove people to despair. He
primarily blamed the landowners in his criticism:

The rage of raising rents has reached this distant
(in
in
be
for
it
England
there
a
country:
may
reason
certain degree)where the value of lands is increasedby
[accession]
accesion
of commerce and by the rise of
(contrary
but
here
to all policy) the greatmen
provisions:
begin at the ivrong end, ivith squeezingthe hag, befoi-C
they have helped the pow- tenant to fill it, , by the
introduction of manufactures.In many of the isles this
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already shews its unhappy effect, and begins to
depopulatethe country 36
...
While being critical of landlord management Pennant had a fair amount
Gaels
for
the
contempt
as well
of
ordinary

He was horrified at the

conditions they lived in, and described at length their "miserable"
houses "shocking to humanity". Although he acknowledged a few
positive traits such as politeness, quick apprehension, generosity and
hospitality, he mainly regarded the Highlanders as indolent and idle.
It is this point where his view on indolence links him to opinions
prevalent in the nineteenth century. While Burt and Johnson saw the
Gaels' perceived "laziness" as a result of circumstances, Pennant
regarded it as something deriving from their nature and talked about
"native

indolence"37.

Like children, he said, they were indolent

"unless roused to animating amusement", they were content with little
and would not "bestir themselves" for work till they faced famine. This
argument would be often repeated in various forms in the midnineteenth century, and even served as justification for minimal famine
relief or for no relief at all.

Sinclair's

contempt

In the same year, in 1769, when

Pennanttoured the Highlands, Sir John
Sinclair, himself a native of the Highlands,voiced similar contemptfor
the lazy Gaelsin a muchstronger language.In a seriesof lettersto the
Caledonian Mercujy38, which he reprinted in the introduction of his
Statistical Account, he called the worst of the Highlanders "savage"
and "indolent", and consideredthesecharacteristicsinherent. He did
allow, though, that there were "sober and diligent" ones as well. His
contempt and condemnationwere stronger and more passionatethan
the English Pennant's,perhaps becausehe felt embarrassedby the
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'unworthy'

among of his countrymen. The following

lines

foreshadowed many views of contempt in the coming decades.

A have travelled every comer of the Highlands of
Scotland,it is the place of my birth, and the country of
for
it,
heart,
all
my
partiality
and
my
yet with
prejudice
I have seen too many of its inhabitants who were
pictures of indolence and sloth. Contendedto live in
inactivity and idleness,without eventhe necessariesof
life, they would rather starve in the midst of profusion
than apply themselves to industry and labour, they
would rather mount up with the utmostdifficulty to the
top of a bleak and barren mountain from whence
nothing can be seenbut the clouds of Heaven,and the
Albion snows, than to strive to attain to independency
and freedom, with the sweat of their brow and labour
of their hands. They would rather cringe to their
landlord and their laird to obtain the crumbs that fall
from his table than attempt to get a decent and
comfortable livelihood, by cultivating the lands
entrustedto their care, or applying themselvesto any
trade, 6thich , though it it,ouldperhaps disgrace the
blood and the race fi-oln it,hence they sj)ran,(J yet it
would in time make them richer even than the chief of
39
their clan.

John Pinkerton's

theories and

the emergence of racialist

views

While the seeds of racist
views

were

just

emerging here, twenty years later the historian John Pinkerton was
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inferiority
directly
theories
the
racial
out
on
of the
and
spelling
openly
Highlanders. He not only went much further than any eighteenth
century commentator but also clearly echoed general trends in the
developmentof racist thoughts.
A well-known Edinburgh antiquary, historian, and literary forger, he
first put forward his hypothesis on the inveterate inferiority of the
Celtic race as opposedto the Scythian or Gothic race in 1787, in his
Dissertation on the Origin and Piwgi-essof the Scythians oi- Goths.
According to his theory, the Celts were the aborigines of Europe,
incapable of arts and civilisation, while the Scythians were the
'civilisers' from Asia, where "rude and cultivated arts" originated. The
Celts were what the "indigenesof America [today] areto the European
settlers". When the superior Scythaehad come into Europe,according
to Pinkerton, " the Celtic indigenessoon finding their inferiority seem
generally to have fled to the extremities, and Britain and Gaul appear
to havebeenthe final receptablesof almostall the Celts."40
The racial differences persisted ever since and were "radical",
Pinkerton contendedwith a tone of annoyance,and added that such
differenceswere such "as no climate or chancecould produce."41 He
then concluded that the Celts were "savagessince the world began,
and will be forever savageswhile a separatepeople; that is , while
themselves,and of unmixt blood."42
Two years later in 1789, in his An Enquhy into the Histoiy of
Scotland,preceding the reign of Malcohn III, Pinkertonexpoundedhis
theory adding specific characterisations of the inferiority of the
Highland Celts. For him, the Highlanders were not only savagesand
inherently indolent but were also a "weaker" race and had inferior
physical and moral characteristicsderiving from their race:

40

Everyone, who has been in North Britain knows that
the Lowlanders of the country are as different as the
English are from the Welch. The race is so extremely
distinct as to strike all af first sight. In person the
Lowlanders are tall and large, with fair complexions,
and often with flaxen, yellow, and red hair, and blue
eyes; the grand features of the Goth's, in all ancient
writers. The lower classes of the Highlanders are
generally
Norwegian

diminutive,

if we except some of the

descent, with brown complexions

and

almost always with black curled hair and dark eyes. In
mind and manners the distinction is as marked. The
Lowlanders are acute, industrious, sensible, erect and
free. The Highlanders indolent, slavish, strangers to
industry. 43

Pinkerton then proceededto elaborateon how the Celtic poetry was
"almost wholly melancholic in a supreme degree", which, he said,
could only be expected from a "weak and dispirited people". In
contrast, Pinkerton contended,"Gothic poetry", including that of the
Lowlanders, was "replete with that warm alacrity of mind, cheerful
courage,and quick wisdom, which attendsuperiortalents" .
What makes Pinkerton's view of the Highlanders and Lowlanders:
especiallyremarkableis that it strangelyc6rrespondedto contemporary
anthropologists' descriptions of inferior

and superior races.

Anthropology, the preoccupationwith descriptionand classificationof
races was new, and was a product of the European Enlightenment
movement and the increasing contacts with other peoples of other
continents The second half of the eighteenth century saw the
emergence of anthropology, phrenology and physiognomy; all
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in
the
and
peoples
order to
classification
of
races
concerned with
determineman'sexactplacein natureandfind the "missing link" in the
"great chain of being".
Most anthropologistsin the last two decadesof the eighteenthcentury
just
Pinkerton
inferiority44
as
equated small stature with racial
-describedthe Lowlandersas tall and the Highlandersas "diminutive".
More importantly, the ideal type of beauty which was to characterise
the superior race was equatedwith the classicallaws of ancientGreek
beauty, that is, a proportionate body and face, fair complexion, blue
stereotypewas indeed later to becomethe all too
eyes,fair hair. 717his
familiar Aryan, or Teuton type of superior race. Pinkerton's
description of the Lowlanders as tall, large with fair hair and
complexion, and blue eyes rings strangebells indeed. Moreover, the
way he describedthe Highlanderspresentedan even strangerpicture:
they have dark complexions, dark eyes and their hair is not only black
but curly. Pinkerton also used the word "slavish", at the time when
Blacks
Any
to
the
and
accepted.
similarity
slavery was still widespread
perhaps, whose features and 'slavish' nature were so widely discussed
at the time?
In Pinkerton's description it was not only the outward features that
corresponded to current views on inferior and superior races but the
'inner' qualities as well. The Highlanders in Pinkerton's view were
essentially and inherently "lazy", "indolent" and "a race incapable of
labour"45. The Lowlanders by contrast were industrious, sensible,
These
free
like
two
middle-class
people.
good
very
much
acute and
-sets of traits again corresponded

to certain current

views in

anthropology and natural science. The Swedish naturalist Carl von
Linn6, who was one of the most influential
classification,

pioneers of racial

full
inventive,
the
of
race
as
characterised46
white
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ingenuity, orderly and governed by laws; on the whole reflecting
middle classvalues.By contrasthe attributedto the Blacks with all the
opposite and negative qualities: they were regardedas lazy, devious
and unable to govern themselves.Pinkerton'sdescriptionof the Celtic
Highlanders clearly echoed current notions on the Blacks and other
supposedly'inferior' races,a fact, that was perhapsunique at the time
among other 'white' Europeantheorists, who "only" classified nonwhites as inferior.
Most late eighteenthcentury racial classificationtheorieswere not yet
fully-fledged racist theories as they lacked the notion of inherence.In
other words, the inferior races were not such for ever, if their
conditions changedthey would change with their environment. This
notion was yet part of the Enlightenmentera which regardedman as a
productof the environment.ChristianMeinersin his influential Outline
(1785),
Mankind
Histoty
the
of
of
regards the different racial
characteristicsasa result of climate and not yet asinherentqualities.In
fact, this point of the general development of racial thinking can be
comparedto the early stagewhich SamuelJohnsonrepresentedin the
evolution of racial attitudestowardsthe Highlanders,where he derived
their usually 'inferior' characteristicsnot from their race but from their
circumstances. Johnson's views were firmly those of the classic
Enlightenment, and the changesin perception after him also reflect
changesin the generaltrendsin Europeanthinking.
The end of the eighteenth century brought about a growing national
consciousness, and "all but buried the cosmopolitanism of the
Enlightenmerlt',47. The generalistviews on the white race would soon
be narrowed down. The superior qualities would be attributed not to
the whole of the Europeanwhite race but to certain individual nations.
"The Homo

Euroj)eus about which the eighteenth century

43

anthropologists wrote would become the German, Slavic or French
race. "48 Anglo-Saxonism, too, and a more rampant anti-Celt racism
would become prevalent only in the nineteenth century, but its
forerunners, such as Pinkerton had already appeared in the previous

century-
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11. The 'Zeitgeist' of the mid-nineteenth century:
The Age qf Progress and Race

Wider context

By the mid-nineteenth century

racialist theories and concepts had
become an easily detectable part of the ruling spirit of the age, or
'Zeitgeist' in Europe. It is in this wider climate of opinion that the
Lowland contempt for the Highland Gael should be seen. In this
context, contemptuous Lowland views, - which today would seem
shocking and unacceptable-, at the time were quite 'natural', fitting
into the general pattern of current thoughts. This wider context of
the spirit of the age was also essential to the very formation of
Lowland Saxon contempt for the Highland Gael, which adopted
many elements of the ruling concepts.

Age of Progress

For most mid-Victorians, their age was

filled with optimism, euphoria and a firm
,
belief that the world was rapidly advancing to unseen heights of
civilisation. Innovation, discovery, expansion, and improvement
seemed to take place "daily, if not hourly"49, as one contemporary
chronicler put it. It was an age of self- confidence and strength, it
was an age when the boundaries of human achievements seemed
limitless.

"We remove mountains,

and make seas smooth

highways, nothing can resist us. We war with rude Nature, and by
our restless engines, come off always victorious...,,
Thomas Carlyle in the "Signs of the Times".
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5 0,

wrote

"Progress" was one of the key concepts of the age. It was so much
part and parcel of everyday thinking that even when a Glasgow
merchant worded an advertisement for gentlemen's clothing, he
would began it by versing an ode to his present age:

If our grandfatherscould come
From their dark andnarrow home
'Mey would openwide their eyes
With increduloussurprise,
And would quite bewilderedbe
With the sights that they would see.
Like a meteorof the night
Would appearthe steam-car'sflight,
Blinding almostwith its rays.
In their eyesthe gaswould blaze;
Everpvhere in every street
Somethingstartling they would meet;..51
And indeed, there was much to admire. When one looked at the
world map, British supremacy was obvious. The British Empire
covered a quarter of the globe.

Britain itself had become the

"workshop" of the world, and the model country of development.
Both the pace and quantity of achievements were unparalleled. The
period

between

the 1840s and the 1870s witnessed

an

"extraordinaryeconomictransformationand expansion"52.
In the first half of the nineteenthcentury the population of Britain
had doubled, its imports had increased more than threefold, and
both exports and production had increased more than tenfold53. It
was the 'golden age of high farming' in agriculture, producing
greater yields than ever before, the supply of power and number of
machines had been increasing, and the industrial progress was
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indisputable54.

Developments in transport made the world

increasingly smaller, with communication rapidly transforming the
pace of life and contacts between the various parts of the world. A
triumphant celebration of this progress was embodied in the Great
Exhibition in 1851, which had set out "to present a true test and a
living picture of the point of development at which the whole of
mankind has arrived. "55 Crystal Palace had 13,000 exhibitors and
six million
story.,,

visitors, and was both a "fairy tale and a success

56

The comforts of everyday life and the standard of living increased
for many, especially for those whose voice could shape public
opinion, the middle classes. They saw no need to be dissatisfied
with the rate of progress or the position achieved. They were
content and confident. And increasingly, the past and the previous
state of things seemed barbarous and inferior, and the present
appearedthe only true state of civilisation.
When at the middle of the century The Economist paused to reflect
on what had so far been achieved in "The Age of Progress and
Race"57, the author listed with dismay the details of the previous
standard of living. The horrifying list included bad roads, poorlylit streets, "neglected sanitary matters", "pestilential prisons", bull
and bear-baiting

as favourite

amusements, slow locomotion,

tedious and costly transmission of letters, inferior food, heavy
taxes on the necessaries and luxuries of life, and not enough
"the
It
to
that
then
say
worst part of the
went
on
newspapers.
descent into barbarism" was a Draconian criminal law, no freedom
of discussion, trampled religious rights , unreformed parliament ,
drunk gentlemen, no steamboats, and an eight week voyage to
America instead of ten days. By contrast, the present age was "rich
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beyond nearly all others"; it had witnessed political events of
"thrilling interestand mighty moment",andunparalleledmoral and
social improvements.TheEcononzist"sfinal record of the agewas
euphoric:
[The age] has witnessed a leap forward in all
elements of material well-being such as neither
scientific vision nor poetic fancy ever pictured. It is
not too much to say that in wealth, in arts of life, in
the discoveries of science and their application to
the comfort , health, the safety, and the capabilities
of man, in public and in private morality, in the
diffusion if not in the advancementof knowledge,
in the senseof social charity andjustice, in religious
freedom, and political wisdom, -- the period of the
last fifty years has carried us forward faster and
further than any other half-century in modern
58
times.
And the future? The Economist

confidently

hoped for "the

realisation of all those dreams, almost of perfectibility,

which a

comparison of the Past with the present entitles us to indulge
in"59. Expectations were high, and the belief in progress and
improvement based on the achievements was so firm that it gave
the Victorians a strong sense of self-fighteousness.

Victorian -work ethic

How was this enormous progress

explainedat the time? What were the
hich gave rise tosuch industrial power, and to
underlying factors N,.,

such a vast "leap forward"? One of thesefactors was certainly the
Victorian 'work-ethic'. Industry, hard work and perseverancewere
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some of the most often repeatedconceptsof the Victorian ethos.
Diligence and work were not only useful values but absolute
duties, without which no successin businessor any other areaof
life was possible. It was hard work and self-reliance which made
the nation great, and which was indispensablefor any progress.
This particular work ethic, embodied in a "continually repeated,
often almost passionate preaching of hard, continuous bodily and

60,
labour,,
mental
was not a Victorian invention, nor was it a new
idea. It was essentially the old Protestant work ethic, born
sometime around the mid-eighteenth century, which was
fundamentalto the developmentof the capitalist system.As Max
Weber described it in his seminal The Notestant Ethic and the
Sph-itof Oyfitalisin :
the
this
peculiarity
of
philosophy
avarice
of
...
appears to be the ideal of the honest man of
recognisedconduct, and above all the idea of duty
of the individual toward the increaseof his capital,
which is almost as an end in itself. Truly what is
here preached is not simply a means of making
one's way in the world, but a peculiar ethic. The
infraction of its rules is treated not as foolishness
but as forgetfulnessof duty. 'Mat is the essenceof
the matter. It is not mere businessastuteness that
,
61
is
it
is
sort of thing common enough,
an ethos.
Work had come to be considered in itself the ultimate purpose of
life, and unwillingness to work was now considered one of the
gravest sins. St Paul's "He who will not work shall not eat" was
binding for everyone, and was often repeated in the press and in
the private correspondence of government officials dealing with the
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poor and the destitute.The old Protestantwork ethic had attained
completeprevalenceby the mid-nineteenthcentury.
One of the most telling indicators of the popularity of this 'work
ethos' is the sheer number of editions of Samuel Smiles' SeýfHell). This book becamevirtually the gospelof work and a manual
for thousands intent on 'improving' themselves in the midnineteenthcentury. First published in November 1859, it had four
more editions in the samemonth, then another13 editions between
1860 and 1870, and another25 by the end of the century62. The
number of these copies was remarkable, in the first year twenty
thousandwere sold, fifty five thousandin the first five years and
over a quarterof a million by the end of the century63.Thesesales
were bigger than any of the great nineteenthcentury novels. It was
also translated into several languages, including Japaneseand
Arabic, and was followed by a number of sequels,whose titles
themselves were telling: Chai-actel-,Thi-ift, Duy, and Life and
Labour.
Although published in 1859,the book originatedin the mid-1840s
when Smiles gavea lectureseriesbefore an eveningclassof Leeds
improve
"to
had
their
set
own
school
men
who
up
working
themselves".Smiles remarkedlater in his introduction, that seeing
these men he "could not fail to be touched by the admirable selfhelping spirit which they had displayed."64 SamuelSmiles did not
invent the idea of hard work, he simply gavevoice to the prevalent
ethosof work, echoedeverywherein the press,in literature and in
governmentpolicies.
His main tenets included self-reliance, perseverance, selfdiscipline, self-control, honesty and "upright performance of
individual duty". The book was primarily a collection of individual
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examples from the lives of great men, using each as a lesson for
self-help,

and was interspersed

with

short philosophical

discussions. The men selected by Smiles would be ".. always at
work, always in advance, always accumulating", and would earn
their distinction

with "strenuous individual

application",

for,

Smiles concluded, "it is diligent hand and head alone that maketh
rich -- in self-culture, growth in wisdom and in business.-'65
This senseof work ethic was indeed so prevalent in mid-nineteenth
century Victorian society that it even permeated popular culture.
The Peqj)leýý Joul-nal was an early popular newspaper published
in London, and in 1846 it ran this poem of Charles Mackay, "one
of the most popular poets of the day"66, from hisvolume entitled
67
Voicesfi-0111
C/-O)tCj.
the
t1le
DAILY WORK
Who lags for dread of daily work
And his appointed task would shirk,
Commits a folly and a crime:
A soulless slave -A paltry knave--,
A dog upon the wheels of Time,
With work to do, and store of health,
The man's unworthy to be free,
Who will not give
That may live
His daily toil for daily fee.

No! Let us work! We only ask
Reward proportioned to our task.
We have no quarrel with the great;
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No feud with rank --

With Mill or bank-No envy of a Lord's estate.
If we can earn sufficient store
To satisfy our daily need;
And canretain
For age and pain
A fraction, we are rich indeed.

No dreadof toil havewe or ours;
We know our worth, and weigh our powers;
The more we work, the more we win:
Success to Trade!

Successto Spade!
And to the Com that's coming in!
And joy to him, who o'er his task
Remembers toil is nature's plan,
And, working, thinks -And never sinks

His independenceas a man.

Who only asks for humblest wealth,
Enough for competence and health;
And leisure, when his work is done,
To read his book,
By chimney-nook,
Or stroll at the setting of the Sun.
Who toils as every man should toil

For fair reward, erectand free;
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'Mese are the men --

The bestof men -Theseare the men we meanto be!
This "urban Kailyard" piece with its strong didactic flair well
represented the same self-improving movement which influenced
Samuel Smiles and other self-help followers. Expressions such as
"Let us work! " and "toil is nature's plan" pointed to the sense of
duty which Victorians had towards work, not only among the
middle class but among the lower classes as well.

The divide between diligence

'11iis sense of duty,

and indolence

however, also bred a feeling
did
those
not work
regarded
who
of self-righteousness, which
with abhorrence and pronounced 'indolence' a grave sin. As
Mackay put it in the above poem: "Who lags for dread of daily
work/ And his appointed task would shirk, / Commits a folly and a
crime. " And just as success was considered the result of self-help,
hard work and individual achievement so poverty was seen as
,
personal failure.
This powerful work ethic thus created a new attitude both to the
poor, and to the 'traditional way of life'. The very nature of this
work ethic was in sharp contrast to traditional values and ways of
thinking. One of the main differences between the two ways of
thinking was that for the traditional mind, earning more was not
more attractive than working less, the important thing was to be
able to take care of the traditional needs. So if a worker was
offered a higher wage for more work he would rather choose the
it:
"A
for
Max
Weber
less
As
the
same
or
work.
put
same wage
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man does not "by nature" wish to earn more and more money, but
simply to live as he is accustomed to live and earn as much as
necessary for that purpose. '-68
The new Victorian society was now split into the 'diligent' and the
'indolent'.

Poverty was often linked to indolence,

and was

it
in
As
lady
the
regarded with utter contempt.
a
writer expressed
In ivi-ness Coiwier in 1845:
IDLENESS - The idler, like the idiot, stands in the
lower scale of humanity, morally considered; even
lower, for indolence wastes what imbecility wants;
the one who abandons himself, the other has been
abandoned. The stream of life is fraught with
golden sands, but it flings to the idler nothing but

froth, and he falls like the dank weed on Lethe's
69
having
flourished.
stream,without ever
The 'idler' was considered not only morally and socially inferior
but often even as a social liability best got rid of for the sake of the
well-being

of society. The most celebrated mid-Victorian

philosopher Herbert Spencer argued in 1851 in his Social Statistics
that the "purifying process" by which animals kill off the sickly,
the malformed and the aged, was equally at work in human society:
The poverty of the incapable, the distresses that
come upon the imprudent, the starvation of the idle,
and those shoulderings aside of the weak by the
strong, which leave so many in shallows and
miseries are the decrees of a large, far-seeing
benevolence,

[ sick labourers, widows and
... '

orphans] when regarded not separately, but in
connection with the universal interest of humanity,
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these harsh fatalities are seen to be full of the
highest beneficence -- the same beneficence which
brings to early graves the children of diseased
parents, and singles out the low-spirited,

the

intemperate, and the debilitated as the victims of an
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epidemic.
In Spencer'sview society was an organism similar to the human
body, functionally organised,and if a diseaseattackedthe body it
was best to operate and remove the sick part. Eventually,
increasinglyefficient societieswould be createdby this strugglefor
survival. Spencer was one of the great influences on Charles
Darwin, and the 'survival of the fittest' was actually his term71.
He applied evolutionary ideas to human society, and has often
been termed the "social Darwinist" with his "sanctioning of a
72
ruthlesslycompetitivesocial order.

Progress linked to race

While this competitive social order
led to new attitudes towards the

weak and the poor, the expandingBritish Empire had increasingly
come into contact with other, very different peoples around the
world, 'the natives'. Colonization was linked to the civilising
mission. Firstly the natives had to be pronouncedbackward and
inferior in order to justify their subjugation. Then they had to be
taught, like children, how to becomecivilised. They were regarded
as belonging to a previous stage of civilisation, the stage of
barbariansmostly, and were judged by the criteria of the 'western'
culture. Attitudes towards them were often similar to those
towards the poor and the weak. They were regardedas 'inherently'
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indolent, unruly and doomed to extinction in the march of
progress.
The white races, especially the Anglo-Saxons were increasingly
seen as the civilised race, 'inherently' possessingthat 'energy',
'industry' and 'character' which distinguishes the superior and
'civilised' people from the 'lazy natives'.The Economist arguedin
1850 that "the Anglo-Saxon race" was distinguished by
"energy...in whateverclimate it may take up its abode'-73.Samuel
Smiles believed that the "spirit of self-help, as exhibited in the
energetic action of individuals has in all times been a marked
feature in the English character,and furnished the true measureof
74
our power as a nation.,,
Civilisation and progresswere increasingly linked to race. As the
British Empire expanded, and as Britain became the most
developed nation, the "workshop" of the world, the concept of
English, or Anglo-Saxon superiority over Indians, Africans, or
evenjust the Celts becamecommonplace,the acceptednorm. The
notion was "in the air", it was taken for granted, and was one of
the main elementsof the climate of opinion. The historian of the
age, T. B. Macaulay, expressed it clearly: "The English have
becomethe greatestand most highly civilised people that ever the
world saw, have spreadtheir dominion over every quarter of the
globe."75 In a sense,the very fact that English dominion was so
extensive and English power so great was regarded as empirical
"proof" for the innateracial superiority of the Anglo-Saxons.
The idea of Anglo-Saxonracial superiority was not entirely new in
the nineteenthcentury, its seedshad been sown well before in the
eighteenthcentury with such historians,antiquariansand scientists
as Thomas Percy, John Pinkerton, and Sharon Turner. In the
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nineteenth century the growth and expansion of British supremacy
ith the general growth of
coincided NN:

interest in the "races of

men". From the first half of the nineteenth century ethnology,
phrenology, and anthropology had flourished, and all pointed
towards the Anglo-Saxons as "the final product of a long line of
superior beings. "76.
By the 1840s, the importance of Race was almost undisputed. As
the prestigious Edinburgh Revie)i, commented in 1844: " of the
great influence of Race in the production of National Character no
reasonable inquirer can now doubt. "77 Aind the often-quoted
phrase from Disraeli's Tanci-ed in 1847 echoed the same notion:
"All is race; there is no other truth. " As one of the few historians
who paid attention to this "vital ingredient in English [..] thought in
the nineteenth century"78 pointed out:

'Me 1840swere a watershedin the surging growth
of Anglo-Saxonism. Those ideas of Anglo-Saxon
freedomthat had persistedin English thought since
the sixteenthcentury were now melded,on the one
hand, with the ideas of Teutonic greatness and
destiny developedby the comparative philologists
and Germannationalists,and on the other, with the
ideas of inherent Caucasiansuperiority developed
by those interestedin the scienceof man. Many of
courseresistedthe surge of racist doctrines but an
increasing number were swept away in an
79
emotional tide of racial theory.

Knox's Raccs of Men

One of the most extreme waves of
this
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tide

was

undoubtedly

representedin the mid-nineteenthcentury by the famous Scottish
anatomistRobert Knox. His best-knownwork TheRacesofMen,
published in 1850,is regardedtoday as "one of the most articulate
80
lucid
and
statementsof racism ever to appear.,, It containedall
the main ingredients of modern racism; race-war, race
extermination,racial segregationand racial biology. The book was
published with a series of illustrations on the different races,
showing either the classicalbeautyof the 'fair' race or the animallike facial angles and ugliness of the 'dark races'. Some of these
pictures, like the sequenceof profiles from an Oran Outanthrough
a Black to a white man, would becomewidely used by twentieth
century racists.TheRacesofMen makesdauntingreading.
Knox's popularity was not to be underestimated; he was "an
influential Fellow of the Edinburgh Collegeof Surgeons,whereby
the sessionof 1828/29 he had over 500 studentsand lectured for
three hours a day"81. He also spread his ideas in lectures in
England between 1844-47. His book later was based on these
lectures.
Knox's main thesis was that all human affairs were absolutely
dependenton race, and could only be understoodthrough race. In
a very similar statementto Disraeli's Tancred, he declaredin the
introduction of his book that "Race is everything: literature,
82
in
depends
it.,,
science,art -- a word, civilisation,
on
Knox defined the main racial division betweenthe "dark" and the
"fair" races, with the Saxons as the only truly fair race, and the
Africans as the worst dark race, who were hardly more than
animals.The Saxonwas superiorto other racesin industry, was "a
lover of labour", "order", "punctuality in business,of neatnessand
83
cleanliness.,, The Saxonwas also the only truly democraticrace,
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and would eventually subdue or exterminate other races, Knox
suggested throughout the book.
The world's destiny would ultimately be decided in a 'war of the
races', in the "approaching struggle of race against race," Knox
84 In this
predicted.
war, which he saw already starting with the
revolutions on the Continent and in the colonial fights around the
world, "the weaker race must in time be obliterated".
The race-war, "the destruction of one race by another" was nothing
to get emotional about, Knox emphasised, it was simply "a fact"
which regulated men's existence on the globe. This "war of
extermination"

was 'natural', and would eventually bring the

domination of the Saxon race over the "dark races", in which Knox
included the Jews and Gypsies as well. In a truly remarkable
passage, he actually suggested shooting natives randomly in order
to quicken up the process of race extermination:

A ready way too of extinguishing them [natives of
Australia]

been discovered; the Anglo-Saxon
-has
has already cleat-edout Tasmania.It was a cruel,
cold-blooded, heartlessdeed.Australia is too large
to attempt the sameplan there; but hy shooting the
nativesasfreely as ii,e do cro)vsin other countries,
the population must hecome thin and scat-ce in
85
time.
It was not only the "dark races", in Knox's view, who were best
to become extinct, or at least, to use a modern term, 'cleansed'
from the world of the superior fair race. Closer to home, in his
own country, he found another greatly inferior race; the Celt.
To me the Caledonian Celt of Scotland appears a
race as distinct from the Lowland Saxon of the same
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country, as any two racescan possibly be: as negro
from American; Hottentot from Caffre; Esquimaux
from Saxon 86
...
The CaledonianCeltic race, like the gypsies,Knox said, were lazy
to the extreme, "rather than labour, they would willingly starve",
as they had "discoveredthe grand secret,that they can live by the
labour of others." Like the gypsies and other lower races, the
Caledonian Celts too were doomed to extinction, which had
already begun at Culloden, Knox believed, when the "Lowland
Saxon Scotch took part against them the Celtic race cannot too
....
soonescapefrom under Saxonrule."
Eventually, the CaledonianCelt would have to be forced off and
cleared from their soil, as there was no hope of converting them
into good Saxons, and, according to Knox, they were also in the
way of the English nation and its nationalinterests:
The really momentous question for England, as a
nation, is the presenceof three sections of the Celtic
race still on her soil: the Caledonian or Gael; the
Cymbri, or Welsh; and the Irish, or Erse; and how
to dispose of them. 'Me Caledonian Celt touches the
end of his career: they are reduced to about one
hundred and fifty

thousand

The race must be
....

forced from the soil; by fair means, if possible; still
87
leave.
England's
it.
they must
safety requires
In a clear reference to the clearances, Knox suggested that this
process had in fact started, and was all for the better; a
consequenceof the inevitable struggle of race:
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the dreamy Celt ... exclaims, at his parting moment
from the horrid land of his birth, "We'll maybe
return to Lochaberno more."
And why should you return, miserable and
wretched man, to the dark and filthy hovel you
never sought to purify? to the scanty patch of
ground on which you vegetated?Is this civilisation?
Was it for this that man was created?Chroniclersof
eventsblame your religion: it is your race.
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Knox's views were of thoseat the extreme,but his ruthlessly wellarticulated ideas were echoed, albeit only in softened form, in
many contemporaryLowland opinions expressedin the pressand
pamphlets in the mid-nineteenth century. Newspaper editors,
readers'letters and pamphleteersincreasingly argued for a large
scale and systematicemigration schemeto remove the'inherently
lazy' and 'useless'Celt or Gael to other parts of the world, away
from the neighourhood of the 'industrious' and 'superior' Saxon
Lowlander.
Not only the Knoxian

concepts were echoed in many

contemptuouspress views but so were the thoughts of Spencer,
Smiles and the 'pre-Dar-winian'notions of war of races.From the
conceptof progresslinked to race to the overriding work ethic with
its condemnationof the 'lazy', all the main elementsof the midnineteenthcentury 'Zeitgeist' were clearly presentin the pagesof
the contemptuousLowland newspapers.
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Chapter

Two

CONTEMPT

1. 'Lazy but improvable'

The contemptuous
newspaper scene

The voices of contempt were by far the

loudest and most prevalent in the midnineteenth century Scottish press. The two largest and most influential
papers, the Scotsman and the Glasgoiv Herald

had fundamentally

contemptuous views of the Highland Gaels. So did, "the newspaper of
the Highlands", the Invei-ness Courier, although to a lesser degree.
The total circulation figure of these three papers was double that of the
three main sympathetic papers; the Witness, Itwe"iess Advertiser and

1.
North
British
Daibý
Mail
And many of the smaller papers,such
the
as the Perth Constitutional and the Fifeshire Jou"ial, whose editor
becamethe Scotsman'sspecial commissionerin 1847, expressedvery
strong views not only of contempt but of sheer hatred with openly
racialist tones.The fact that the often more extreme views of smaller
paperswould be reprinted in larger paperssuchasthe Glasgon,Herald
or the Scotch Reformers' Gazette lent these views more circulation
and influence.
Newspaperattention in Scotland, as well as in England, had become
increasingly focussedon the plight of the Highlandersfrom the mid-
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1840s.2 Between 1845 and 1847 the three main papers, the Scotsman,
the Glasgow Herald and the Inverness Courier, were regularly dealing
with the state of the Highlands, publishing reports on the 'condition of
the people', giving space to many 'letters to the Editor' on the subject,
writing often passionate and strongly worded editorials, sending up
their 'own' or 'special' commissioners' to investigate the 'causes of
destitution', and generating sometimes rather heated public debate on
'what to do' with the Highlands and the Highlanders.
'Be peak of newspaper attention came in 1847, one of the worst years
of the famine. Both the Scotsinan

and the Inverness

Courier

published something on the Highland question in every issue; the
Inverness Courier

being a weekly only, often carrying several long
,

articles each week. In addition, many smaller papers joined in the
debate, sending their own reporters, like the Fifeshire Journal did in
1847, and copiously reprinting articles both from the bigger English
papers, such as The Thnes and the Monzing Chronicle, and from the
Scotsman and the Inverness Courier. From 1848, and especially from
1850 this extensive newspaper attention declined, and would only
occasionally revive in the first half of the 1850s. The reasons for this
fluctuation were manifold. One reason stemmed from the nature of
events, such as the alarming spread of the famine in the Highlands
from the autumn of 1846, and its climax in 1847.

The 'Glencalvie case'

However, before the famine

fully

hit the Highlands, the

attention of the press had already been directed northwards. During

May andJune 1845the presssuddenlyresoundedwith the "Glencalvie
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case", the 'ejectments' of tenants there, creating quite a 'scandal',
which even reached the House of Commons. The issue of the
"clearances"was back on the agendaof public debate,this time with
greaterforce than in previous decades.Due to the growth of the Press,
public opinion now carried much weight, as the Scottish Hei-ald put it
at the time: "Times are changedsince the extirpation of the Highland
people was first attempted, public opinion is a sharper, keener, and
more powerful weapon."3 Indeed,the "Glencalvie case" becamequite
a 'weapon' in the handsof newspapermen and some MPs, who used
it either to crusadeagainstthe "exten-ninatingpolicy,,4, or to approve
the clearancesanddenouncethe Highlanders.
Glencalvie was a small township in Rossshire near Tain, where a
number of tenantswere served with 'summonsesof removal' in May
1845. They were first issued with the summonsesin 1843, but in an
act of resistancethe people,mostly women, set fire to the summonses,
and the factor, Mr Gillandersextendedthe deadline.The peoplewere
now awaiting ejectment.In May 1845the Glencalviepeopleplacedan
appeal in The Tilizes,upon which the editor decided to send up his
'Own Commissioner',

one of the first of his kind.

The

'Commissioner' sent a series of sympathetic reports of some 13
lengthy letters throughout May, June and July, which createdquite a
sensation,being reprinted in many Scottish paperS5and prompting
passionate reactions. The 'Commissioner' strongly condemned the
clearances, warmly defended the people, blamed the landlords,
especially the infamous Duke of Sutherland, and proposed
employmentasa remedyfor destitution.
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Although Glen Calvie generatedmore sympathythan contempt,some
of the most contemptuouspapersalreadygraspedat the opportunity to
expresstheir condemnationof the Highlanders.
The Glasgo)t, Hei-ald, while stating in an editorial that it formed no
opinion of its own relating to the clearances,was quick to pick up the
SpectatoPs tirade in early June, which was one of the first strongly
worded articlesto blamethe destitutionon the Highlandersthemselves.
The article was also reprinted in the Edinburgh Evening Courant,
which had a rather big circulation, around 1,800,and togetherwith the
Hei-ald, with its over 3,500 copies,the original Sj)ectatoi-article, with
an estimated 2,000 copies, more than doubled its audience. What it
said was to becomeone of the typical argumentsof the contemptuous
press.'Me core of the argumentwas that the reasonwhy the people in
the Highlands still ""vegetated in semi-savagecondition" lay in the
people themselves.Some landlords tried to remedy the poverty and
held out inducementsbut:
the
apathy
which
...

through

poverty-stricken

generationshad becomepart of their characterrendered
these efforts unavailing. They preferred their habitual
mode of life -- their few days of desultory labour
intermingled with weeks of lounging gossip -- their
half-clad half-fed condition -- to regular well repaid
6
toil.
The argument that the Highlanders themselvesactually preferred to
remain in miserableconditions rather than work hard was to be often
repeatedover the coming yearsof the Famine.
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Meanwhile, one of the most extreme apologists for the clearances, the
Perth Constitutional, had already launched its long campaign against
the'lazy' Highlanders. Although it had a relatively small circulation of
just over 600, some of its articles were reprinted in larger papers such
as the ltwei-ness Coul-ki- and the Edinbuigh Eivning, Cow-ant. In midMay The Perth Constitutional ran its first long editorial on the Glen
Calvie case, which was also published in the Invel-ness Cow-ier "at the
request" of some of their readers. It endorsed the clearances by saying
that it was the only solution for a people with a "life of lethargy and
indolence":
They merely vegetate in a state of poverty

and

inactivity, alike unprofitable to themselvesand to their
landlords,and in many instancesa clearing of this kind
has greatly advancedthem in the scale of society, and
by compelling them to acquire industrious habits, has
rendered them happy and independent, instead of
continuing to protract their existence in idleness and
discomfort.7
In defending the landlord policies, by a rather absurd twist, the
editorial went as far as accusingthe tenantsthemselvesof oppressing
the landlords: " We hear [ ...I much of the oppressionof the landlord:
Is it not possible that landlords themselves may suffer grievous
oppression from such refractory tenants, and those who thus goad
them on?"8
In the Perth Constitutioital-ý view, elaboratedin a series of leaders,
the clearanceswere highly beneficial for the Highlanders--evenif they
did not realise it at first -- becauseit "compelled them to improve"9,
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10
formulated
"
The
form
"social
paper
even
reformation.
of
and was a
its own definition of the "clearings" as

Ahe removal of a starving

population from the scene of their lazy and indolent habits to other
part-sof the property, where they can and are in somemeasureobliged
11
"
by
industry.
to bettertheir circumstances active
In a softenedand more moderatetone, a very similar standwas taken
by the 1twei-nessCouriei- by the end of the summer. Often proudly
dubbed the 'newspaperof the Highlands', the Inverness Courier was
one of the great advocators of Highland 'Improvement' and of the
clearances,at least initially, -- better deservingperhapsthe title of 'the
newspaper of the landowners in the Highlands' . While it was a
medium sized paper, with an approximate circulation of 1,500, its
articles on the Highlands were abundantly reprinted in the Glasgow
Hei-ald, the Scotsman, and the Edinburgh Ei,ening Coul-ant. Its
influential editor was the able and professional journalist, Robert
Mackay Carruthers,whose background and values were thoroughly
Lowland12.
'Me editorials andreportsoften proclaimedthe paper'ssincereconcern
for the well-being of the Highland Gaels,and a desireto raisethem to
a more advancedlevel of civilisation. Passionatelypromoting the idea
Courier
like
'moral'
improvement,
Inverness
the
the
a
was
stem
of
headmasterin reproaching Gaels' old habits, and intent on teaching
them the 'lessonof industry'. Especially beforethe Famine,it had very
little sympathyfor the'habitually indolent' Highlanders.
In the Glen Calvie debatethe Coitriei's stancewas similar to the views
it
in
1845,
Constitutional.
its
August
Perth
In
long
the
editorial
of
13
claimed that the clearanceswere "grossly misrepresented" , and
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argued that they were beneficial becausethey gave the Highlanders
"the samechancesof improvement as the rest of the civilised world",
instead of leaving them in the same semi-barbarousstate in which
they slumberedfor ages."
On those who criticised the clearancesthe leaderpoured somestrong
vitriol: "..it is not a little amusingto follow the sentimentalstrangerup
one lonely glen and down another, bewailing the absenceof man,
pointing with melancholyfinger to eachvestigeof an old black bothy,
or half-effaced trace of the spade, and then triumphantly calling
attention to the pitiful

increase of population.. " Instead of

'sentimentalising' about the 'happy' past of the Highlanders, people
should take a realistic approachand admit that "the proper amount of
inhabitants" ought to be determined by the productive power of the
land.
Most of the land of the Highlands, in the Courier's view, was ideally
created for sheep, and therefore the paper found the clamour against
sheep-farming "extremely absurd". The clearances merely sought "to
restore to order a deranged system of things, to place men and animals,
respectively, in their fitting positions. " The landlords simply followed
the "obvious design of nature" by putting sheep on the mountains and
men on the coast. The paper's editor was not alone with this theory.
Earlier in the summer a reader had already suggested the same idea. In
a Letter to the Editor, the sober reader signed as "A Water Drinker"
declared: "It has always been an axiom of mine that mountains and
hills were made for sheep, and sheep for them. " 14
The CoitfiePs main argument was that the clearances had been "of
much good to many", because they improved formerly 'idle' people
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whose lives were "useless and comfortless" . The clearances became
the source of much improvement, the paper contended, even if they
caused "a painful shock at first".

In fact, as a criticism

of the

clearances, the leader went on to say that the new measures in some
cases were "hurried on too rapidly",

without consideration

and

provision for the people. But, such things are inevitable, the editor
argued, and described the process of improvement in a manner
evocative

of some technical

handbook

of social

or human

experimentation:
Ilese are blunders which cannot always be avoided in
bringing new and untried measures into operation. The
working of new machinery is ever somewhat uncertain,
and perfection can only result from the experience
derived from repeated failures. No change of system
can be unattended with loss to those who still pursue
the old: but that can never be held as a reason to declare
against all change ... the inconvenience
inflicted

inevitably

[cannot
few
be] a valid cause for
on a

preventing

or retarding

an immense

national

improvement. 15
This was in fact the old utilitarian argument. The Benthamite key for
social welfare, the sum total of units of individual happiness, was still
very much alive in the mid-nineteenth century. In the theory of the
Igreatest good for the greatest number' one's utility is judged on the
basis of how much he or she contributes to the sum total of happiness.
The Highlanders were "useless" because they were an obstacle to
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progress,and preventedthe greater,national improvement,insteadof
acceptingthat they had bettersuffer for the greatergood of society.
Although after the abovelengthy editorial, the In venzessCoiu-iei-paid
lessattentionfor a while to the questionof the clearances,and the topic
was fading away from the pagesof the other Scottish newspapers, it
did not die down completely. As late as early 1846, the Pel-th
Constitutional was still fuming away, continuing its campaign. In a
remarkableeditorial invention, it ran its attacksin poems,disguisedas
Letters to the Editor, but strongly suggesting the same hand,
presumablythe editor's hand,behindthem. 'Ile main messageof these
poems was that the Glen Calvie case was nothing but a big farce,
deceiving the naive public, and in fact, the Highlanders were in no
need at all. The first of thesepoems,apparentlywritten by "a Lady" ,
not only stated that the Glencalvie folk deceived the world, but also

contained the increasingly common images of the 'lazy' and 'filthy'
Highlanders:

TheGlencalvieCase
Ye fouk o'Fife and other climes

Who read the Witness and the Times,
And have observ'd, in amplespace,
'Me greatGlencalvieclearings'case,-A caseat first designedto be
A fairy treasureto the Free
He of the National came north,
to raise the cry from Clyde to Forth,

The Free-kirk clergy walk'd him round
To every cot on all the ground;
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He saw the peopleblack and heart,
But saw no itant amongthe party,
Exceptthe want of n4/1 to toil,
To clean themselves,or plough the soil.
He wonder'd none aboutthe shift
'Me landlordmeant for raisingthrift,
And all the ivi-dict he could give
Was -- in their din they wishd to live
The Thnes camenorth in hasteto see
And raise the sloganof the Free,
but he could visit few abodes.
As gigs don't suit Glencalvieroads.
But what a mournful tale he madeit!
Caus'd London ladiesgreetwho read it
A kirk-yard story gilt with care
That gull'd the crazy to a hair.
Tle moneythen camein like stour,
All meantto help Glencalviepoor.
I-]
Now, be it known to thosewho read
Glencalvie folk were in no need.16
Two weeks later another Glencalvie letter followed, but this time
apparentlywritten by the Glencalviecottansthemselves,(signed as "A
presentdweller in the glen"), unveiling their deceit and admitting that
they had indeed cheatedthe people by pretending to be poor and in
need.
But when we knew they moneyget
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All for us, glen folk, every groat,
We wearied for its coming north,
And as we hinted all we knew
It gave your tale to better view,

'Mey thoughtour headsby far too thick
For finding out somethings so quick
We knew their craft before,so we
Could act the farcewith betterglee;
They knew full well we were not poor
And in their minds were quite secure,
No charity we were in needof, --17
This self-disclosure would have been so extraordinary and unparalleled
not only in the case of the Highland clearances but also in general that
it makes the suspicion that both letters must have been the editor's
forgeries very likely, especially since the versing of the both poems is
similarly awkward. The fact that the Perth Constitutional had been
rather militant in campaigning against the Highlanders gives further
ground to this suspicion. It also seems highly unlikely that Highland
cottars would have read the Pei-th Constitutional in the first place, and
that they then would have thanked the paper and wished it well, as the
apparent author of this poem did:

Myself andclansmenall do join
In wishing./ar your paperspread
To learn folks the tricks o'trade.18
The Perth

Constitutional

campaign in 1845 and early 1846

foreshadowed what was yet to come from other larger papers during
the famine years. The heightened interest and debate on Highland
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destitution would only start in earnest in late summer in 1846, and at
first it generated enormous public charity. By early 1847, however, the
opinion that too much charity had been given to the Highland Gaels
became more widespread. What the Perth Constitutional's

unique

poem said in 1846 later turned out to be rather prophetic:
For time to come the rich should be
More careful of their charity. 19

The outbreak of

the Potato Famine

In August 1846 the first reports of the

just arriving, creating
potatofailure Nvere
quite an alarm aspeoplewere afraid that it would reachthe scaleof the
Ir;, h Potato Famine, whicn had broken out in the previous year. In
every district of the Highlands and Islands the potato blight appeared
and spreadrapidly. As the black and yellow spots appearedon the
leaves, the shawsbegan to wither and rot emitting a most offensive
and intolerable smell. The Inverness Couriei- received "a mass of
20
communication,,
on the disease from almost all parts of the
Highlands and Islands,describingwith alarm the "fearful" sceneof the
rotting potatoes. The various correspondents, mostly farmers,
gentlemen and clergymen reporting, warned of the "likelihood of
starvation with all its horrors". The alarm at the spreadof the blight
and the fear of the ensuing famine were great, as one correspondent
from Stomowaydescribedit:
It is truly lamentableto witnessthe fearful ravagesof the
potato rot in the island of Lews, and still more
melancholy to contemplatethe sad consequencesto the
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poor during the next twelve months,many of whom are
already representing themselves as in a starving
21
condition.
The failure was indeed serious. More than sixty-seven percent of the
districts which reportedto the Destitution Committee indicated a total
failure and only thirteen per cent said the failure was only partial.22
The epicentreof the disasterwas the westernmainland,and especially
the Hebrides,the very heart of crofting society,where peoplewere the
most dependenton potatoes.
The blight was causedby the fungus Plytophthoi-a Infestans, which
had afflicted potatocropsnot only in Ireland in the year beforebut also
on the Continent. But in Ireland and in the Scottish Highlands the
disease had more serious effect than in the continental countries
becauseit was the main, if often not the sole, sustenanceof the people,
their dependenceon it being almost total. As T. Devine has pointed
out, the Great Famine was more than just a biological disaster,it had
"profound economicorigins". The dependencyon the potato was "one
hallmark of the intrinsic poverty of the Highlands, and, however
extensivethe blight, famine would not have occurredif the population
possessedthe economic resourcesto acquire substitute food supplies
from elsewhere."23
Estimates as to how many people were on the verge of starvation
varied. The first press reports talked about 'thousands'.The Rev. Dr
M'Leod at a public meetingof the destitution committee in early 1847
put the total figure at 300,000, half of them actually starving. This
figure was widely quoted in other papers, but was increasingly
doubted, especially by the Scotsinan, which said that it was grossly
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exaggeratedfor propagandapurposes.Modem estimatesnow put the
figure to around 200,000.24 It is certain, though, that no crofter or
cottar in the westernHighlandsand Islandscould escapethe effects of
the blight, and that the Great Famine was more thorough than any
before.
Although the Famine was very severe, no calamity of the scale of the
Irish famine occurred, and while people were in a horribly destitute
state for many years, there were only a few instances of actual death
from starvation. This was due to the combination of a number of
factors. The overall strength of the Scottish economy, the effective
mobilisation of relief, the assistance of the landowners in relief, and
emigration, were all important in preventing more starvation.
Another undoubtedly significant factor was the contemporary Press
and its role in alerting the public. At the beginning the alarm was
especially great because people feared the Irish tragedy would be
repeated in the Scottish Highlands too. Together with the calls for
relief the papers were also urging an investigation into the cause of the
condition of the destitute people. The call of the Scottish Guai-dian in
September, which the Glasgow Hei-ald reprinted, was typical of the
early press coverage:

it upon the public attention the more
we
press
...
earnestlythat no time may be lost in inquiring into the
condition and prospectsof the population who are thus
deprivedof their chief, and in the majority of instances,
the sole means of subsistence.We have seen some
startling indications of the destitution which begins to
prevail, and which we have no hesitation in saying , is
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in
islanders
involving
thousands
the
of
poor
on
eve of
all horrors of starvation.

The Times

Commissioner's

Report

One of the first papers to

and its influence in Scotland

send

a

special

commissioner to investigate the causes of famine and destitution was,
again, The Thnes. The commissioner was sent up to Rossshire to
follow up reports "daily arriving from "the weak extremities of the
empire" foreshadowing a "substantial calamity", as an editorial put it in
early September25. Its correspondent now, however, was far from
sympathetic to the Highlanders as the former reporter had been in the
Glencalvie case the year before. What The Tintes correspondent had to
say had great impact not only because many of his reports were
reprinted in the Scottish papers, in the Scotsman, Glasqo)t, Hei-ald and
Perth Constitutional, but also because its views were so extreme at
times that they prompted even the Inverness Courier to speak out in
defense of the Highland Gaels.
After describing the general destitute state of the Highlanders, the
commissioner in his second letter on the "Condition of the people in
the Highlands of Scotland" drew up his remarkable theory on the root
Scotland
have
How
it
Ireland
the
that
and
while
evil.
was possible
of
long been exposed to famines, England has not been affected? What
was the difference
"investigation"

that

explained

it? The

commissioner's

led to quite a revelation. He started off by quoting

Adam Smith's lVealth of Nations portraying the English as a nation
which continually

bettered their own condition, and were wealthy
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because they were frugal and industrious. People in Ireland and
Scotland were poor and starving, which, according to The Thizes,
must have the opposite'causes,that is, the people there were poor
becausethey were not industrious but lazy. In The Thnes'view, the
Irish were simply "the laziest people on the face of God's earth"26,
and their extreme poverty was "the natural result of their extreme
laziness." In areas where "the pure Irish" were to be found, the
correspondent informed the readers, one would continually hear
phrasessuch as "I'll not take the trouble", "it's not worth the trouble".
The attitude was not much better "among a kindred Celtic race", the
Scottish Highlanders. Here the commissioner found similar
occurrences. He could not get herrings, "swarming in the lake" or
grouseon the hills for dinner. When he askedwhy, the answergiven
was: "they couldna be fashed about it". His conclusion was thus
quickly drawn: "Like the fear of "trouble" in Ireland, the fear of being
"fash'd" in the Highlands standsgreatly in the way of comfort and
prosperity.
This attitude was, in fact, rooted in the difference of race, the
commissionerwas to concludesoon. His observationsin the different
parts of the Highlands pointed to this direction. He saw a "diversified
population", one belonging to the "Danish or Norwegian race"27,one
to the "Highland, Celtic race". The Norwegian race, living in
Caithness,Shetland,Orkney was a race "accustomedto work, clearly
distinguishableby their complexion and housesand appearance".They
were "stout, fair haired, ruddy and blue-eyed", their houseswere
"stone-built, good dwellings usually with little gardensin front", and
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despite their bleak and exposed environment their country was
"cultivated and thriving".
However, the neighbouring county of Sutherland,with a "Highland,
The
C
different
to
the
eyes
of
a
very
picture
eltic
race"
presented
or
Thnes Commissioner. The housesthere were "turf huts, or bothies,
with nondescriptchimnies" smokeyand filthy, "of the samepatternas
the cottages and huts in Ireland". The people looked different too.
They were "dark-haired" and spoke only Gaelic. "There is no
mistaking the people, they are a distinct race", the correspondent
stressed.And when he addedthat there was no famine in Caithness
and Aberdeen,the counties of a different race, the conclusion clearly
suggestedwas that the Famine was 'race-related',that is it was rooted
in some inherentqualities of the Celtic race. One such inherent Celtic
racial quality was the lack of industry.
The racial difference was also behind the absenceof middle class in
Highland society, the commissioner contended.It was a patriarchal
state,with only landlordsand poor, while in England,"the commercial
spirit, the energy, the persevering vigour, the enterprise, and the
industry of the people" gave rise to the middle class.The Highlanders,
however, had no "commercial spirit" no "innate energy", no
"persevering vigour", they were incapable of enterprise, and rather
stuck "with faithful and digged prejudice " to the habits and legendsof
their fathers.
These "radical differences" were thus to blame, according to the
commissioner,for the lack of middle class,industry and wealth. As a
final, powerful conclusion on the roots of evil, The Thnes came up
with a startling revelation, which, however,fitted well the spirit of the
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age: ".The difference, in fact, is in the difference of race."28 The case
for the theory of 'race-relatedfamine' was thus well made,and was to
be echoed and repeated with growing force by several Scottish
famine.
the
the
over
of
newspapers
years
While some of the more contemptuouspaperssuch as the Scotsinall
'race-related
Jow-nal
Fifeshh-e
to
these
of
reinforce
views
and
were
famine', it upset the Robert Carruthers, the editor of the Invei-ness
Courier. 'Me seriesof reportsin The Times promptedhim to write one
of the strongest leaders of the Coiwiei- on the issue of Highland
destitution29. After dismissing the writer as "not being very witty,
very original, or very profound", the leader makesits firm statement
againstany racially basedviews of the Highlanders:
We are not disposedto attribute any importanceto the
circumstanceof national descent. It is easy to revive
English prejudices,and to repeatthe Gothic arguments
of Pinkerton30; but in fact, no nation is pure or
[
I
unmixed ... Racesof men, like races of plants or of
the inferior animals, are modified by situation and
circumstances.It is our duty to improve the latter for
the benefit of our fellow-men -- not to indulge in
dissertationsequally fanciful and offensive, which can
only deadenthe efforts of enterprise and to damp the
zeal of philanthropy.

lVe ivish to improve the

Highlands; and ive do not believe, in spite of the
Tilnes, that the Celts ai-e unimpi-ovable.31 [ I let the
...
people be relieved by labour, not by alms, and future
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Commissionerswill have little to say of the inferiority
of the Celtic race.
While the Couriet-often looked at the Highland Gaels with contempt,
and scorned at their idleness, it believed, for a good while, that it
would be possible to 'improve' them, that is, that the Highlanders
were indeed inferior and lazy but they were not hopeless as their
condition stemmed from their circumstancesrather than from their
blood. And it was a 'duty' to 'raise' these 'poor', but largely
'deserving poor', people to the level of civilisation, instead of
"deadeningthe efforts of enterprise".
The chief slogans of the Coiu-iei- were "to instruct and guide the
people",and it constantlyadvocatedland improvement:" The remedyis
lands,
drain,
improve,
the
trench,
cultivate
waste
and
and thus create
-both food and labour. "32 It promoted the idea of improving
managementand instructing peoplebefore it would contemplate"that
harsh and painful alternative, the compulsory emigration, 33. The
Cow-ier remainedhighly enthusiasticaboutany Highland improvement
fifties,
the
early
well after other paperswould have given up
up until
completelyon Highlands.

Famine relief and

the Destitution Board

As the winter approached the

state of the destitute people
deteriorated and the alarm over the worsening of the Famine grew.
Reports reached the main papers about "great distress"

and

"considerable activity" in providing relief, chiefly at this time by the
landlords, private charity and the Free Church. A "gentlemen travelling
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in the West Highlands" informed the Coiwier that " the instances of
suffering and want which constantly meet the eye are distressing in the
extreme'-34. An "agricultural friend", warning that "the wild days of
Glasgoit,
hand"
Herald that "generally speaking,
the
told
are
at
winter
much distress already exists, and absolute want will ensue, unless
something more than has hitherto been the case be done".
More was indeed done, and the famine never reached the scale of Irish
tragedy. Few incidents of death by starvation were reported. The Free
Church, and the Edinburgh and Glasgow Destitution Committees were
becoming very active, bringing out an unprecedented flow of charity.
At the end of 1846 and in early 1847 long lists of subscribers to relief
were published in the newspapers, often taking up several full pages in
small print with several columns.
The committees' appeals fell on fertile soil. Charity and philanthrophy
were, by the mid-nineteenth century, firmly established in Victorian
society. From the 1840s onwards, charitable societies expanded as
never before, and members of the middle class, especially women,
were expected to take part in such societies. Charity was almost a
fashion, which defined and underlined status. As one historian

of

in
it:
"Standing
in
this sense
the
community
was
put
philanthrophy
related to the part played in the charitable world ...Men and women
were flattered to be invited to collect subscriptions, to serve on
35
inspect
homes
hospitals-,
committees, to
and
In a sense, philanthrophy was part of the'improvement

mentality' of

the age, since it sought more than just temporarily relieving distress
like charity did, it was aimed at permanently

bettering human

conditions. The Highland destitution fitted into this philanthrophic
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world very well, as it presented a great opportunity for social
engineering, trying to find and apply 'permanent improvement' to
alleviate present and future distress. While previous charity would
simply seekto easemisery, Victorian philanthropy was determinedto
do more than that, it vowed to "teach a lesson', 'to improve' both
conditions and people.One of the most importantelementsof this new
ideology was the idea that charity should only be given in return for
work, in order to avoid 'encouraging laziness' . As the work ethic
mentality linked poverty to personalfailure sternmingfrom lack of hard
work, it was a logical conclusion that only a lesson of hard work
would permanentlyalleviatedistress.
The policy of the destitution and relief committees was part of this
broader mentality of work ethic and philanthropy, but it was also
coupled with an added element of a Lowland contempt for the
Highland Gael. Since Lowlanders believed that the Highlanders were
'inherently', or at least, 'habitually' lazy, the determination to teach
them a lesson of industry was even more powerful than in the case of
the 'ordinary' poor.
From early on, it was a firmly

established principle of the relief

operations that food should only be given in return for labour. It was
an overriding element in the policies of both the destitution committees
of the Free Church, and later of the Central Board, which took over in
February 1847 and assumed full control. At an Edinburgh meeting of
the Destitution Committee in December 1846, one member, Lord
Cuninghame, stated this principle, as the papers reported,
applause":
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"amid

He was afraid that the sweets of being maintained
without working were very contagious,and he trusted,
therefore, that in affording relief to the Highlanders,it
should be in return for employment,so that they might
be.trainedto habitsof activity and industry.36
Another member of the committee, Dr Candlish, agreed, and added
that it was "extremely dangerous to grant relief without work", and
proposed that "a special condition" should be made that "not even
temporary relief should be given to a party who refused to work, either
on the spot or at some railway in the neighbourhood. "37 Accordingly,
the Destitution Committee drew up a plan to transport some 3,000
able-bodied

men from the Highlands for work on the railway

constructions in the Lowlands in 1846-47.38
By 1847 the Free Church committee report on Highland Destitution
clearly defined the 'relief for labour only' idea as their chief principle:
"The Local Committee shall hold it as a general rule, that work of some
kind should be given in exchange for relief; and shall impress upon the
people that food C)
given is not a 9 ratuitous gift, but it is to be paid for in
one way or another"39.

This principle of 'food

Campaign for 'work for food'

for labour' became allprevailing not only in the policies of the destitution committeesbut in
most pressreports and analysesas well. An editorial in the Inverness
Courier, aptly entitled "No Relief Without Employment", remindedits
readersthat they had repeatedlyurgedthoseinvolved in the distribution
of relief to give it only "in the shapeof labour" for meal or money,and
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added: "To give assistanceto the able-bodied without demanding work
in return will be highly injurious to them, and only holding the
premium

for idleness.,, 40 Other papers argued that the previous

famine in 1836/37 had already proýed that after "eleemosynary aid" it
41
difficult
induce
"active
habits',.
to
was
people to
While many papers urged not to give "eleemosynary aid", a virtual
campaign evolved around the rumoured refushl of the Highlanders to
work in the pages of the Scotsman, Scotch Refoi-nzel-S'Gazette,Pel-th
Coiu-iet-and the Fý(eshh-eJoul-nal in February 1847. This campaign did
much to illustrate the idleness of the High! anders and to reinforce the
principle to demand work for relief.
The Pel-th Couriei- reported that an overseer of one of the railways had
offered permanent employment to five hundred men but could not get
them to accept it becausethey told him that they were going to receive
42
from
In another story
the
meal
government without any equivalent.
the Scotch Reformet-s' Gazette

(which had the second largest
,

circulation after the Herald with around 3,000) , related that they
understood a certain gentleman in Glasgow was ready to employ three
hundred Highlanders from Tiree, but only seventy came, and even
those, after a few days of work insisted on a rise of four shillings, and
as the gentleman did not comply at once, "they set a piper amongst
them and marched away. "43 This story was also printed in the
Scotsman, which in the same issue ran an editorial on it. The editorial
warned that the Highland Destitution Committee should "exercise a
very strict vigilance" and be " firm to sterness" in order to prevent the
money for relief from being "converted into an encouragement to
idleness and dishonesty. "44 The editor cited further examples of
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Highlanders refusing work, either by returning home or by not taking
it up at all. The reason given, stated the Scotsman, was that "they
for
"
home
'plenty
nothing.
at
Of porridge'
would get
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Il. 'Vicious dirty'

Upsurge of

race

hatrcd

the campaign of the Scolsman

and the Fifeshire Journal

.

Meanwhile, perhaps the most

concentratedcampaignever was
being waged against the Highland Gaels on the pages of the Scotsman
and the Fifeshire

Journal.

Both

papers sent their

'special

commissioner' and 'correspondent' on a tour to investigate the real
state of Highland destitution. 'Me two -men knew each other well. The
Scotsman's commissioner was former editor of the Fifeshire Journal,
whose present editor was now his companion, as becomes clear from
their almost exactly identical itinerary45. 'Me views expressed in the
t,wo series of letters were extreme, often verging on racialism, and
made some of the most incredible reading in the range of the
contemptuous press of the period.
The Scotsman's Commissioner was James Bruce, a well-known
journalist of the period, who first took up journalism in his native town
of Aberdeen . He was editor of the Fifeshire Jou"ial

from 1840-47,

then after his appointment as commissioner to investigate the state of
Highland

Destitution,

the Scotsman

appointed him on another

commission on the moral and sanitary conditions of Edinburgh.
Afterwards

he edited a number papers including

the Madras

Atheneawn, and the Northern Whig. According to the obituary of the
Scotsman, he was "one of the most remarkable men both in intellect
...
and scholarship.. that the newspaper ever consumed". And as a man,
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the obituary said, he "had a heart utterly free of guile and hatred"46.
Perhapsthis was true of Bruce generally, but hardly when it came to
the Highland Gaels. In his famous series of letters in 1847 as the
Scotsman's Commissioner, later published in a pamphlet form, he
exhibited a fair amount of aversion and abomination towards the
Highlanders.
Betweenthe end of Januaryand beginningof March JamesBruce sent
fifteen long letters from his tour aroundthe westernisles of Mull and
Skye, and from Ross-shire on the mainland47. His appointed task was
to make personal observations and inquiries on the condition of the
people in the Highlands and Islands and the amount of destitution
there. At first he was relatively restrained. He examined various
parties, described the extent of the famine and concluded that the
distress was indeed great. He also talked to the local people, who
effectively blamed the clearances and the landownership for their
destitution, by telling him that " the ruin of the people in Skye is that
there are whole miles of the country with nothing but sheep and
gentlemen upon them, and no room for any to work at home. "48
Bruce was "as much pleased as surprised" that some people expressed
a willingness to work and that such opinions were making their way.
Two days later, however, in his second letter the tone changed
considerably, and Bruce had nothing positive to say any more about
the Celtic inhabitants. Perhaps as he was stranded on Mull, due to the
"boisterous state of the weather", he had become irritated that everyone
was talking "the ugly and offensive language of Ossian". While
waiting for better weather, Bruce visited a few "miserable huts" and
his horror began to rise. He was lost for words in relating what he
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saw: "an indescribablepiece of furniture which servedas a bed", or'a creature'who turned out to be a nephew. The more he saw the more
convincedhe becamethat "thereis idlenessin the distresseddistricts".
By the end of his secondletter he lost his restraint and expressedhis
distastein a long denunciation:
I have seenstout men crying about destitution, and at
the sametime refusingto do a pieceof work at anything
like a working Lowlander would consider a fair
remuneration. I have seen men able to work going
about the whole with their handsin their pockets, and
onýy i-eliei,ing the nionotonzy of their idleness by
i'esoi-tin.a to cunning

and low imposition

on

strangers.[ ...I
I know that all this evidenceis quite in the teeth of all
that Highlanderstell us of themselves-- of their noble
pride, their manly independence,and so on -- but I
know also, that what is consideredrespectablein the
Highlands would be called meannessin the Lowlands.
I know that what is called working in the Highlands
would be called play in the Lowlands. That the
Highlanders have pride, he would be a bold man to
dispute;but there may be a fair differenceof opinion on
the question whether the pride of the Highlanders has
yet taken a proper direction -- a direction by which
society is benefited...His pride , it may be submitted,
would be more noble itself, more to his credit , and
much more for the good of the society,if it would make
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him too proud to remain the starving indolent serf of a
mighty

chief

with
,

centuries

of ancenstors of

unpronouncable names -- if it would make him pl-oud
enough to I-enzoveit,ith hisfandly to a locality where a
comfortable livelihood is to be had for hard labour...
The climax of the whole tirade was remarkable, and also summed up
well Bruce's overall conclusion:
I know that by praising Highlandmen a reward may be
obtained, and that for telling

the truth, and for

attempting to do them good, a man will incur their
mortal enmity.

Yet it is a fact that inaralb, and

intellectuaI4, thej, ai-e an infei-ioi- i-ace to the Loiiland
Saxon -- and that before they can in a civilised age be
put in a condition to provide for themselves and not to
be throwing themselves on the charity of the hardworking Lowlander, the i-ace Inust be iny)i-oved by a
Loit, land intermixtui-e;

their habits, which did well

enough in a former stage of society, must be broken up
by the force of Lowland example 49
...

If 'racialism' or 'racism' had been nineteenth century terms, Bruce
would have earned all claims to them. To a twentieth century ear
phraseslike 'racial improvement by intermixture', and 'morally and
intellectually inferior race' sound shocking or at least ominous. At
Bruce'stime they were commonplacesfor Blacks, Indians, and similar
'natives' -- as was suggestedin previous chapters.Bruce simply cast
the Highland Gaelstogetherwith the much despisedlower racesof the
time. They were racially inferior, in Bruce's eyes, with such sins as
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idleness inherent in their nature, therefore, they were uselessin the
developed and 'civilised' Britain. The solution the Scotsman's
Commissionersuggestedin the abovepassage,was thereforeeither to
change'the characterof the Celts (possiblyby 'racial inten-nixture'), or
to persuadethem to move elsewhere.This was just the beginning of
Bruce's tour, though what he formulated in the first two letters
summedup well his whole stance.
As Bruce continuedhis Inquby he madesomeremarkableobservations
about the physical appearanceof the islanders.He found that idleness
was "marked in the very personalappearanceof the most indigent of
the male sex in the Highlands."50 While the industrious Lowlanders,
"even in the prime of their life" had bent backsand roundedshoulders,
"the effects of labourious and earnestemployment", Bruce explained,
in the Highlands he met no one like that, only men who walked "as
erect as an idle nobleman." Bruce drew his conclusion: " ...the real
causeof their destitution is the idleness that is rooted in their very
nature." Thus, the remedy could only be, he repeated,that the "Celtic
nature" must be changed "in great measure"if Highland destitution
was ever to have an end. One way of achieving this change in the
Celt's character was, Bruce suggested,to break up "entirely, with a
firm hand" the whole cottar system,which, according to Bruce, had
"fosteredandcherishedall the indolenceof the Celtic character,and all
the vices which follow in the train of indolence."51 Another possible
way he suggested as means to change the Celtic character was
education,though, at the sametime, he was highly scepticalaboutthe
intellectualabilities of the Gaels.
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As the Commissioner proceededon his tour the words he chose to
describe the Highlanders becameincreasingly gross and aggressive.
On the third week of his journey he spoke of their wretchednessas
being "the fruit of no temporarycalamity but of the degradation,the
,
deep ignorance, and the I-eal bai-bai-isinof the people."52 He then
repeatedseveral times how incredible it was to him to see so much
"degradation"and "barbarism" which he had so far encounteredonly
,
in travel books about uncivilised countries and savagetribes. A few
passages later he stated that "stealing is far from uncommon".
Elsewherehe useda certainamountof vitriol to illustrate his statements
by saying that the Highlanders' "furniture is filth", their "idea of
happinessis inaction" and their "antipathiesaremainly directedagainst
light and air." And eventuallyhe spelledit out all too clearly: " the real
truth (is] that the people of Skye are an indolent, ignorant, and Way
i-ace, steeped in such wretchednessas never yet fell on a whole
53
people..,,
The Scotsman'sCommssioner'spublic abuseof the Gaels was only
exceeded by one man, his colleague from the Fife.vhii-e Jow-nal
travelling on the sameroute. Comparedwith the FýCeshireJow-nal's
"Notes of a Winter Tour", Bruce's letters were restrained and
balanced.Being a much smaller and more marginal paper54than the
Scotsman, it perhapscould afford to advocatemore extreme views.
However, the fact that the Scotsmanchosethe Journal's editor as its
special commissioner, and that other paperssometimesreprinted its
articles , suggests that its influence was not as small as its size.
Together with the Peah Constitutional, the Fifeshh-e Journal
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constituted the most extremist line in contemptuous views on the
Highlanders.55
Soon after the Scotsinan dispatchedJamesBruce on his Inquiry, the
editor56 of the Fifeshii-eJow-nal set off as well. He sent back six long
letters during his two week tour..At first he filled his correspondence
mainly with descriptionsof the scenery,which he had found romantic.
Soon, however, he started to visit "wretched huts", like Bruce, an
experience, which induced him to reach similar conclusions to those of
the Scotsman on the Gaels. He, in fact, visited some of the very same
huts as the Scotsman's Commissioner, at Roag, near Dunvegan. They
may well have visited them together, but while Bruce only briefly
referred to the Gaels' "antipathies ... against light and air", he dwelt
on them at great length, expressing much disgust :
The most vivid description would not do justice to the
extraordinary and disgusting filthiness of Roag ... The
people barricade themselves up behind their cows in the
farthest and smallest end of the hut, and there the whole
family sit in dirt, and smoke, and darkness, and stare
from morning to night into a peat fire, and appear quite
contented. The only things that they wish to protect ,
and defend themselves against, are the free air and the
free light of Heaven, and the contact of clean water; and
they constructed their horrid dens so as very effectually
57
from
keep
blessings
to
off these
coming near them.
The most frequent adjectives which the Jounzal's editor found
appropriate

for the Highlanders

throughout

his letters

were

"degraded", "perverse", "vicious", and "filthy". And the fact that they
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seemedto him "quite contented" in their "degraded"state,reinforced
his belief in the Gaels'infamous laziness.
As the Scotsmanblamed Celtic indolencefor the destitutionso did the
FifeshireJow-nal: " The greatcauseof destitutionis -- not the failure of
the potato crop last year, but -- the intenseand abominableidlenessof
the inhabitants,'58 '17he
editor seemedto find much of this idlenessand
abhorredit:
It is impossible for any working man not to be filled
...
with disgust and indignation at hearing what the men in
these places have been accustomed to consider working
[ I they sit in the other six months at the. fire side
...
literally doing nothing [ I Year after year they have
...
submitted to the annual visitation of famine, and have
folded their arms, and prayed for better times, but to
put shoulders to wheel , to know that Providence helps
those who help themselves, is a lesson which they have
yet to be taught ...they have no notion of praying to
God to be delivered from the dreadful calamity of sloth
59
has
fallen
the
curse that
on their tribe.
--

The expression of "the curse" fallen on "their tribe" not only
suggestedthat the Highlanderswere somebarbarouspeople,but also
implied that they must have committed somesin for which a "curse"
had been their punishment.This view fitted well into other extreme
views which believed that the destitution was really a 'fruit' of the
Highlanders' 'vices'
The Jow-nal's editor also expressedone of the most recurrentthemes
in Lowland complaints againstthe Highlanders;their irregular work.
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Again, a clash of two worlds and cultures was at the heart of this
fundamentally
Highland
The
different
contention.
work cycle was
from the Victorian

'capitalist' work pattern, which was based on

constant hard work, almost to the extent of a mania. The Highland
work pattern was basically of the nature of a subsistence agriculture, of.
a pastoral economy, which involved more work in the spring, summer
and early autumn, but less in late autumn and the winter, when there
was simply not much to do apart from feeding the animals. The hard
working LoNvIandersfound this "sitting around" in the winter deeply
offensive to their own principle of 'sustained' and regular work.
Not everyone, however, drew such conclusions from this difference of
work pattern as the Jow-nal's writer did. He took it as an obvious
symptom of their inherent indolence, which also meant that it was their
own fault that they could not "get over" the famine, and that they were
'hopeless' about ever coming out of the destitution:
The consequencesof the late failure in the potato crop a
virtuous people would have got over; but here the
calamity fell on a degraded and indolent race, and it
crushed them to the ground ...let no man imagine that all
the subscriptions that can be raised will do more than
give a very brief relief to this people, or that the next
winter will not be worse than this winter, whether the
potato crop be good or bad. 'Me whole wealth of the
Lowlands, if it were now poured into the Highlands,
would wither away, as if under a judgement from
Heaven, amongst the idle hands of this people. No man
has here the least intention of ever working more than
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six months a year. Under all their destitution, they are
determined that for six monthsthey will sit and look at
the fire in their filthy huts.
To the topical 'what to do with the Highlanders'

question, the

Jow-nal's answer was a form of strict and severe moral reformation.
They had to be taught, the editor wrote in his last letter, that depending
on the neighbour's charity was as bad as theft, that he who did not
"strain every nerve and labour from sunrise to sunset" was "worse
than an infidel", and perhaps, even more importantly, that "all the talk"
of their virtues, morals and religion was " just as much nonsense and
falsehood. " In other words, the Journal's message to the Gaels was
that they should admit that they were a horrible, dirty, lazy inferior
race, and then quickly reform themselves for the benefit of the
Lowland society.

The effect of the double

The inipact of the campaign

tour

ofthe

correspondents of the Scotsman and the Fifeshire Journal was
considerable.It was now becoming a firmly establishednotion in the
wider contemptuouspressthat, asone of the Journal's editori:als put it,
"the causesof destitution really lie in the characterand habits of the
people", and consequently,that charity was misdirectedand instead,a
strict moral, if not even racial, improvementwas needed.
The immediate effect of the Scotsman'sserieswas a flood of readers
reactions, mostly saying that they had been "deluded" and deceived,
and now realised how unworthy the Highlanders were of Lowland
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from
St
Andrews,
One
Scotsinan
who signed
reader
assistance.
himself as "A Lover of Justiceand a Friend of the Distressed",wrote:
The days of poetry and romance in the Highlands are
gone. Love and innocence in a Highland glen are all
Commissioner
but
the
of
picture of your
very well;
hulking dirty fellows, snuffing and smoking all day in a
dirty
a
wife and eight
at
a
cow,
with
cottage, staring
children, reduces the Highlanders to a mere state of
60
mortal men.
The Commissioners views were not wholly palatable for everyone,
though. As at the time of The Thnes reports in 1846, too much
for
Invel-ness
hateful
the
even
and
was
racialist
argument
unacceptable
Couriei-. Although the Coul-iei- agreed that the Gaels were 'lazy',
'filthy' and 'degraded, it believed that thesetraits were not 'inherent'
but due to their circumstances,therefore the Celts were 'improvable'
and should be given encouragement. While agreeing with the
Scotsman on the general condition of the Highlanders, the Courier
consistentlydiffered on its cause:
'Me "Commissioner"complainsthat there is idlenessin
the distresseddistricts...We know that indolence is the
baneof the poor Highlander; but what pains have been
taken to make him better? He has never known the
value of time or the effects of steadylabour. Let him be
instructed.61
The idea that general improvement of the iand and the people was a
possibleremedyfor the destitutionwas steadilyheld by the Courier up
until the end of the decade.Other papers,however, were becoming
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increasingly impatient with the problem of the Highland destitution,
in
deteriorating
but
improvement
was
rapidly
which showedno sign of
1847.

Peak of press attention

in

1847

ne year of 1847 was

and the Central Board

perhaps the single most
concentratedperiod of newspaperattention on Highland destitution .
The sheernumber of articles was double of the previous famine year
and more than triple of the following years. From the Scotsman,the
Glasgoiv Hei-ald, and the Ini, ei-ness Coiu-iei-, down to the smaller
papers like the Pel-th Constitutional, almost every issue contained
articles on the Highland famine, accompaniedby considerablereaders'
correspondence.The attention was general and continuous, and left a
lasting mark on Lowland public opinion.
The Scotsman's and the FýIýshire Journal's series of reports in the
beginningof the year well representedthe tone of the whole year, with
a growing senseof impatienceand hatredcoupledwith a radicalisation
of language.During this watershedyear of a virtual flood of articles
the main themes were not new. The "indolence" of the Gaels was
repeated again and again, the argument that the destitution was
exaggeratedand the charitablepublic had thereforebeendeceivedwas
'no
into
the
a
principle
of
relief without
growing
virtual campaign,
work' had becomea firmly established,and the idea that large scale
emigration was the best solution was gradually attaining prevalence.
All these argumentswere now made with greater force and harsher
languagethan ever before. The new element was that most of these
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be
to
centeredaround the provision of relief and
old argumentscame
the activitiesof the Central Board.
The Central Board of Managementfor Highland Relief was set up in
February 1847, in order to co-ordinate and carry out the aims of the
existing relief committees. It acted as a supervising body over the
committees, led by high government officials, such as Sir Charles
Trevelyan, Secretary of the Treasury. The policy of the relief
operations was to be defined and supervised by the Central Board
officials and implementedby the local committees. Responsibility for
different regions was delegated to the two main committees in
Glasgow and Edinburgh. The Glasgow 'Section' dealt with relief
operations in the Outer and Inner Hebrides, except Skye, Argyll and
westernInverness.The Edinburgh Sectionhad Skye, Wester Rossand
easternHighlands.
During 1846/47the Central Board was able to disposeof an unusually
great amountof charity from the public. By the end of 1847the Board
had over 9200,000,which was "probably the greatestsingle cashsum
raised voluntarily in nineteenth century Scotland for the relief of
distress".62 Meal was distributed through channels other than the
Board and governmentdepots,primarily by the landlords.The fact that
no massesof peopledied by starvationwas largely due to the efforts of
the committees,FreeChurch,charitiesand the landlords.
Meals purchased with the charity funds, however, were not to be
distributed free. They were doled out as a form of payment for
compulsory labour for food. Only as the very last resort was meal
allowed to be given free. In all other caseslabour had to be performed.
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Such principles of relief were largely shapedby leading membersof
the Central Board and the Sections.One suchpersonwas the Glasgow
Sectionsecretary,CharlesBaird, who had alreadybeeninvolved in the
provision of relief during the famine of 1836/37. A pamphlet he coauthored in 1838 showed clearly not only the seeds of the main
principles of the relief during the Great Famine but also the essential
differences betweenperceptionsof the Highlanders a decadeearlier.
Baird in 1838 firmly believed that the Highlanderswere indolent not
becauseof someinherentvice or consequenceof blood but becauseof
their circumstances in which they had been placed. It was in the
universal nature of man, Baird, contended,that human beings would
not exert themselvesuntil "stimulated by want, or by the effects of
enlightenededucationandgood example."63 'Me Highlandersought to
bv given encouragementand inducementand they would not sink "into
cheerlessapathy",Baird believed.
This stance,in fact, was similar to that takenby the InvernessCourier,
and by the relief committeesduring the Great Famine.'Me difference
was, however, that in 1836/37 encouragementand inducement were
envisagedrathergently, mainly by education,example,and incentives,
but by the period of the Famine relief officials as well as public
opinion were urging more forceful methods. In addition, while in
1836/37there was no talk at all aboutsomeperceivedracial or cultural
inferiority of the Gaels, (neither Baird nor the 1830s press reports
mentioned anything like 'inherent laziness'among the 'evils'), in the
late 1840sit was a powerful recurring theme,not only in the pressbut
amongthe relief officials aswell.
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The three most influential government officials on the Central Board
and main Sections, -- Sir Charles Trevelyan, William Skene and Sir
John M'Neill -- were far from immune to the ruling ideas of the age,
and their private correspondence reflected similar ideas to those
expressed in the contemporary

contemptuous

press. Although

Trevelyan regarded the Highlanders as originally well-disposed and
"very improvable",

he still thought them very indolent. Charity,

therefore would have been "dangerous and degrading". The firm
conviction of the need for moral reform of the lazy Gaels served as
justification for the implementation of harsher relief measures, in the
form of compulsory labour.
On the principle

of 'no food without

labour' the contemporary

contemptuous press fully agreed, since they had been advocating it
ever since the famine had broken out. Yet the Central Board was
almost constantly under fire especially from the Scotsman, and from
papers such as the Fifeshire Jounial, Glasgoiv Citizen and Aberdeen
Herald.

There were essentially two bones of contention between a

large section of the Press and the Board. One was the press' constant
criticism that the Board was not strict enough in implementing the
'work for foodprinciple,

that it was too liberal with the Highlanders.

Out of all papers the Scotsman was the most persistent critic of the
Board's activities, and played the role of a champion of truth all
throughout the year. It ran editorials on almost every single Board
report or meeting, reminding its readers that its special Commissioner
had already said it all about the Highland sloth, and that the Board
should be very careful in administering relief. One consequence of the
Scotsman constant criticism was that in early summer the Central
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Board appointed Captain Robert Elliot to inspect how the Local
Committees administered relief. His report seemedto confirm the
found
he
had
broken regulations,
allegations;
newspapers'
A
lengthy
Leader
liberal
too
of
relief.
and
provision
maladministration,
in Scotsman reactedto the resultswith self-congratulation:
Last winter, when we gave currency to statements from
our "Commissioner" and from other quarters, asserting
that the distress was to a considerable extent chi-onic,
and in great part attributable

to the sloth of the

population, and that therefore the committees should
exercise great caution in their proceedings, a number of
well-meaning people laughed at or condemned such a
64
mode of viewing the subject.
Now, however, the Leader continued with glee, the memorials of the

Board seemedto make the samepoints, pointing to the "ignoranceand
sloth of the people as the main sourceof distress...theseare the very
points on which our "Commissioner" and others mainly insisted." By
this time the Scotsman used nearly every opportunity to repeat their
main thesis about the racial inferiority of the Highland Gaels. The
editorial went on to say:
in almost every case you find
the
contrast
which
...
existing betweenthe habits and condition of the men of
two races thus living side by side, point[s] pretty
clearly to the main causeof destitution...The evil is in
the characterandthe inveteratehabitsof the race.
During 1847 the Scotsmanand someother paperskept repeatingthis
,
thesis so much that the inferiority

of the Highlanders had almost
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become a cliche. Soon, however, emotions around the Highland
questionwere fomentedagain.

The 'surplus'

controversy

.

The controversy broke out in

early

September

when

the

Central Board announced the suspension of its operation, and from its

new Report it becameclear that it had a considerablesurplusleft from
the collected relief funds. The surplus amounted to ý1 14,000, which
was some 2/3 of the total collection. The Board's plan was to keep it in
the bank and decide how it was best used for the permanent
improvement of the Highlands.

It was also feared that, despite the

apparent abatement, the famine was likely to recommence in the
following year.
The Invernes,ý?Courier, whose basic stance on the Highlanders was
similar to that of the Board, supported the plan, and actually welcomed
the surplus saying that it was better than if the full amount had been
used on 'injurious' charity. In an editorial the Cozifier argued that the
surplus could best be used to "originate a better system"; for a scheme
of permanent improvement:
The money is safe in the bank, and we trust great care
will be taken in its disposal. To accustom the people to
charity, instead of depending on their own exertion ,
will be fatal to their character and habits; but public
works might be instituted, with the co-operation and
support of the proprietors,

furnishing

profitable

employment for the people and conferring permanent
advantages on the country. The chief object, at this
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crisis, should be to elevatethe condition of the poorer
classes, and prevent them, if possible, from being
forever on the brink of famine.65
The Coiti4ei's

stance on the use of the surplus was a direct

consequence of its conviction that the Highlanders were improvable
and should be given incentives instead of being dismissed as
hopelessly inferior. In fact, as the campaign against the 'Highland
sloth' grew increasingly spiteful, the In ivi-ness Colifiei- was becoming
more and more sympathetic, though still largely patronising, towards
the Gaels. This gradual and subtle change of attitude and tone of voice,
which culminated in the 1850s, started around the time of the autumn
in 1847 when this leader appeared:
Let us endeavour to rescue that large portion of our

countrymen -- suffering and complaining -- from their
haplesscondition, for ever on the brink of famine. We
admit their want of energy and steadyindustry, but let
us try to give them somethingto work for. Let them be
instructed,assisted,and encouraged.
What was it that prompted this more sympathetic, almost fatherly
sentiment in the editors of the Cow-ier ? It may well have been the
sheer extent of the abuse that had erupted on the pages of other papers
around the destitution fund surplus. Editorials and readers' letters on
the pages of Scotsman, the Fifeshire Jounial, the Aberdeen Hei-ald and
the Glasgoit, Citizen were crying out deceit and urged that the funds be
given back to the subscribers or used for the benefit of the Lowland

poor .
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Among the first papersto expressstrongindignation at the surpluswas
the AberdeenHerald, which had a relatively large circulation of over
2,000:
What a patient, long-suffering, forgiving animal the
its
No
is!
to
extent
matter
what
charitable public
...
how
been
have
often
no
matter
abused
may
goodness
-and grossly it may have beendeceived-- its ear is still
its
hand
fictitious
distress,
to
tale
real,
of
or
open every
its
dole
to
the
to
appeal
out
charity,
provided
ever ready
benevolence be sufficiently clamourous. Never has
beenthe amiableweaknessof the charitablepublic been
better exemplified than in the recent subscription for
66
destitution.
Highland
the relief of
The same fury at the 'deceit' of the Lowland public inspired the
Glasgon, Citizen to an almost unparalleledamountof sarcasmon the
issue of Highland destitution. '17heCitizen, too, had a circulation of
over 2,000, and was a supposedly "progressive, tolerant, liberal"67
newspaper:
Tle fact of L. 114,000simmering savourily in Lowland
coffers, and only awaiting the call of Highland want to
irrigate with golden streams the misty valleys of the
borne
be
breezy
the
the
will
and
of
west,
uplands
north
along many a craggy shore as on the wings of the seagull, and up many a rugged path as in the footstepsof
the red-deer.In the fishy wherry, in the reeky clachan,
andon the boggy heath,it will be talked of in sputtering
drear.
and
nights
are
when
ways
are
wintry
gutturals
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Celtic lads will sing of it to their mistresses.It will be
the El Dorado of their sleeping and their waking
dreams With a large accumulatedtreasureset apartfor
...
their use, proclaimed as their own, and ready for their
necessities,who can wonder if destitute Highlanders
should spring up, not here and there, or at decent
intervals of time, but in multitudes and at once, like
Roderick Dhu's men, when his whistle sounded, and
68
became
living
the mountainside
a
mass?
After this inspired poetic introduction, the Citizen's editorial switched
to a more serious and stern tone and demanded that the money
collected "on false pretences" be returned to the "pockets" from which
it had been "wrongfully abstracted". The surplus money, the editorial
explain,.-d, no more belonged to the Highlanders than to "the Hill
Collies", or the subjects of "Queen Pornare", in other words, the
Scottish Gaels were just as alien, or foreign a people to the Scottish
Lowlanders as some Asian or other far away, and presumably inferior,
people.
Lowland indignation became so general after the Central Board decided
to keep the surplus for the next year and use it for improvement
schemes in the Highlands, that the Scotsman was able to reprint two
articles from different papers in each issue during October. From the
Caledonian Mel-ciny to the Elgin Cow-iei-, and from Edinbingh Coill-ant
to the Diunfries Coitfier, a host of papers were protesting against the
surplus and demanded its refund to the Lowland population.
The Scotsman itself ran an editorial in almost every single issue during
the autumn, variously denouncing the Central Board operations as
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"pampering Highland laziness", a "farce" or simply as "humbug". By
this stagethe Scotsman relentlesslycalled for an end to any relief for
the Highlands, saying that it was time the Highlanders helped
themselves: "There always has been distress in the Highlands, and
always will be, till the Highlands, freed from the cruel kindness of
"69
DestitutionCommittees,learnto help themselves.
As before, it was again the F6(eshh-eJounial, which expressedthe
most ruthless Lowland sentiments.A long editorial, which was also
picked up by the Peah Constitutional, producedone of angriesttirade
ever written on the HighlandS70. It started off by referring to the
Scotsman's series of articles on the surplus, which had opened the
eyes of the "deluded public" to the "gigantic -imposition" of the
Central Board. One sin of the Board was, according to the Joul-nal
,
that it deceivedthe public into giving charity to a peoplewho "neither
deservednor neededrelief", andfor whom charity "proved a real curse
by encouragingthem in their vicious andbeggarlyhabits."
The Leaderthen launcheda remarkablefulmination:
like all former charities given to the
charity,
...
Highlandmen, and like all alms bestowed on the
undeserving,hasjust servedto plunge them more and
more into demoralisation and wretchedness,to make
their wants greater and their clamourslouder and more
impudent. It is not more notorious that the sons of
Ethiopia are black, than it is to all who know them, that
Highlandmenwill not work if they can get their meatby
any other means...It is an utter misapprehension of
their true characterto think that they do not like to live
ill

on charity. They like, and have alwaysliked to get alms
since the time they found it inconvenient to live on
plunder...
The destitution of the HighIanders...is the natural and
legitimatefruit of their national vices there is abundant
...
proof that laziness is the darling sin which the
Highlandman cherishes amidst all his imagined piety
71
andmorality.
After quoting severallettersfrom the correspondence
of relief officials
and clergymen on the idlenessof the Highlanders,as further proof of
the Jow-nal's point, the Leader made perhapsthe single most harsh
statementever on Highland destitution:
This wholesalerobbery for the purposeof maintaining
vicious idlenessniust be put an end to -- the large sum
of money on hand must be kept for some really
benevolentpurpose;and let it be known throughout all
the lands and islands, from Oban to Lewes, that the
industry and meansof the Lowlands areno longer to be
taxed to support the laziness of the Highlands. Let
those who ivill not )t,oi-kstai-ve-- theh-doom isjust and
i-ighteous,andjbi- the benefit of thesociety.
No other paper went as far as the Journal here virtually suggesting to
let the Highlanders perish. Hatred, abuse, anger and contempt would
run high during this time, but no correspondence or editorial would
express openly such extreme views.
The flood of editorials were accompanied by a similar flood in readers'
letters. During September and October the Scotsman
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sometimes

invariably
These
letters
issue.
two
three
readers
per
or
published
demanded the Lowland money back and expressedtheir anger at
having beendeceived.Again, the sentimentthat peoplein the Lowland
had nothing more to do with the Highlandersthan with someother far
away natives of the world was 0early manifested in some of the
letters.As a Scotsman reader,signedas "One of the Deluded",put it:
At all events, we protest againstthe application of our
money to any such purposeas the Committee seemto
contemplate.The destitution of the Highlands having
beenrelieved, they have no more right to employ the
surplus funds in carrying out their crotchets for the
72
improvement
Kamschatka
Tahiti.
prospective
of
or
Other readers, such as the one signed as "Warm to the Tartan",
protested that the subscribers had not been consulted in what to do
with the money73. There were also people writing in who, in their
anger, went as far as suggesting that the Highlanders were actually
"better fed and cared for during this year of famine than during years
of plenty, " and warned that, after this deceit, the public would "never

again be duped."74 Most readers agreed that the money refunded
should be usedto relieve the poor at their own doorstep,andgiven, for
instance,to the local infirmaries.
The fury and controversy around the Destitution Surplus were not
confined to the respectablebroadsheetpapersalone.It grew into sucha
scandal that it reached down to the largest popular miscellany, the
ClzanzberýEdinburgh Journal. Comparedwith the broadsheetpapers,
the Chamber's Journal

had an enormous weekly circulation of

55,000, and it was one of the most successfulScottish literary and
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Although
decade.
knowledge
the
miscellanies
of
was
useful
primarily an educational magazine running few current topics on
by
Destitution
Fund
the
the
picked
case
of
surplus
was
politics,
up this
paperas well. Its views were midway betweenthose of the In mniess
Courier andthe Scotsinan.
It sharedthe Scotsmansconviction that charity was injurious, that the
Highland destitution was exaggerated,and it talked about the "strange
maneuversof the supposedlydestitute Highlanders." But at the same
time it took the Itwerness Coiu-ier line in blaming the circumstances
rather than the Highlanders' character or 'inherent nature' for their
destitution: "We are not disposedto speakseverely of a people who
havemany claims on our sympathy,andwho may be said to havebeen
demoralisedby a train of circumstancesover which they could exert no
proper collrol. 1,75
While a large part of the controversywas aboutLowland angerthat the
Highland destitution had been exaggeratedand that the Highlanders
were 'undeserving'anyway, a significant part of the intensecriticism.
was the allegation that the Board intended to use the surplus for the
improvement of the Highland estatesrather than the alleviation of
distress.Critics pointed to the plans of road building and draining on
Highland estatesout of Lowland charity funds. In this sense,part of
the controversy was directed more against the Highland landowners
than against the Highland poor. The radical Glasgoiv Aigus put this
clearly in an editorial:
industrious professional man, or the prudent
the
..
merchant, who has parted with his money, will be
asking where it goes, and who is to profit by it; and a
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for
Highland
inquiry
the
proprietors,
more unpleasant
who, it seems,are in some shape or other to get the
greaterpart of the money,could not be instituted.It will
then be found that after paying our own poor-rates -poor-ratesaggravatedin amount by the number of the
Highlanders sent among us from the cleared estates-we subscribe to make roads and fences for men who
derive large incomesfrom their property, and pay their
paupers a maximum allowance of ten shillings a
76
year.
The Aigus was not alone pointing out.this rather extraordinaryuse of
the relief funds. While the Central Board would justify such use by
arguing that giving employment to the people was part of the
programmefor their moral reformation, much of the presswould not
swallow this explanation. The Scotsmanwas a constantcritic, but so
were smallerpapýrssuchastheElgin Courier :
That a body of intelligent gentlemen, appointed to
administer funds for the destitute inhabitants of the
Highlands and Islands should attempt to assumethe
managementof Highland property,simply becausethey
happento have the commandof a large sum of money
raisedfor charitable purposes,seemsto us, eventful as
the times are, the most extraordinaryoccurrenceof the
day.77
By early 1848 Lowland hostility towards Highland destitution and the
Relief Board was significant. In many papersthe generalconsensusof
editors andreadersappearedto be that no more charity shouldbe given
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to the Highlands. It was "cry wolf" messagethat the Scotsman and
several other papers sent from their pages to the Central Board,
reminding them that the Lowland public was not going to credit any
longer their "stories" about destitution, and that they were not willing
to finance Highland estateimprovement on the pretenseof relieving
distress.

'Destitution Test' -an(] forced labour

Ile Central Board did

not appear to be much
affected by the ongoing campaign of criticism when in January 1848 it
resumed the relief operations. Ambitious schemes for the strict moral
improvement of the Highlanders -- on Lowland charity funds -- were
continued with increased determination in an even more stringent

system. The two central factors of the new system were the
"destitution test" and the "co-operation" between landlords and the
Board.
The new "Destitution

Test" was effectively

a nineteenth century

equivalent of forced labour, in which starving people were only given
food if they worked for it on some road construction on the estate. A
pound meal, "a bare subsistence", was given in exchange for a whole
day's work.

The amount of meal was half of the prison fares, as

critics had pointed out. And not even this whole amount of food was
given if the Board's inspectors decided that the labourers did not give
"sufficient

work", in which case these people thus "persisting in

indolent habits" could be struck off the roll of recipients. 78 The meal
could also be stopped if the inspectors were not satisfied with the
improvement of the recipients, if they, for instance, did not find their
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house clean enough, as Rule 8th stated in the Instructions to sub-.
inspectors: "the house must be clean, and the pool of water and dirt
removedfrom beforethe door, or elsetheir meal will be stopped.-'79
At the worst periodsof the faminethe majority of the destitutewerefed
by the Board in this system. In the spring of 1849, for instance,
almost 4/5 of the people in Barra, 2/3 of the inhabitants of Skye and
half of the people in Wester Rosswere receiving the Central Board's
80
"meagrepittances.,,
Roadsbuilt by thesepeoplein North Uist and Harris cameto be called
"the destitution road" or "committeeroad". Although theseroadswere
not useless,therewere instancesof totally ideologicalconstructionsfor
the sake of forced labour. In North Uist near Scolpach , for example,
a round tower, dubbedby locals as "the folly", in the middle of a small
loch was built in this way by the destituteislanders.
The theory behindthe severeDestitutionTest wasthat only thosetruly
in a condition of severedestitution would acceptrelief on theseterms,
and that the destitute had to pay "their debt to the society by work"81.
The officials of the Board, who were the main ideologists behind
theseprinciples, were driven by missionaryzeal. As William Skene,
the Secretary of the Edinburgh Section, put it in a private letter to
Trevelyan: "..the stringent nature of the test may appear harsh and
best
interests
the
are
of the people in
yet
we
consulting
unfeeling...
enforcing it and they will in time find their permanentadvantagein
82
doing.
"
what we are now
The destitution test was of course a direct consequenceof the
contemporary perception of the Highlanders as inherently lazy and
inferior beings who neededa lessonof industry. Their 'indolence'was
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best
by
disease",
"moral
cured
which
was
a strict regimen
a
considered
83
The compulsory
"the
least
hard
hours'
task of at
eight
work".
of
labour for food was part of an extraordinary schemeof human and
social engineering.
Part of this scheme was the "co-operative" system between the
landlords and the Board. The landlords sharedthe costs of the relief
but the work carried by the destitute in return for their meal was
devoted to estate improvement in the forms of development of roads,
trenching and draining. This practice, even before it was officially
named as "co-operative system", had been strongly criticised in the
press, and now, the outcry was equally great.
The Board defended the system by arguing that the public works, such
as roads and fishery piers, were "beneficial to the whole community"
from w4ich the proprietors did not derive an "exclusively private
advantage".

84 The *critical

papers would not accept it, though. As the

Aberdeen Hei-ald expressed its indignation in big capital letters (an
unusual practice at the time): "... this is what has been accomplished:
'THE VALUE

OF LAND HAS BEEN RAISED IN ALL THESE

QUARTERS'! "85 Ironically, this was actually quoted from a selfcongratulatory report of the Board.
The Central Board was by and large satisfied with the affects of the
new system. The immediate result was a decline in the numbers on the
relief lists, which the Inspectors took as proof of the efficiency of the
system. They were also very satisfied with what they saw was the true
long term effect; the reformation of the Highlanders themselves.
The initial

reports were especially enthusiastic. After a tour of

inspection in March 1848 Captain Elliot told the meeting of the
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Edinburgh Section that he had witnessed a change for the better, and
the Highlanders had now entered a "transition state". "They were now
seeing the necessity of throwing off their former habits; ... and were
also turning their attention more to hard laboue.'-86 By the end of the
year the report of the committee of management of the Board expressed
a great deal of satisfaction with the results: "The strict enforcement of
the labour test has...done much to make those under its influence better
workers, and to break down, in some degree, their idle habits and
indolence of disposition"87

Giving up on the Highlands

'ne moral reformation of

the Gaels seemed, thus, on its
way. However, the distress did not go away, but persisted year after
year. At the same time when the Board's reports spoke of the success
of the moral improvement scheme, they had to admit that "the present
condition and the future prospects of the people [were] gloomy
indeed"88 The destitution still existed, the potato crop was still failing
year after year, and despite all the improvement schemes of trenching,
draining and road building,

the state of the Highland poor only

deteriorated.
The 'bubble burst'. The time arrived when many simply gave up on
the Highlands. From 1849 a sense of frustration at the failure of so
many repeated efforts came to pervade among relief officials, landlords
and public opinion. There was less and less talk about improvement,
and increasingly more about emigration as the only real solution for the
Highlands.
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This senseof giving up on Highland improvement was linked to a
radicalisationof the perceptionsof the Gaels.While at the beginningof
the period they were regardedas inferior but 'improvable', a few years
later, after the often racialist campaigns of the Scotsman and other
papers,the Highland Gaels were increasingly seenas a 'vicious dirty
race', inherently inferior and therefore hopelessof any improvement.
The only solution suggestedfrom the early 1850s was to get rid of
these 'burdensome' and 'useless' people. 'Emigration as the only
permanentremedy' was the neiv 'magic formula'.
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M. Removing the "diseased part"
ClearancesandEmigrationin the 1850s

A surplus

population

Collective emigration is, therefore,the removal of a diseased
and damagedpart of our population. It is a relief to the rest of
89
the populationto be rid of this part.
This harshly put contention came from a pamphlet by a certain Mr.
Burton in 1851 and attainedwider audiencethrough the pagesof the
Scotsman,with the prestigiouspaper'sfull endorsement90.It was far
from being a marginal view by the 1850s.
The Scotsman and Burton were not alone in their belief that the
Highland Gaels formed some sick and rotten part of the more
'superior' and 'healthier' population of Britain. Many other
newspapersand their readers,landlords and relief officials sharedthe
same view. The Highland Gaels were increasingly pronounced a
'surplus' and 'useless'population best got rid of.
Those who in the 1840s campaigned for the moral and social
reformation of the Highland Celts now gave up and dismissed any
further attemptsasfutile and hopeless.Even the former relief officials
of the Central Board now decided that emigration was the only
remaining option and they began planning grandiose schemes of
population transportationto Australia. The chairman of the Highland
Emigration Society, Sir CharlesTrevelyan, AssistantSecretaryto the
Treasury, reckoned that at least 30,000 people constituted 'surplus'
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for
the
a "national effort" which would
spoke
of
need
population and
"rid our operativesof the swarming hish and ScotchCelts."91
Trevelyan'sprejudiceswere typical of the age,reflected widely in the
pages of many contemporary newspapers.The Scotsman editorial
quoted at length Burton's pamphlet,which arguedstrongly to get "rid
of" the uselessHighland Gaels.The 'uselessness'of the Highlanders
here was directly linked to their 'race',just as before their destitution
was also perceivedas'race related'.
It would be invidious to say what it is that makes a part
of the population thus a burden. Some people say that it
is the effect of race; and they point to the Celts of Kerry
and of Barra, distant some four hundred miles from each
other, yet precisely in the same condition of hopeless,
listless, actionless, useless penury It is enough for the
...
present purpose to keep in view that there ai-e classes of
this kind, and to consider how far their removal from the
country is the proper remedy for the evil [ ...I It becomes
clear at once that it is the interest of the productive
92
members of society to get rid of all these classes.

The Scotsman'seditorial reiteratedthe samepoint, impressingupon its
readersthat the root of the evil was in the differenceof race: "On one
side of the Firth of Clyde, you find the county of Ayr, teeming with
industry and plenty, and on the other, the county of Argyle, rotting in
idleness and famine. " Again, the image of rotting and disease,
originally appliedto the potatoesduring the famine, was now extended
to the description of the people themselves. And while racialist
overtoneshad beenequally presentfrom the mid-1840s,race was now
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becoming the basis for deciding who was 'useless' and best 'got rid'
'useful',
'productive'
in
interest
the
the
section of society.
of
of

Nem, Nvave of

c1carances

One consequenceof these radicalised

es:
attitudeswas a.new wave of clearanc.
a "fantastically dynamic brutalist expulsion.-'93 Clearanceswere now
directly linked to forced emigration,when peoplewere clearedin order
to be pushedonto shipsto Canadaor Australia.
The first widely known case in this period was the Sollas or North
Uist evictions in August 1849.The Sollas casesignalled a new era of
forced removals,leading to someof the worst clearancesin Knoydart
and Greenyards in the early 1850s. It was a particularly widely
publicised clearance, mainly because it involved considerable
resistanceand violence. The Int,ei-nessCourier despatchedits own
reporter and wrote several long editorials on it; the Glasgou,Hel-ald
reprinted in full the Colu-icPslong despatchesand even the Scotsman
took much of the reporting, althoughnot the editorial commentsfrom
the Cow-ier.
Sollas was a district of North Uist; a long sandy bay studded with
crofts, with a population of about 600 people.It belongedto the estate
of Lord Macdonaldbut was, like many other Hebrideanestates,under
trust, administered by the agentsof trusteesfor the creditors of the
landowner.
Macdonaldand the agentsplannedto removeand send400-500people
off to Canadafrom the estate,but the peoplerefusedto emigrate.They
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threatened"instant death" to any officer who should attempt to evict
them. Some officers stayed overnight in order to try eviction the
following day but the people surroundedthe place where they slept,
threw stonesat it and eventually compelled the officers to flee. The
Invcrncss

Coiti-ici- reported from the scene that "a

spirit of

determinationpossessedthe people" and their numbershad swelled to
94
hundreds.
several
Its correspondentthen went on to suggestthat someexternalpolitical
"demagogue"musthavebeenbehindthe scene:
Their conduct altogether was very unlike what
Highlanders might be expected to exhibit, and some
mischievous demagogue must have been amongst them.
One nzan..ýýaklthat hefore they would he tiu-ned out, they
95
do
did
would
as the Hungai-ians
with the Aitstrians!

It must have been, indeed, rather extraordinary that on this remote
Hebrideanisland crofters would evoke a war of independenceraging
in the heart of central Europe between Austrians and Hungarians.
However, "the springtime of peoples", the series of revolutions in
1848,did hold the attentionof the whole of Europe,including Britain,
which traditionally managedto avoid any revolutionary convulsion.
All Scottish papersdevotedlarge sectionsto reports on the eventson
the continent. By July 1849 only Hungary held out in the strugglefor
a modemcivic stateand politicial independence.
'Me Scottishpapers,especiallythe Inv,ernessCourier, were fascinated
by the "Hungarian struggle" and drew romantic parallels betweenpast
Scottish rebellions and fights for independence.Oddly, therefore,the
Hebrides and Hungary were not as far in the mind of the Scottish
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The
deten-nination
have
ta
the
they
on
map.
appeared
would
public as
fight against "oppression" linked the North Uist crofters and the
Hungarianfreedomfighters in 1849,at leastin the crofters' minds.
The following day resistancegrew further in North Uist. Macdonald's
from
Cooper,
Mr
thirty-six
constables
returned with
commissioner,
Invernessand "expressedhis intention to proceedwith the ejectmentof
the whole population of the district of Sollas, unless the offers
him
by
to the people as to emigration were agreed
made
previously
to. "96 However, the crofters "resolutely persistedin refusing to leave
the island" despite Cooper's"renewedattemptsto obtain the consent
least
"97
They
the
to
at
wantedto stay until the next
people
emigrate.
of
but
in
be
late
it
to
too
that
country,
start a new
season,saying
would
Cooperdid not consentto this.
The following day Cooper returned with the police force and "the
work of ejectment then began."98 The all too common Highland
clearancesscenestook place;furniture turnedout, bothiesleft roofless,
infirm
infants
in
their
and
old,
arms
evicted,
mothers
with
weeping
people not spared either. However, as the ejectments proceeded a
hostile crowd of peoplegatheredat a distanceand startedto shout and
throw stonesat the police force. The crowd soongrew into a "band of
from fifty to one hundred women, with a few boys and men", and
armed with large stonesthey compelled the removal assistantsto run
for shelter. The police then charged back and took several people
kept
but
The
the
then
women
resumed
ejectments were
prisoners.
resisting, and they were forcibly removed amid greatly agitated
scenes.
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The resistanceand violence eventually persuadedCooperto allow the
people to stay until the following spring on the condition that they
committed themselves to emigrate afterwards. In several instances
people refused to give a written promise to emigrate "until stepshad
beentaken for the destructionof the unwilling party's house."99
The Sollas evictions once again focussed the attention of the main
newspaperson the generalcondition of the Highlands and to the old
debateof whetheror not the clearancesand emigrationwere economic
and social necessities.
'Me Scotsmanwas adamantthat the clearancesand emigrationwere the
only solution, and were beneficial for all. It had long maintainedthat
the Highlands were not viable economically and that a social
reformation was necessaryfor the "lazy" Highlanders by removing
them from their'sceneof idleness'.An editorial on the Sollasevictions
firmly repeated the Scotsman's basic stand on the clearances by
saying: "That the removal of the cottars in the WesternHighlandswill
generally be a benefit to the land, and through that to the country at
large, is, we fear, indisputable."100

Shift ill tile

Couricr's stance

The In verness Coltriet's stance was
more shaded. In fact, it was around this

time that the paper beganto exhibit the first signs of a curious shift
from contempt towards sympathy.The paper,which previously fully
supportedthe Highland landowners,now warned in an editorial that
"the extraordinary power possessed by one individual"

was

"anomalous" and should be "exercised with great moderation and
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humanity. "101 Then it went on to call for "some new system of
management",arguing that in the presentsystemof southerntrustees
there was no sympathyfor the Highlanders.
When the lands are heavily mortgaged, the obvious,
though hai-sh resource, is dispossessing the smaller
tenants,'to make room for a better class able to pay rent,
and this task generally devolves on south-country
managers or trustees, who look onb, to nioney i-etut-lis,
and cannot symj)athise with the peculiar situation and
feelings of the Highland population. 102

There was a slight shift here not only in opinion but also in language,
suggestinga more sympathetictone than before.I'lie underlinedwords
in the above passage Nveremore typical of the language of the
sympathetic papers and not at all of the basically contemptous ones.
From the end of 1849 the Courici-

developed a growing sense of

sympathy towards the Highland Gaels, and by 1853 its stance was
much closer to the generally

sympathetic

papers than to the

contemptous ones such as the Scotsinan. While the Scot.,wian and
other papers campaigned heavily for a forced emigration scheme, the
Courier

raised its voice against "an extensive and systematic

103
"
While maintaining that emigration in
expatriation of the people.
certain cases was indeed inevitable, the paper's "Skye Correspondent"
in 1849 warned against any harsh methods:

in particular, are not to be
emigration
and
colonisation
...
discouraged,but should be carried out for the benefit of
the part of the peoplethemselveswho emigrate,and also
for the future advantageof the nation at large. There is,
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however, a right and a wrong way of doing even what
maybe proper in itself; and I maintain that it is not the
i-ight iiqj, to conduct.,mch inipoi-tant inattei-S,to neglect,
and hai-mý.
ýý,and gl-ind don,n, and then foi-cibly, in a
mannel-, to expati-iate the people who are thus sent
forth. 104

The Couriei- also continued to arguefor improvement at home rather
than immediateemigration. It increasinglyadvocatedgranting leases
with a "fixity of tenure", a demandwhich featured so largely during
the crofters' war in the 1880s. An editorial in early 1850 pointed out
that its Skye Correspondent's"perseveringadvocacyof leases"won
the support and sympathy of the Relief Board. It quoted the Board's
report, in which CaptainElliott stressedthe needfor fixity of tenureby
s-ying: "...there is one k,-,ystone to every exertion on the part of the
crofter - open to all - and that is, granting security of tenure by
leases."105 The Cow4ei's editor comment then characteristically
summed up the paper's basic stance on the core of Highland
destitution:
Ile great argumentfor the grantingof leasesis, that as it
legally securesto the tenant the fruit of his own and his
family's industry, it supplies the most powerful of all
motives for exertion, that of self-interest.The Highland
race has beenbrandedas indolent beyond belief; and at
first sight a strangermight reasonablysupposethat good
causeexistedfor the charge.Neglectedand depressedin
spirit and means,they havenot alwaysdone as much for
themselvesas they might have done; but experiencehas
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shown that under direction, and with a palpable reward
before them, they prove apt, active, and persevering
106
workmen.
This was the Courici"s old paternalistic line but with growing
sympathyin its tone.

Worsening

destitution

and stoppage of relief

Soon, however, the debate of

whether improvement

with

leases or large scale emigration was the answer to the Highland
problems became overshadowed by yet another outbreak of severe
Highland destitution. The potato crop failed again in the summer 6f
1850. Reports by August were unanimous that the disease had struck
once more.

'ne existenceof the potato blight is no longer matter of
doubt. Blackenedtops, shrivelled leaves,a putrid smell,
and even diseasedtubers,are the too sure indications of
the re-appearanceof this mysteriousspoiler of the poor
man's food ...A poor cottar or crofter walks of an
evening with pride and hope through his little patch of
blooming and healthy potatoes,and rises next morning
to have his hope dispelled, and his honest pride
supplanted by soreness of heart, when he sees the
107
doings
midnight
of the unsparingvisitant.
The severity of the situation was coupled with the fact that the
Destitution Fund was exhaustedand the Relief Board had announced
that its operationswould ceaseentirely at the endof 1850.
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By this time the Board was determined that the Highlanders should not
receive any more aid but be finally left to their own "exertions". At a
meeting in Edinburgh

members of the Board expressed their

satisfaction that the Highlanders had been given a "lesson" "by the late
destitution",

and that the improvements

would have beneficial

108 The Board members
results.
were also adamant that the termination

of the relief by the end of the year should be made very clear to the
people. Insteadof relying on relief they were to help themselves,now
armed with the useful 'lessons' they had received, as the Board's
Chairmancontendedat the meeting:
it was absolutely necessarythat the people should
...
know that there was to be no further relief given; the
board could not do so without another appeal for a
national subscription, and that would not be so easily
raised. The Highlanders must be taught to aid
themselves,not only by their own individual exertions,
but by the instructionsthey haveof late received.109
Further relief would only "depressthe condition of the population and
perpetuate their dependenceon other means of subsistence", the
Board's report concludedat the end of year.
'Me Scotsmanwas triumphant at the Board's report. "We predicted it
four years ago", its editorials kept pointing out and referred to their
many calls to stoprelief and leavepeopleto themselves.Despiteall the
public expenditure the situation was worse than before, the paper
insisted: "..the money is done and the people are as bad as ever as to
destitution and worse than ever as to demoralisation."110 Aid,
philanthrophy, relief societies,improvement attemptswould all be in
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vain, the Scotsman's editor asserted later. "In the end, the cure will

come only through the wholesome processesof nature," the paper
111
'Me idea that the "wholesome processesof nature" will
concluded.

cure the social evils, bringing solutions which human intervention
laissei-fah-c
liberalism at the extreme with an.
not
could
manage was
1
12
DarNvinism.
element of social
Meanwhile, "the processesof nature" were at.work in the Highland.5 in
the form of growing starvation and destitution. By spring 1851 the
destitution

was widespread

and newspaper

reports

became

increasingly alarming. The Glasgou, Citizen reported several cases of
death by starvation and described an "appalling calamity",

with

"emaciated countenances" and "wide-spread and utter want". 113
The Glasgow

Hel-ahl,

previously

rather unsympathetic

to the

Highlanders, now ran heart-rending reports so as to "effectually plead
114
humane.
"
Islanders
A letter
the cause of these suffering
with the
from Skye described the state of the inhabitants in a highly emotional
passage: "I could not help shedding tears..while listening to their
woeful statement, cries of famishing children, dreadful are the cries of
the poor people. "

The John M'Neill

Report

The prospect of yet another

severe

year

of

destitution

loomed large while pressurefrom the press and public opinion was
growing that only emigration would relieve the Highlands. 'Me final,
official verdict came with Sir John M'Neill's Report to the Board of
Supervisionin Scotlandin July 1851. The Report dismissedcharitable
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relief and declared that assistedemigration was the only remaining
solution.
Sir John MNeill,

chairman of the Board of Supervision of the

Scottish Poor La,%v,set out on his special inquiry in the distressed
in
February
districts
1851 and spent three months
Highland
western
investigating the condition of twenty-sevenparishes. The subject of
the inquiry was the extent of the distress and the possible meansto
avert it.
The first conclusion M'Neill made was that there were too many
for
little
them. The second was the old
too
employment
people and
"eleemosyonary
that
and
aid" had injurious effect on
charity
argument
the characterof the peoplebecauseit madethemdependenton external
assistance rather than relying on their own efforts. Aid had a
"demoralisingeffect", and now peoplewould actually exaggeratetheir
Rel)ort
in
the
to
relief,
get
suggested.
order
poverty
Men of all classesand denominationsconcur almost
...
in
the opinion that the relief thus
unanimously
had
administered a prejudicial effect on the characterand
habitsof the people;that it inducedthem to misrepresent
their circumstances,with a view to participate in it; and
caused them to relax their exertions for their own
maintenance. The extent to which they had become
demoralised frequently extorted from the older
inhabitantsexpressionsof bitter lamentation the fact is
...
unquestionable, that a people who some years ago
carefully concealed their poverty, have learned to
115
it.
parade,and, of course,to exaggerate
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'Me final and most importantconclusionwas that the populationcould.
Even
"portion"
be
the
removed.
a
was
not madeself-sustainingunless
"the
MNeill
this
themselves
working
asserted:
saw
necessity,
people
classesin many parishesare convincedthat the emigration of a part of
their number affords the only prospect of escape from a position
16
Systematicand assistedemigration was the
hopeless.
"I
otherwise
only possible solution, the Rej)ort concluded and urged the
verdict wasthus made.
governmentto act immediately.717he
If emigration is necessary to the well-being of the
population, and to their extrication from their present
difficulties, there can be no doubt that the sooner that
117
for
is
in
measure put operationthe better all parties.
M'Neill

estimated that in some parishes more than half of the

inhabitants would want to or need to emigrate, but left "the nature and
amount of interference" to the government's discretion. Removal of
some portion of the population was absolutely necessary to avert
"some fearful calamity", the Report concluded.
What M'Neill said in his report was nothing new, leading newspapers
like the Scotsman had been pressing the same argument for years, but
the Report now firmly established an official policy. It led to the
passage of the Emigration Advances Act which gave cheap loans to
landowners to assist emigration from their estates.118 The Report and
M'Neill himself also played an important part in the formation of the
Highland and Island Emigration Society.
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Emigration

as a
Emigration

'cure for all'

was the new magic formula.

Improvements
employments

were almost entirely

or

alternative

abandoned. The Highlands

declared a hopeless region. M'Neill's

Report reinforced

were

the stance of

many newspapers, which were now even more eager to urge extensive
schemes for the'removal

of the surplus population'.

At the very same

time as M'Neill's Report was published, a powerful article in the
respected London Atheneaum was reprinted in several Scottish
newspapers;in the Scotsman,Glasgoit,Herald andFýfeshireJournal.
It conveyed well the senseof despair and urgency to get rid of the
burdensomeand hopeless'surplus' population.
But nothing )vill )vork )vell in these remote districts,
every report has to make knoivn the failure of all
attempts to Ineet a gro)ving evil, )vebegin tojear that
thesebelievolent cfforts tend onýyto prolong the action
of a disease Odch requires sharper and inore effective
reinedies. Statesmen should go to the heart of the
question: will the soil support the increasednumber of
inhabitantsor will it not? If it will, the causeswhich at
present prevent its doing so might be discovered and
removed. If it will not, the Governinent should cariy
a)vay at once all the surphis population to someof the
healthy and productive islands and continents which
119
constituteour colonial empire.
The main Scottish papers now launched a virtual campaign for
extensive emigration. The Scotsinan felt its day finally arrived, the
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M'Neill Repon justified its old arguments.Now the paper could go
further and madeit clear that extensiveemigrationshould also serveas
a form of driving out the 'inferior' Celtic race. In a seriesof articles
throughout the summer it reiterated assertionsabout the inferiority,
barbarity, and habitual idlenessof the Celts, and rejoiced at the fact
that "the public had made up its mind no longer to support the idle
Highlander, and that he mustgo oi- stai-ve.,,120 The editor was also
jubilant that a "turning point" had been reachedand "people talk of
121
"
inevitable.
The editorial saw emigration as a
emigration as
fulfilment of a natural processin which the idle race of the Celts was
finally driven out by the industrious Saxon. In one of the most
remarkablepassages,the paperpainted a picture of racial decayof the
Celts as a consequence
of modempolitical economy:
Ii fact, the utilitat-idn mai-choftoit, land entrepriseInust
inet,itabb, settle this question by the imperious 1a)vsof
political econony, and the function of the philanthropist
will not be in attemptingto preventthe conversionof the
paddocksinto sheep-walks-- for that must take place -but in the modification of the process by mercy and
kindnessto the poor Celt. Gradually he was driven from
the flat country to the mountain because an active
energeticpeople could apply the plain to use.The same
people now find in sheep-farming a use for the
mountain,and,bythe gradual industrialpressure )thich
di-ivesthe idle out of the hei-itageof industry, the Celt
inustgNe ip the mountain to the sheeli-farnzer.He must
be 'improvedout, as the Americans call it 122
..
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The Fifeshil-eJoul-nal,as so often, went evenfurther. Only a few days
later the Scotsman'sarticle, the Journal's editorial echoed the same
idea of the inferior Celt being driven out by the superior Saxon.As in
the 1840s, it was again the Fý(eshh-eJounial which articulated the
harshestcontemptousviews.
Ethnologically the Celtic race is an inferior one, and
attempt to disguise it as we may, there is naturally and
it
that
the
getting
rid of
great cosmicalfact
rationally no
is destined to give iva), -- sloub, andpainfulb,
be, but still

Inost certainly

it Inay

higher
before
the
--

capabilities of the Anglo-Saxon. In the meantime, and
apparently as a part of the natural law ithich had already
pushed the Celt. /rom continental Europe ivesnvard,
emigration to Anzerica is the onb, available relned, for
.j
the miseries of the race, whether squatting listlessly in
filth and rags in Ireland, or dreaming in idleness and
123
in
Highlands
Scotland.
Islands
the
poverty
and
of

This amountedto nothing less than the theory of race decay. For the
Journal's editor and many others, emigration was part of a "natural"
and "cosmical" law in which the inferior Celtic race was doomed to
extinction anyway. Faciliating it, therefore, was merely acting out a
universal fate. It was now in the name of the "natural law" that the
'unhealthy'Celtic inhabitantsof the Highlandshad to be clearedoff to
other partsof the world.
Practice soon followed theories. Extensive emigration schemesand
unprecendentedbrutal evictions ensued,becoming the predominant
featuresuntil the mid-1850s.
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The most ambititous scheme came from Sir Charles Trevelyan,
formerly one of the main figures behind the Central Board. By 1852
he was chairmanof the London Committeeof the Highland and Island
Emigration Society, and soon became"the fundamental influence on
124
Trevelyan aimed at
the whole Society's future development.,
nothing less than providing "a final settlement" of the Highland
problem by transporting a "surplus" of 30,000-40,000 people to
Australia at the cogt of El 00,000.125
Although Trevelyan,like many othersinvolved in Highland emigration
schemes, often emphasised that large scale emigration was also
beneficial for the people themselvesand was an economic necessity
,
one of his letters revealed a clear racialist motivation behind. his
scheme.In this letter in 1852he "contemplatedwith satisfaction":
flights of Germans settling here in
the
prospects
of
...
increasingnumber - an orderly, moral, industrious and
frugal people,lessfoi-eignto us than the Yish ol- Scotch
Celt, a congenial element which will readily assimilate
126
body
with our
of politic.
Trevelyan thus plannedto settle the industrious, superior Germansin
the place of the lazy, inferior Celts. This flew in the face of the
"overpopulated Highlands" argument.For Trevelyan, the Highlands
kind
by
but
the
of
populated
)vrong
were not actually overpopulated
people. The Celts were "foreign" to the rest of Scotland and should
thereforego somewhereelse.Trevelyan wantedto seea 'lessforeign'
race of people in the Highlands; superior Saxonsrather than inferior
Celts.
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Trevelyan was not only one of the most powerful men of the Highland
and Island Emigration

Society but was primarily

a prominent

government servant in the Treasury. This "intimate connection"
between the Emigration Society and officers of the State effectively
27.
Society
just
It
made the
more than
a private, philanthropic agencyl
was in fact a "quasi-government organisation carrying out a substantial
programme of emigration which the government of the day was
unwilling to undertake officially and directly becauseof constraints of
both ideology and costs", as one of the foremost authorities of the
period pointed out.
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The Society operated in partnership with Highland landowners and the
Colonial Land and Emigration Commission. Landowners paid one
third of the costs and money was also raised through public
subscriptions. The landlords were directly involved in the entire

process,including the selectionof emigrants.
This selection of emigrantsoften led to forced removalswhen people
were cleareddirectly onto emigration ships. Not only landlord critics
but even officials involved in the emigrationschemes,like Sir Edward
Coffin and Sheriff Fraser, saw a connection between organised
emigration and large scale clearances129. Although the relation
between destitution, clearances,and emigration was complex, and
some major clearanceswould have occured anyway, the link was
certainly there betweenthe new wave of clearancesand the emigration
schemes.As in the case of the Sollas evictions earlier, many people
were now not only forced out of their lands but directly forced onto
shipsto Australia. It was during this time that the most brutal evictions
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in the history of the Highland clearances occured in Knoydart and
Greenyards.

Clearanccs in Knoydart

and Greenyards

The Knoydart evictions in 1853
were the last major clearance

which attracted widespread newspaper attention and a loud public
outcry. The evictions and the subsequent hunt-down of those refusing
to board the emigration ship were so brutal that even the Scotsman
130
"
Both the
strongly condemned it calling it "gross inhumanity.
Invei-ness Coiu-iei- and the Scotsman sent up their own correspondents
to the scene, and the fate of the people occupied long newspaper
columns for several months.
Knoydart, in the parish of Glenelg, was the last remaining part of the
Glengarry estate where the crofters and cotters had not been yet
replaced by sheep after several emigrations. In June 1852 the estate
came under trustee management by Mrs M'Donell and soon after
notices to quit were served to the crofters. They were told that they
must leave the estate or be shipped to Australia. The destination was
shortly changed to Canada and people were told that "the most
determined measures would be adopted for their removal. "131
A ship capable of carrying away the entire population of the five
townships was chartered with money borrowed from the government,
and the removal of people started on 2 August. Mrs M'Donell asked
no consent from the people; the choice was between boarding the
later
from
Four
days
being
the
expelled
estate.
all
emigration ship or
300
but
board,
some
people,
about twenty
would
go
on
who
were
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families refused to leave. It was againstthese people that "the most
determinedmeasures"were deployed.
Thesemeasuresamountedto the destructionof the housesand a virtual
hunting down of the "refugees",who were hiding away in makeshift
shelters.The first removals lastedfor three days with sixteenfamilies
evicted mostly with use of force. Old women clung to their huts and
fought severalofficers. By the end of the clearanceall the houseswere
destroyedand the inhabitantsleft exposedto the openair. Peoplespent
several weeks from August until late October in the cold and wet
weather. Whatever shelter they put together was regularly hunted
down and destroyedrepeatedlyby the local managers.
Even the Scotsman, which had been one of the least sympathetic
papers,reportedon the stateof the peoplewith a tone of shock:
This family I found under the shelter of a turf-wall in a
little structure into which I crept, and where a child of
eight years old could scarcely stand upright [ ...] This
frail fabric had beenfive

thnes pulled down by the

agents of the estate, and as often re-erected after they
were gone. The last occasion was late on a wild stormy
night, just as darkness came on [ ....I At the time of my
visit,

a sharp squall of northernly

wind came on,

accompanied by a penetrating rain, and a sprinkling of
snow covered the tops of the hills. I need not attempt to
paint the scene; anything more wretched, excepting in
132
life,
I
gypsy
never saw.
The correspondent chronicled many other cases of shelters pulled
down several times from above the heads of frail old people, of sick
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peopletreatedharshly aswell asviolent scenesof people being turned
out.
The brutality of the Knoydart scenesmust havebeengreat if even the
Scotsman's

reporter,

while

acknowledging

that he had

"conscientiously sided with the evicting landlords", now strongly
condemnedthe trusteeat the end of his report. I grant that she had a
perfect right to do so, and further, that she behavedmost liberally to
thosewho left the estate;but I am also compelledto think that shehas
beenguilty of gross inhumanity in her treatmentof the miserableand
helplessremnantof the peoplewho remain," he concluded133.
'Me Coul-ici-devoted much spaceto the Knoydart caseall throughout
the autumn and many of its readersreactedstrongly
the
to
cruelty
of
C)
the eviction procedure.One "gentleman" wrote to them "deprecating
the harshmeasuresof turni-rigout old and infirm peopleupon the roads
andthe hill-sides" saying:
It is all very well to insist upon the young and able
acceptingterms of emigration;but it is a totally different
case with the aged, whom I hold it to be cruel and
monstrousto banish at a time of life when they cannot
hope to be able to establishthemselves,even if they live
134
Canada.
Australia
to reach
or
While in the caseof the Knoydart eviction, people were pushedonto
emigration shipsor forcibly turned out of their housesandthen hunted
down like dogs to drive them away from the land, they were at least
not yet beaten severely. The use of force, however, considerably
escalateda year later in Greenyards,in possibly the most cruel case
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recorded. Similarly to the Sollas case in 1849, it was resistanceto
removalswhich sparkedoff greatviolence.
At the end of March 1854 summonses of removals were served to
tenants on the property of Major Robertson of Kindeace in Greenyards
near Bonar Bridge. The people refused to leave. The following
morning the Sheriff of Tain was sent with a police force of thirty men
to enforce the law. According the report of the Intenzess Cow-iei-, the

opposition was formidable135. About three hundred people, two
thirds of them women, had assembledarmed with stonesand sticks.
After the Sheriff failed "to reason"with the crowd, a small battle broke
out. The chief sufferers were the women. More than fifteen were
reported to be seriously hurt, especially in the head and face, and intheir "other parts". The policemenescapedthemselvesalmost unhurt,
after they hadusedtheir batons"with greatforce."

Silence in the press

Interestingly, little more was known
about the Greenyards evictions and the

ensuingfate of the people.Although violencewas considerablygreater
in Greenyardsthan in the case of Knoydart or Sollas, the extent of
newspapercoverageand public outcry was much smaller than before
in the main papers.
This apparentlysuddensilencein the presscould be explainedwith the
prevailing senseof giving up on the Highlands. In addition, by this
time the removalsand large scaleemigrationswere treatedasthe only
possible solution in the main section of the Scottish press, and
thereforethey were lessand lessof a sensation.
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Another reason may have been that by 1854 both the tide of clearances
in
this context the
to
the
tide
recede
and
emigration
seemed
of
and
Greenyards evictions could perhaps be seen as an isolated case." The
outbreak of the Crimean War also put a halt to the exodus of people as
they now could be channelled into the army. By 185.6the recovery of
the potaio crop and a new vigour of Scottish industries also reduced
the number of those who undertook emigration as the last resort.

Emigration

seen

as 'purification'

In 1857 the Highland and Island

Emigration Society terminated
its operations. In the final count 'only' 5,000 people had emigrated
through the Society. Trevelyan's grand plan to transport 30,00040,000 people was never realised. However, the fact that such a plan
was never realised and that many of the emigrantswent of their free
in
did
that
the minds of many contemporariessuch as
not
mean
will
Trevelyan, emigration officials, newspaperseditors, and common
Many
Gaels
had
basic
Highland
the
the
changed.
of
readers
perception
saw them going with a senseof relief, believing that the Highlands
'inferior'
'useless'
fewer
'burdensome',
have
those
thus
and
of
would
people.
Part of the large scale Highland emigration in the early 1850swas in
fact voluntary. However, much of this willingness was a realisation
that it was impossible to remain. The pressure of poverty and
destitution was indeed great, but it is debatableto what extent that
destitutionwas a result of earlier clearancesor semi-deliberatepolicies
to makethe Gaelsliving conditionson their native land impossible.
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By the 1850s conditions in much of the Highlands were indeed
desperatefor many. As emigrantsthemselvesstatedthey felt "that they
yielded to an inflexible and hard necessitywhich they neither could
136
"
By that time many agreedthat it was too late to
control or evade.
save the Highlands' entire original population becausethe land, as it
was, could not support all the people any longer. And at the time, there
was no realistic hope for any land reform or change of landlord
policies. Many people felt they simply had better go because of the
economic pressures and many went willingly though not happily.
The point here, however, is not whether or not emigration was an
economic necessity but that part of it was certainly forced and was
coloured by racial motivations.

An underlying

ideology

of "ethnic cleansing"

The contemptuous and racialist

attitudesof the 1840sreacheda
stage in the first half of the 1850s when emigration could be viewed as
a form of 'racial purification' or even as a nineteenth century version
of "ethnic cleansing" in the name of social and economic progress.
In its underlying ideology, - as demonstrated in the press at the time-, it
was a form of "ethnic cleansing" although there were no modem type
mass deportations or bloody pogroms, and the extent of Highland
clearances was much smaller than other instances of "ethnic
cleansing".

Nevertheless,

the perceptions,

the ideology,

the

motivations and,to some extent, the practice did amount to what we
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today call "ethnic cleansing". It was there in the mind, and permeated
much of public opinion.
Such 'clearances'or 'cleansing'were of coursefar from being unique
in the Scottish Highlands only. In fact, it is the Highland clearances
which are normally left out of the long list of historical 'ethnic
cleansings'.Although the word "ethnic cleansing"is a recently coined
term first used in 1991, what it describes is almost as old as
history. 137 In varying degreesof brutality, it has been around since
ancienttimes.
The long list of 'ethnic cleansings' include: forced resettlementsby
Assyrian rulers in 8th BC, the recurring expulsionsof the Jews in the
Middle Ages, the expulsion of the Irish by the English in the 17th
century, the removals and massacresof the American Indians, 19th
century Turkish atrocities against Greeks and Armenians, the
Armenian holocaustin 1915,the Holocaustitself; a culmination of all
ethnic cleansings, and after the Second World War, the mass
expulsion of Germansfrom easternEurope.'Me list is very long.
However, the term defies easy definition, as the author of "A brief
history of ethnic cleansing"points out:
At one end it is virtually indistinguishablefrom forced
emigration and populationexchangewhile at the other it
merges with deportation and genocide. At the most
general level, however, ethnic cleansing can be
understood as the expulsion of an "undesirable"
population from a given territory due to religious or
ethnic discrimination, political, strategic or ideological
138
considerations,or a combinationof these.
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Other definitions include "removal or eradicationof a portion of the
indigenious population of an area"139, and "euphemism for the
140.
kicking
Whateverdefinition
practice of
out minority populations"
we may apply, the fact that when the phrase"ethnic cleansing"became
widely used most people understoodwhat it meant, showed that the
idea had been around for a long time, under other names. As Neal
Ascher-sonaptly put it: "It amountsto this proposition: that a majority
can live more "healthily" by castingout a minority that is in someway
alien."141
The concept of health, purity and, on the opposite end, diseaseand
dirt, is at the core of any kind of "ethnic cleansing". They all include
the idea that 'alien' groups have to be purged from the 'body' of the
ethnically or racially pure nations. In its most extreme form in our
century of modem nationalismand fascism,ethnic cleansingwas built
on "a false analogy between sociology and medicine: the collective
body of the nation had to be purified of infectionsby "the others"142.
This 'false analogy' between sociology and medicine was already
there, at least in its seeds,in the mid-nineteenth century prejudices
againtsthe Gaels.It was therewhen the ffeshire Journal talked about
the "cosmical fact" that the more energeticand hard-working Saxons
would push out the 'weaker', 'inferior Celts, or when Sir Charles
Trevelyan praisedthe more congenial Germansover the 'alien' Celts.
When the Scotsman talked about the "removal of a diseased and
damagedpart" of the populationthe underlying conceptwas the same.
Such concepts, as demonstratedabove,were acceptable,if not even
commonplace,by the 1850sin the larger, contemptuoussectionof the
Scottish press.
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'Contempt,Sjnzpatht,andRomancc': Lowlandperceptionsof the Highlands and the clearances
during the Fandneyears, 1845-1855

PART TWO
SYMPATHY

AND

ROMANCE

Chapter One
SYMPATHY
I.
THE CRITICS OF THE 1840S

1. The Glasgow Argus

An early critic

The liberal Glasgoit, Agus

was one of the first

sympathetic newspapersto react fiercely to the
outburst of attacks in the contemptuous press in 1846/47 against the alleged
inferiority of the Celts. It was also amongthe first papersto demandland reform
with the redistribution of the soil and the abolishmentof the "antiquated,absurd
1
feudal
laws.
The Argus was one of those very few
and most mischievous"
paperswho regardedthe Highland Gaels asjust like any other people, no worse
or no better,and strongly refutedthe chargesthat the Celts were an inferior race.
'Me GlasgowArgus was a thoroughly anti-landlord paperset up in 1833with the
main aim of campaigningfor tile Burgh reform, direct taxation, FreeTrade andthe
2
in
Church.
It spoke for the "educated
Established
abolition of patronage the
Radicals" and produced a high level ofjoumalism. 3 Starting off, however, as a
medium size twice-weekly paperwith around 1,000copies per issue,by 1845 its
circulation fell below 700.4
'Me editors of the Argus believedthat they had a missionto fulfill, to fight "on the
side of justice and truth" and combat "the evils" of their time5. By 1846they saw
one such "evil" manifested in the Highland landlord policies and the alarming
spreadof the potato famine.
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famine brought the "social
`17he

Arguing for nem,land laws

mismanagement" of the Highlands to a
crisis, the paper argued in 1846. It put the bulk of the blame on the landlords, who
had neglected their duties as proprietors and could not now provide for the
starving people on their estates.
The landlords cannot do their duty; and for all we know of
them, it is but too well-founded an assertion to say, that they
would not if they could. All experience is against any belief in
them. ( ) they are not equal generally (in consequence of their
...
own bad management and reckless extravagance in former
6
this.
to
years) any such emergency as
But the paper's criticism went beyond the anti-landlord rhetoric. The landlords
were negligent and impoverished because they were paralyzed by the Law of
Erl-ail and the absence of a proper poor-law, Ar:gus asserted. And the people, who
the paper simply denoted as "serfs", were degraded because of the "unequal
distribution of the soil". The reason why the "unequal distribution Uf soil", where
massesof people had to exist on inferior land after having been cleared from better
areas, could happen was that the system itself allowed it, the paper suggested. In
short, the evil was rooted in land ownership, in the "oppressive feudal system of
management the soil. " ks one Argus reader put it:
It is the feudal system that presseslike a black nightmare on the
7
Highlands.
the
energies of

The only true solution was new land-laws, the Argus contended.It did not say
'land reform' yet, but what it demanded was not very far from the notion of
thorough land reform. Its basic principle was that the "land is by right the land of
the people" and individual property should only be allowed while it was
"conduciveto the public interest." 8 What the Argus demandedwas essentiallythe
abolition of the feudalistic land-lawsin the Highlandsaswell as in Ireland.
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'Me land and property of Ireland must be made to maintain the
people of Ireland. The land of the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland must be made to maintain the maligned and oppressed
(
)
its
boast.
We must give the poor
once
people who were
...
man the right to live - we must have a thorough and just Poor
Law - we must abolish the antiquated, absurd, and most
mischievous

laws which

regulate

the possession

and

9
landlord
transmission of
property.
The abolition of entail was seen as crucial to any land reform not only by the
Aqus but by many other contemporary critics. In the ensuing years both Robert
Somers and Hugh Miller were adamant that the Law of Entail should be abolished
entirely. By the mid-nineteenth century more than half of the land in Scotland was
estimated to be strictly entailed, and the issue of entails was a subject of great
10
Even after the Rutherford Act in 1848, which considerably eased
controversy.
the strict regulations by making it possible to disentail lands, critics such as the
Witness continued to argue for complete abolition. It was not until 1914 that
entails were eventually entirely forbidden .,
Arguing for new land-laws was just one aspect of the Aqus 's campaign for the
Highlands. It fought even more fiercely against the widespread accusations that
the Celts were habitually lazy and racially inferior, and therefore had brought the
famine on themselves.

In an editorial in January 1847, the Aigus

Defending the Celtic race

rebuked other papers for not questioning the
truthfulness of the prevalent statements that the famine was race-related, only
affecting the "inferior" Celts. It quoted an article from the Daiý, Ne)ts of London,
which blamed the indolence of the Gaels for the famine. Calling the Daiýy Nelm
writer "well-meaning

but mistaken", the editorial argued that the writer was

"ignorant of the causes which have reduced the once high-minded, and active
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Celts to this stateof degradation." 11 Not many papersat the time would ever call
the Celts active and high-minded. The Aqus blamed the landlords and not the
indolenceof the Gaelsfor the calamity. As this editorial put it:
landlordism by which Celtic Ireland and Celtic
the
unhappy
...
Scotland have been afflicted has deterioratedthe condition of
the people, natul-alb, as laboi-ious and intelli, -elzt, and
independentas aig otherpeople on theglobe.12
T'heArgus refused to have anything to do with the belief that the Celts were in any
way racially different, they were like "any other people on the globe". With this
conviction, the Ai-gus stood quite alone among the whole of the Scottish press at
the time.
It even argued that the campaign of accusations was in fact a clever way of
disguising the ill-treatment of the Gaels, a shrewd excuse. As another editorial
expressed it:

As to the charge against the Highlanders which is just now
going round the papers(...): the guilt of their inferiority lies at
the door of those who causedit; and it is no excusefor either
pastor presentill treatmentof them on our parts,to allege that
the people are idle, and prefer easeandthe coarsestsustenance
to hard labour and the physical comforts it would procure
13
them.

The Argus, however, could not continue

The end of the Argus

long its defense of the Gaels. After fifteen
years of existence the paper shut down in November 1847. The Highland cause
was not among its professed missions when it set out in 1833 to promote Burgh
reform and free trade. In its "Farewell Address" the editors said that they felt they
had achieved the original targets and would leave the ground for others. Why the
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fell
low
Its
down
circulation
certainly
remains uncertain.
paper really closed
enough,to around600, for any newspapereditor to think hard about survival.
For the time being, the Scottishnewspaperscenehad lost a radical campaignerfor
Highland land reform and a fervent defenderof the Gaels.But therewere othersto
follow to take up the missionarytask. As the Aqus said in its farewell, thýre was
muchto battlefor yet:
!I

we believe that there is a fair field of labour in the

departmentof humanamelioration." 14
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2. Hugh Miller

and the Witness :A

Highland

Radical?

Hugh Miller was perhaps the best-known

The most respected critic

and the most respectedamongthe critics of
the treatment of the Highland Gaels. His forum, the Witness, was certainly the
highestcirculation paperwhich was sympatheticto the Highlanders.In his stance
over Highland issues, Hugh Miller is usually described as a "radical", a
"crusading" editor, and "a scourgeof landowners"15.
Indeed, his criticism of the Highland policies was harsh, and his defenseof the
Highlanders impassioned.By 1850, his paper even argued for land reform. In
comparison,however,with other radical and crusadingpapersthe Witnesslagged
behind by the 1850s.It was also primarily an ecclesiasticalpaper,first fighting for
the Disruption and then devoting itself chiefly to the affairs of the Free Church.
But during the 1840s debates over the Highlands, the voice of the Witness was

weighty andsharply critical.

From Miller's life

Hugh Miller was a man of many talents and

contradictions.Bom in 1802 in Crornarty, he was a
Lowlander

on his father's side and a Highlander

on his mother's, but he

considered himself more of a Lowlander. (In one of his writings he remarked that
he was the only Lowlander

among Highlanders. ) Rising from the modest

background as a stonemason, he became a geologist and a writer and editor of the
Witness.
His knowledge extended to folklore, poetry, travel, history, science and religion.
He was at the time among the best-known Victorian literary figures, "admired by
the likes of Thomas Carlyle, Charles Dickens and John Ruskin. "16 He also
played a leading role in the Disruption in 1843 next to Thomas Chalmers.
Under his editorship, the Witness attained a circulation of over 2,500 making it the
third largest Scottish newspaper after the Glasgo)v Herald and the Scotsman. 17
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In his autobiography, Miller claimed that his paper had the highest number of
18
Miller
Scottish
similar
size
newspapers.
among
all
university educatedreaders
his
Scotland
journalism
in
best
the
time,
the
at
writing
produced some of
exhibiting true literary merits. His descriptions were poetic and his arguments
well-shaped.
Miller was a tragic intellect. Towards the end of his life his mind had become
insane
he
he
by
that
ton-nented
was
going
nightmares,and realising
unstable, was
he shot himself on Christmas Eve in 1856. According to his twentieth century
biographer,GeorgeRosie,Miller was an enigmatic character.Throughout his life
he was battling with many dualities. He was simultaneouslya "romantic Scottish
nationalist" deeply approvingthe Union, a bank officer writing sentimentalverse,
a fierce Presbyterian favouring Catholic emancipation, a" radically- inclined
journalist who savaged the gentry, but who despised the Chartists and the
Socialists."19 GeorgeRosieseesMiller as a man struggling with the contradiction
between his senseof justice and his instinct for order and submission. Perhaps
this also explains why Miller had never becomea persistently radical crusading
journalist.

The first time Miller wrote in a critical vein

The Cruise of the Belsey

about the

clearances

and

Highland

destitution was in 1845 in his book The Cruise of the Betsej,. It was originally
written for the lVitnessfollowing a tour aroundthe Hebrides.Miller went with an
isles.
What
he
for
Church
friend
his
Free
the
small
saw
minister
of
who
was
old
about the state of the people there appalled him. He saw miserable hovels with
bed-riddenpoverty-strickenwomen in them, and peoplewom out by famine with
shrivelled frames.He describedhis "outrage" at the poverty of the people.
But he was also appalled by what had happenedto the land itself. In a brilliant
passage,he first painted a poetic and romantic picture of the Highland landscape
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and then suddenly hit the reader with the disturbing reality of the clearances and
depopulation.
The evening was clear, calm, golden-tinted; even wild heaths
and rude rocks had assumed a flush of transient beauty; and the
emerald-green patches on the hill-sides, barred by the plough
lengthwise, diagonally,

and transverse, had borrowed an

aspect of soft and velvety richness, from the mellowed light
and the broadening shadows. All was solitary. We could see
among the deserted fields the grass-grown foundations of
cottages razed to the ground; but the valley, more desolate than
that which we had left, had not even a single inhabited
dwelling: it seemed as if man had done with it forever. 20

Miller then related how the land was given over to sheep and while all the
"aborigines" of Rum crossedthe Atlantic. The only population consistedof the
sheep-farmerand his servants.Soon, however, the depopulation was found too
extreme,the placebeing "too thoroughly a desertfor the comfort of the occupant",
and after clearancesin Skye someejectedfamilies were given land on the coastal
areas.Still, most of the island remaineddevoid of human habitation. The general
Highland clearancesscenewas perhaps never more poetically worded than in
Miller's writing here:
The whole of the once-peopledinterior remains a wilderness,
without inhabitant, -- all the more lonely in its aspectfrom the
circumstance that the solitary valleys, with their ploughfurrowed patches,and their ruined heapsof stone, open upon
shoresevery whit as solitary as themselves,and that the wide
21
drearily
untroddenseastretches
around.
But a good poetic image was just one of the tools of Miller's writing. His critical
edgeworked with strong words. After the lengthy descriptionof the clearedlands
he simply called the whole process"extermination"carriedout thoroughly and "on
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system". He dismissed it as "bad policy"

and refused to be convinced by

"economists" who claimed that there were "more than enough people in Scotland
still. " Miller argued that this policy rid the country of a better class of men and, on
top of it, it did not produce any results. He cited the example of Rum again; the
new sheep-farmer eventually was "unfortunate in his speculations" and left the
island. It was yet again up for sale and was about to be purchased by a wealthy
Englishman who planned to turn it into a deer-forest.

On the Famine

Miller's trip around the Hebrides took place in 1844 and
1845, and he witnessed much misery and barrenness.

With the outbreak of the potato famine in 1846 the Highlanders saw the coming of
their worst crisis yet. During the peak years of the famine, Miller devoted much
space in the lVitness to the destitution in the Highlands and to criticism of the
clearances.

An editorial in November1846called the famine a "a solemncrisis", andcalled on
every Christian Church to do their duty proving their "Christian kindness and
liberality" in the "sad and trying emergency.1122
Miller was aware,however,that
in order to gain the sympathiesof public opinion first he had to demonstratethat
the Highland Gaelswere indeed worthy of sympathyand that the famine was not
'their own fault' arising from inherent laziness. He insisted that the
"misapprehension"and "apathy" in the public stemmedfrom their ignoranceof the
true causesof the famine, of the fact that people had come to dependentirely on
one vegetablealone.
The Witness' basic standpoint throughout the debatesof the 1840swas that the
people becamesolely dependenton the potato not becausethey were lazy to do
anythingelsebut becausethey had no other choiceunderthe circumstances,which
had engulfed them with the clearancesand with the mostly bad managementof
their landlords. In the current tide of public opinion, however, the Witness did
not have many allies in the press.Apart from the small GlasgoivArgus and a few
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other smaller paperslike the Scottish Herald, the Witnessstood quite alone in its
battle with the contemptuous press' campaign on the inherent sloth and racial
inferiority of the Celts.
Among of the most influential articles that appearedin the 1840swas a seriesof
reports by the Thnes Commissionerin the autumn of 1846, which was reprinted
23
Scottish
in
and reflected on many
papers. Hugh Miller reactedto it in a long
editorial. He started the article with unusual sarcasmfor him, a normally more
severe and serious man. This opening paragraph made bizarre ridicule of the
accusationsin the Thnes, which were also shared by the Scotsman and other
contemptuousScottishpapers.
The late articles of the Times' Commissioner have excited a
deep interest over Scotland generally, and more especially in
that northern portion of it to which they chiefly refer. Our
Highlanders, howc-.,er, seem in degree satisfied. They have
been quite aware for some time past that they are far from being
a wealthy people, and_the failure of the potato crop has cost
them many fears; but they deem it cold comfort to be told that
their depressing poverty arises, as a necessary consequence,
out of their inherent peculiarities as a race, and that if they were
not Celts they would be quite able without assistance to get
over the loss of their potatoes. They derive no solace from
being informed, in their hour of calamity, that, were they
Saxons like the English, they would almost all, on a smaller or
larger scale, be capitalists,

and in circumstances to live

comfortably during one bad season on the hoarded stores of
24
previous good ones.
Miller went on to say that it was a fact that the Celts were a different race, and that
indeed in modem times the countries of the "Germanic family" stood "higher in
the industrial virtues" than the Celtic. But, he warned, it was exaggeration to say
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that the "present condition of the Scotch Highlander" was a "consequence of his
blood and lineage", that he was exposed to famine to such an extent because he
was a Celt. Such accusations, Miller argued, served the effect of "diverting
attention from the great economic causes" which had dissipated the Celts' means
25
depressed
their
and
condition.
These "great economic causes" were the clearances, according to the editorial.
After the Highlands had become the "subject of the great clearing experiment", the
Highlanders lost all their former relative security, when they had a few cattle or
sheep to sell in times of scarcity. Having driven out from the interior lands on to
"unproductive patches of moor" their "little capitals" soon disappeared and fell into
arrears. The editorial closed with impassioned sympathy:
We have seen whole tracts of country on the north-westemcoast, in which the rents of five whole years hung in one
hapless mill-stone of debt around the necks of the inhabitants.
What wonder if, in such circumstances, the industrial energies
of the Celt should be miserably overlaid? The real wonder in
the case is that his moral nature should still stand erect amid the
utter ruin of his means.

"Past and Present Condition

Miller's basic stance was reiterated in a three

of the Highlands"

part series entitled

"Past and Present

Condition of the Highlands" written by "A Highlander of the Old School." The
clearancesand the bad managementof the land were at the "root of all misery, and
wretchedness,of much of the indolenceand sloth" of the Highland population,the
26
writer claimed. Formerly, the land was more evenly distributed, and although
its system of farming was "probably inferior in point of science", at least every
family had a bit of corn land and a small stock of sheepor goats providing some
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dairy produce and wool. But the clearancesmade the bulk of the population
impoverished:
The Highlands have proved a fortune-making country to hot a
few adventurers;but exactly in proportion in which this has
beenthe case,have they proved to the poor despisednative a
land of poverty, of want, and starvation.27
The writer painted an image of the Highlanders, which was characteristic of most
sympathetic papers: the Highlanders were the poor victims of a vicious system.
They were "hardy and peaceable, and kind-hearted", who suffered in silence the
inhuman treatment of their expulsion from their "lovely glens". The "horrid
clearances" reduced the Highlanders to a "sad and melancholy" condition, as this
"Highlander from the Old School" put it. His condemnation of the landlord's
clearances policy was harsh and strongly worded:

" It is assuredly a monstrous abuse of the rights of the
property, and an equally monstrousneglectand omissionof its
duties, to depopulatewhole islands and entire parishes,which
containeda densepopulation, and to leasethem to one Inan, to drive scores and hundreds of families out into bays and
it
let
their
to
amounting,
possessions,
of
sea
starve,
and
creeks
may be, to from thirty to forty thousandacres,to one solitary
individual. "28
The writer hoped that the "exposure"of the ill-treatment of the Highlandersmay
eventually lead to such measuresfrom the part of the governmentand legislature
which would amelioratethe situation.I'llis was the point which perhapsmotivated
What
journalists'
the
they
often
the
chose.
style
crusading
writings and
much of
seemedexaggerationto their contemporariesas well as presentreadersstemmed
from their ardentdesireto shakeup public opinion and force out changethrough
the power of the press.
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Proposed solutions

Apart from the desire to expose the Nvrongs,most

sympathetic papers also came up with their own
proposalsfor change.The Witnessadvocatedimprovementthrough the cultivation
of more land and the abolishment of "old feudal laws". In an article on "Waste
Land and Waste Labour", Rev. JamesBegg, -- the well-known social reformer
and Free Church minister at the time,-- made a survey of the state of land. With
his Letter to the Editor, the Witness printed a large table drawn up by Begg,
detailing how many acres of land in each county was cultivated, uncultivated and
not arable. The conclusion of his calculations was as follows:
the 20,000,000
of
...

of acres in Scotland,

only

about

5,000,000, or one: fourth, is cultivated. Taking the population
of the country at 3,000,000, there are fully six acl-es of land for
every individual, man, woman, and child. Taking the families

at an averageoffive individuals each,thereare thus thirty acres
of land for every family, of which one haýf is arable. Now, in
Belgium, from foui- to five acres of land is, by spade
husbandry, made sufficient to support a family. In such
circumstances,it seemsperfect folly to drive someof the very
best of our people out of the country, and to suffer so many
29
into
hopeless
to
more sink
pauperism.
In short, there was enough arable land, he argued,but in the wrong hands.The
multitudes of people existed on meagrelands or were driven off the land while
most of the good land was in the handsof a few. 'Me only solution therefore,said
Begg was the entire abolition of the "preposterousfeudal laws of entail and
,
primogeniture". Begg reiteratedthis argumenta year later in a speechgiven at a
meeting in Edinburgh saying that the abolition of the law of entail and the free
tradein land were essentialprerequisitesfor more cultivated land.30
The solution the Witnessitself urged was best summedup in a short editorial in
September1849. It startedoff by warning that the Highland landlords proceeded
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"with great energy in driving their inoffensive tenantry into reluctantexile" while
the eyes of public opinion and sympathy were directed on the events on the
continent where the Italian and Hungarianrevolutions and wars of independence
had recently come to tragic ends.31 The editorial even madethe point that while
the public manifestedmuch sympathytowards the 'Romans'and the Hungarians,
they should also sparesomefor "our noble Highlanders."
The solution the editorial suggestedfor the Highlands was essentiallya different
systemof managementundercaring landlordsandcompetentfactors,whereleases
would be given to the tenants.Through this, the Highlands could not only retain
their presentpopulationbut maintainevenmore:
It has been remonstratedby Mr. M'Ewen and others, that the
Highlanders, if only properly managed, would become
abundantly industrious and profitable at home, and that they
have been reduced to their present position chiefly by the
refusal of leasesand the other infatuatedpolicy of non-resident
pauperlandlords and incompetentfactors. It is proved that the
Highlands would sustainfar more people,- that land subjected
to sheepand deer soon sinks in value, - and that, whilst native
Highlanders cling with fond tenacity, from long habit, to their
wild hills and islands, it will be next to impossible to replace
them with anotherpopulation.32
In the light of today's efforts of 'Highland regeneration' and of trying to keep
people on the land, this seems almost prophetic.
'Me above lines, however, also show that Hugh Miller did share the contemporary
view that the Highland Gaels were lazy and indolent. They would have to be
'properly managed'to make them industrious, as he said above. Miller did reject
the accusation that they were indolent becauseof their race, in his opinion they had
been made lazy and degraded by a bad system. The Gaels had to be 'elevated' and
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from
their degradation,the Witnessimplied throughoutits articlesdealing
rescued
with the issue.

"The. Depopulation of the Highlands"

'I'lie paper's longest and fullest
series of articles on the Highlands

ran in September1849. Under the title of "The Depopulationof the Highlands" it
consistedof four long parts in four consecutiveissues.It was the last time that the
lVitness devoted considerablespacein its pagesto the Highland crisis. We can
only presumethat it was written by Miller since no other name was given and
Miller would normally write most of the articles himself. The collective 'we' for
editorials was alsofrequently usedin the articles.
The first part focussed on a general condemnation of the clearances and
depopulation. As in the editorial a few days earlier, this article also openedwith
referenceto the eventson the continent,drawing a parallel betweenthe sympathies
towards the oppressedHungariansand the oppressedHighlanders.
The oppression of a great nation is a sad and grievous
spectacle.But there is a sadderspectacleto be witnessednearer
home, -a spectaclewhich a man neednot leavethe territory of
Britain to see, - we mean the gradual extinction of a highspirited, loyal, and Christian people. And if we have sympathy
for the oppressedHungarian, - and who that is worthy to be
called a freeman, has not? - surely we are not to close our
hearts against all sympathy with the oppressed- the ejected
Highlander.33
The comparisonmight seemexaggerated.At 'thistime in Hungary, the Austrians
launcheda brutal retaliation campaignled by the ill-famed Haynau,the "Hyena of
Brescia", after they had crushedthe war of independencewith the help of Russian
troops on 13 August. Those who took part in the freedom fight were hunteddown
with great terror, and hundreds were imprisoned. The bloody oppression of
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Hungary did excite much sympathy around Europe, and the Scottish papers were
34
fascinated
by
Hungarian
the
especially
case.
What the lVitness suggested here by the comparison between the bloody aftermath
of the crush of the Hungarian freedom fighters and the Highland clearances was
that although one happened on a much greater scale and in a more momentous
event, the other, on a more silent and hidden scale was equally tragic in the
nation's life. And it also warned that "the greatness of the scale on which they
have been exhibited" had served "to exclude occurrences of apparently less
moment. " The real danger threatening now the Highlands, the lVitness argued,
was nothing less than gradual but "complete extinction. "
This "extinction"

equalled the depopulation of the Highlands, the gradual

disappearance of the native population from its lands. The second part of the series
examined the reasons usually given for the "ejection system" and rejected them
one by o ie. The paper put the bulk of the blame on the landlords but it did not
entirely condemn them. It suggestedthat some of them were also victims:
feeling of hostility
we
write
with
no
...

to our Highland

proprietors. We believe that many of them have acted in
ignorance: they are strangers to the people, and they have been
made the dupes of other interested parties. We do not say that
this is excusable, but we believe it to be the fact. 35

One of the blamesthat the paperput on the landlordswas that they had encouraged
over-population,which was now the chief reasongiven for the clearances.During
the years of kelp manufacture it was in the landlords' interest to have as many
people as possible on their estates,while at the sametime the agriculture of the
land was neglected.In the Witness'sjudgement, if the landlords at the time had
taken the "lion's share"of the benefits,they shouldnow equally take their sharein
the "subsequentdisadvantages".
The very assertionthat the Highlands were over-populatedwas rejected by the
paper.It called it a "grossdelusioý", pointing out that many partsof the Highlands
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were not peopledat all, and insistedthat "ten times the presentpopulationcould be
maintainedby the soil undera proper system."
Another reason given to justify the ejection was the alleged indolence of the
people, which the Witnessyet again strongly rejected, reiterating the point that
such accusationsservedto divert attentionfrom the real causes.
It is an old saying, "Give the dog a bad name, and hang him. "
Nothing is easier than to make such a charge as this; but even
granting that the charge is true, as they mean it, we must
remember that it may be entirely a relative one. 'Me people may
be slothful and inactive as agriculturists, but that does not
prove that they are inactive universally. It merely proves that
agriculture is not the direction their activity takes. In the kelp
manufacture, we are told of the Uist people, that they are often
36
fifteen
hours
day
labourious
work
a
at a most
occupation.
This was due, according to the Witness, to the lack of inducement and security
they received. In a system where people have security and see their advantages
they will naturally work "like other men", the paper argued. It claimed that ninetenths of the rural population had no interest in the cultivation of the soil, being
mere "serfs". If landowners and the government wanted to avoid the Highlands
becoming "a hot-bed for revolutions", they should give them "an interest in the
37
soill,.
After examining and rejecting the reasons usually given for the clearances, the
Witness drew up the points of what it saw as the real reasons. The first of these
was "the inexplicable craving on the part of some proprietors after large farms. "38
The paper claimed that the landlords had "adopted" the idea of joining field to field
out of ignorance of their real interest. The large fields, according the Witness, did
not bring larger rentals, it only increased waste lands with no people to cultivate
them. The estates thus lay unimproved, the land falling back "into its original state
of wilderness".
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'Me only merit theseproprietors gained from their extensivelands was posing as
noble and glorious lords, the papersuggested:
They can ride out of a forenoon with their visitors, and point
out to them the splendid enclosures,or the extensive sheepwalks, or the well-stocked deer-forest, as they pass along,
without once alluding to the amount of human suffering by
which the whole was purchased.They want fine fields and fine
forests. What care they for men! They want on their estates
something worthy of their patrician greatness.What though
hundredsor thousandsof human beings should be wrenched
from their beloved homes,and castfor subsistenceon the cold
39
do
know
Little
doing
these
they
world!
what
are
men
-.
This picture certainly madethe Highlands look like a reservefor men posing as
felidal lords and arrangingthe land as a stageto act out their fantasies.In an ageof
improvement and capitalisation, the impressionfrom images like thesewas that
time had stoppedover the Highlands and they becameplaying groundsfor a few
fanciful aristocrats.Such imageswere quite characteristicof many sympathetic
papers.
In the list of the real causesof the depopulation policy in the Highlands, the
Witnessgave four more reasons.Thesewere the "competition for land amongthe
larger farmers", the "dread" of the New Poor Law, "the uncomplaining character
of the people" and their fear of God, which preventedthem from "revenge"on the
oppressor,and lastly, the "almost inextricabledifficulties" of many landlords.
In the last part of the series,the paperdrew up its list of remedies.One remedy,it
proposed,was to "agitate the questionof the security of tenure generally over the
kingdom", as part of a "great national movement.1,40Another remedy suggested
was some sort of court action challenging the rights of the landlords. But, as the
paper feared, the law courts were "so completely made up of the privileged
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classes" and "so thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the feudal law" that it did not
hope for much success in that area.
The remedy which the Witness urged most here was the abolition of the laws of
entail and primogeniture. It called these laws "the curse of the this nation", which
"fettered" the soil, and "beggareq" the proprietors and people alike. Only the total
annulment of these laws would "emancipate the soil", which was an essential
prerequisite for the emancipation of the people, the paper said.
In its closing remarks, the Wihzes.,?
assured its readers that it spoke "in the spirit of
the truest conservatism",

and envisaged the changes being carried out

constitutionally. It only desired "to have all property under the control of a system
of laws" which would "secure the wellbeing of the nation. "

The Highlands off the pages;

After the autumn of 1849, the Highlands did

A radical Miller?

not occupy much spaceon the pagesof the
Witness.In 1850not one article appeareduntil Decemberwhich haddealt with the
Highlands in any form. This rather suddenstop came at a time when destitution
was getting worse and when other sympatheticpapers,among them two newly
establishedones, were leading loud campaignsin defenseof the Gaels and in
battle with the system. Perhapsone explanation was offered in an article in the
Witnessin December1850.
We are aware that many of our readers look upon this
continuous cry of Highland destitution somewhat in the light of

that of "Wolf, wolf", while the wolf nevercame.41
This might refer to an editorial decision not to "overdo" the Highlands topic.
However, silence throughout a whole year of crisis was perhaps more than this.
While the paper did pick up the Highland issue in 1851, - urging aid for the
famine, condemning the M'Neill report and with Miller writing an overview
,
reiterating the papers' old points42 - it again went completely silent in 1852 and
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for most of 1853 and 1854. While other papersran several crusading articles in
each of their issues, the Witness, with the largest circulation and its weighty
influence remained mostly silent. And some of the most brutal'clearances,as in
Knoydart and Greenyards,were not evenreportedin the paper.
In this light, the questioncan be raisedof just how "radical" Hugh Miller andthe
lVitness,were on Highland issues.How much of a "crusadingeditor" was Miller
when he kept the debateon the Highlands out his pageswhen the crisis and the
debatewere hottest?And how much of an "outraged" man was he, when during
the crises in the early 1850s, he ran other people's letters but did not write
editorialshimself?
One answerthat can be offered here is that Hugh Miller in his lVitnesswas indeed
a scathing critic, and when he did speak out he did so in radical tones. But the
Highlands did not form a central issuein his paperand his campaigns,and Miller
was far from a consistently crusading missionary journalist for the Highland
Gaels.'I'liat battle was largely fought by others.
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3. The North

The

forgotten

British

Daily

Mail

and Robert Somers

A more persistentcrusadingcritic was

Somers

Robert Somers and his paper the Not-th
British Daiýy Mail. Somers was much less known than Hugh Miller, and rarely
mentioned as a Highl and critic. His writings are hardly ever quoted today, and
were not even included in Alexander Mackenzie's famous Histoi), of the Highland
Clearances

defenders of the Gaels throughout the
the
which
gathered
many
of
,

nineteenth century. This is all the more perplexing as Somers wrote one of the
most comprehensive and longest -standing critics of the Highland policies, in his
43
letters
Highlallds.
in
Lettersfron,
1848
the
series of
published
under the title of
Moreover, he was quoted at length in no less a work than Karl Marx's Das Kapital
in the chapter on "Expropriation of Agricultural Population. "
Somers was also editor of the North British Daib, Mail between 1849 and 1859,
and under his editorship the paper became a highly critical forum for sympathetic
public opinion. The North British Daiýy Mail was especially
campaigning in 1851 against the M'Neill

vigorous in

report and the emigration schemes

relating to it. It also ran articles by Donald Ross, the well-known

crusading

"friend" of the Gaels. However, the paper also tended to patronise as well as
romanticise the Highlanders. After 1851 it devoted more space for romantic
descriptions of the Highlands than to their grimmer reality.

From Somers'slife

Born in 1822,Robert Somerswasjust around
twenty when he was already a well-known lecturer

on social and political issues,and he published his first pamphleton the Scottish
Poor Law in 1844 44. After this publication he was offered the editorship of the
Scottish Herald just starting in Edinburgh. For a brief period he was editor of the
paper and when the managementof the Herald was merged with the Witness,
Somersbecamethe colleagueand assistantof Hugh Miller.
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In 1847 Somersjoined the North British Daiýy Mail in Glasgow and as a "special
commissioner" went to the Highlands on a "Tour of Inquiry" into the distress
there. He wrote as many as twenty-sevenletters in a seriesof articles throughout
the autumn.This was possiblythe longestserieson the condition of the Highlands
ever published in the mid-nineteenthcentury Scottish press. When published in
book form in 1848 entitled Lettersfroln the Highlands, four new articles were
added.
In 1849Somersbeganhis ten yearsaseditor of the North British Daity Mail. 'Me
paper was the first Scottish daily and by the 1850s it was thriving, attaining a
circulation next to the Witness,making it the fourth largest circulation paper in
Scotland.45 Consideringthat the North British Daity Mail was a daily paperwhile
the rest were twice or thrice weeklies, its readershipwas even higher. According
to Jack'sScottishAleitsI)a1wrDirectoi3, the paper'spolitical principles were "very
undecided,sometimesWhig, sometimesRadical, sometimesneither", and it was
usually consideredthe organof the Whig party.
The Highlands occupied more of a central place in the paper than either in the
Argus or the Witness.As Somershimself remarkedin the prefaceof his book,
the North British Dai4, Mail was "a journal, which, since its commencement"
had taken "a marked interest in every question affecting the condition and
prospects of the Highlands. "46 Such a paper was a suitable forum for a
missionary type journalist like Somers.A newspaperany less interestedin the
Highlands was not likely to run twenty seven articles in one series on the
subject.

Somers set out on his Tour of Inquiry in

Letters from the Highlands

October 1847. In his preface to his book he
gave the gist of the crusading journalist creed:
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To help forward the cause of the suffering Highlanders was the,
prime object for which they were written, and to that cause they
47
dedicated
are
anew.
The Lettei-s fi-om the Highlands was a complex work. Its arguments were
powerful, its language strong and angry, and the proposals and demands put
forward were often radical. However, it was also a rather strange mixture of
impassioned defense of the Gaels but at the same time strongly patronising
attitudes and sudden romanticising soliloquies.
Somers called the clearances the "heartless extirpation" of the people, and "a
policy of barrenness and barbarism. "48 He described bitterly the process as a
heartless "business-like" operation in which people were cleared like trees in
wasteland.

The clearanceand dispersion of the people is pursuedby the
proprietors as a settled principle, as an agricultural necessity,
just as trees and bushwood are cleared from the wastes of
America and Australia; and the operation goes on in a quiet,
business-like way, that neither excites the remorse of the
49
perpetrators,nor attractsthe sympathyof the public.
This passagewas quoted in Marx's Capital volume II, published in London in
1884. In the chapter on the "Expropriation of Agricultural Population", it was
Somers who Marx quoted most. Marx moved to London just one year after
Somers' book was published and he might have come across it while he spent
most of his time in the British Museum.According to Marx, what the "clearing of
estates"really meantcould be bestseen"in the promisedland of modem romance,
the Highlands of Scotland."50 Tbere, he said, it was carried out in "a systematic
character"and on a very large scale,in areasaslarge as Germanprincipalities.
Marx also quotedSomersextensively on the questionof deer-forests,"the second
time the Gaelswere huntedout."51 Somersdevotedmuch spacein his book to the
issue of deer-forests.He was especially furious at this new phenomenon.In this
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'second clearance' in which sheep and men were cleared to make way for deer
forests people were yet again dispossessed, and this time for the sake of pure
private pleasure and luxury. Somers was infuriated by how the vast lands of the
Highlands could be turned into aristocratic playgrounds. If the forests continued to
extend at such a pace the people would simply disappear, "perish from their native
soil. " This was one of Somers' angriest passages in the series, worth quoting at
length:

Ile gigantic scaleof their operationsis incredible. New forests
are rising up like mushrooms...Houses, roads, enclosures,
cattle, men, - every work of time and of progress- the valuable
creationsof labour and the slow changesof centuries- are all
extirpatedby a word, in order that deermay enjoy the luxury of
solitude, and sportsmen monopolise the pleasures of the
(
)
hase..
It
devotes land to private pleasure,the produce of
(,
...
which was formerly so much gain to the commonwealth; and
even in its direct bearingsupon the small tenants,it is attended
with effectsnot much lessinjurious than a positive ejectment.It
is curious, though painful, to trace the perversity with which
the Highland people are pursued from bad to worse to worse
again. In the first place, sheep were introduced into glens
which had beenthe seatsof communitiesof small farmers;and
the latter were driven to seek subsistenceon coarserand more
sterile tracts of soil. Now, again, deer are supplanting sheep;
and theseare once more dispossessingthe small tenants,who
will necessarilybe driven down upon still coarserland, and to
more grinding penury.Or, to speakmore truly, the deer-forests
and the people cannot co-exist. One or the other of the two
must yield. Let the forests be increasedin number and extent
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during the next quarter of a century, as they have been in the
last, and the Gael will perishfrom their native soil.52
The result of the clearanceswas devastation,turning the Highlands into a desert
and making the peoplepaupers.There was lesswork to be done but more people
to hire themselves,"grinding down small farmers into day-labourers",while at
the sametime therewere no greatindustrial operationsto absorbthe unemployed,
leaving Peoplewithout resources.Apart from the consequences
of the clearances
there were "daily oppressions" burdening the people, Somers said. These
included prohibitions to kill fish in the river or wild beastson the hills, travelling
through forests and paths,and refusing church sites.
Somers depicted the whole sceneof Highland oppressionin imagesevoking a
racefor life, a strugglefor survival.
Deer have received extended ranges, while men have been
hunted within a narrower and still narrower circle. The strong
man has fainted in the race for life. The old and tender have
been left to die. 53
These expressions

went beyond simple journalism.

Somers wrote here

metaphorically of men being hunted down and failing in a 'race for life'. These
images suggested that men had to compete with deer in a struggle for life over the
soil of the Highlands. A 'struggle for survival',

in fact. These were essentially

Darwinian notions, although it was not until 1859 that Darwin's famous book,
The Origin of the SI)ecies appeared. However, some his ideas had been'in the air'
long before in the intellectual climate of the nineteenth century, in the theories of
Thomas Malthus and Herbert Spencer. And by the 1840s the notions of the
"survival of the fittest" and "struggle for survival" had been suggested by some
economists, and many of the Darwinian notions ,vere present in the Scottish
encyclopedist Robert Chambers' The Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation
in 1844.54 All this illustrates that the climate of opinion was quite 'Darwinian' by
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the 1840s and that Robert Somers was an intellect who was aware of these ideas
and applied them, to some extent, to the Highlands.
Somers warned that if this 'hunt' of the people in this 'race for life' coupled with
'daily oppressions' were pushed much further the overall suffering of the people
would reach a "pitch" when "action" would be "the plainest duty" and "most
sacred instinct. " In the light of the ensuing crofters' resistances in Greenyards in
1854, and much later in Skye in the 1880s, Somers words here proved to be
prophetic. By calling "action" "the most sacred instinct" when suffering reached
intolerable levels, Somers implied that it was the right of the people to revolt and
resist oppression55.
In some parts of the Highlands people did not wait until their condition became
unbearable, but rather emigrated voluntarily.

This "voluntary"

emigration,

however, was not truly free and willing since people left in desperation seeing no
otber choice at home wher2 life was made impossible for them, Somers asserted.
This argument later became central in the debates and conclusions of the 1850s in
many sympathetic newspapers.

down in a
the
than
people
emigrate
voluntarily
rather
settle
...
state of degrading wretchedness;but like other Highlanders,
they are strongly attached to their native country; and the
extensiveemigration which hastaken placemay be taken as an
index of the pressurewhich has beenoperating upon them of
late years.56
When examining the roots of the Highland conditions, Somers saw one of the
most fundamental problems in the state of the crofters. They were not more than
serfs, or even slaves, he claimed. This had several grave consequences. Apart
from the wretchedness of the people, it meant that the crofters; had no interest in
working effectively, were not even given proper instructions how to improve their
work,

and remained

wretched

and degraded. Such a system was also

disadvantageous from the landlords' point of view since slaves simply made bad
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workers with no interest in improvement. The following passagesummed up well
what Somers thought on this:
Slave-labour, it is said, is dearer than free labour, and one
reason of that must be, that the slave, conscious that he is
plundered of the fruits of 4is toil, refuses to apply himself with
energy and vigour to his work. But if this is the effect
produced upon a slave, who is well fed and well clad at his
master's cost, how natural must it be for the Highland cottar to
hate and detest labour, when he feels himself bound hand and
foot for the petty privilege of planting a few barrels of potatoes!
It is vain to talk about indolence

and laziness of the

Highlanders so long as such a system continues. To ýhe
Highland cottar labour has hitherto been synonymous with
robbery and oppression. He has never known its value - he has
never tasted its rewards; and how can it be otherwise than that
he should feel averse to it, and prefer to resort to more easy and
more questionable means of livelihood? (...)It is preposterous
to talk of slavery being abolished in the British dominions. The
Highland cottar groans under a bondage as oppressive and
degrading as the feudal serf of the middle ages, or the negro
57
the
times.
slave of
present

The above lines made it clear that Somers did share the opinion that the
Highlanderswere "lazy" but he entirely attributedthis to the systemwhich did not
motivate andteachthem to work hard. The solution was to give peoplean interest
in the soil by giving them leases and then instruct and educate them to
improvement. Instead of driving people off their lands, their country should
employ them at home, train them to industry, "raisetheir standardof comfort" and
"increasetheir intelligence", Somersurged.58
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The first measure to take, however, was to give people leases and more land. If
they were given better lands with security, Somers suggested, they would work
on it hard enough. No improvement was possible without "a new distribution of
59
he
insisted.
'The cry for land' was already here in 1847:
soil",
The cry of the people themselves is "more land, more land! "
and it must be re-echoed by their benefactors till thevast arena
of opinion resound with the demand. There is no remedy but
the cultivation of the soil. The famished people cling to their
patches of land with the desperation of wrecked mariners to
their last plank. Like the plank, these patches are narrow for
them to stand upon, and they are like to be overwhelmed in the
yawning gulph; but give them wider space -a broader deck 60
breast
billows.
they
the
and
will
The landlords, however, were decidedly unwilling to grant leases or more land.
Somers explained this with a rather striking theory, involving certain "secret
hankerings" of the landlords.61 He claimed that the landlords never really wanted
to keep people on the land but to "clear them from the soil" and "sweep them
from the country. "
If they had had enough money they would have shipped everyone to a foreign
shore all at once. But the expense of such an emigration was "too much for their
slender means, and the project had to be abandoned". Instead, they introduced the
croft system "as a temporary expedient to facilitate the clearances", and to provide
"a refuge to the outcasts till an opportunity should arise to transporting them to
their allotted homes in Australian or Canadian wildernesses". `17helandlords had
only been waiting for an opportunity to be able, with Government or public
funds, "to ship away the miserable population which swarms along their shores."
In order to do this they had to make people only "loosely" tied to the soil and
leases would have been "awkward barriers". People were therefore kept
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deliberately in a state when they could be shipped off easily and in a condition
which could justify the necessity, Somers claimed.
Why attempt to ward off the evil tendency of a system which is
already doomed? Why make an effort to improve the condition
of people who are on their march to another hemisphere, and
from whom we have nothing either to hope or fear? Leave them
to themselves. Let them many, subdivide and multiply, till they
are ready to eat each other up in the struggle for existence.
When things are at the worst they will mend. The more
deplorable and hopeless the extremity to which matters come,
the more cogent the reasons for wholesale expatriation, and the
more urgent the necessity for the Government to interfere, so
that when the night is darkest then will come the dawn. These
are the silent cogitations and the secret hankerings in the minds
of the Highland lairds, which paralyse improvement, which
wither up the soul of the enterprise, and which undermine
62
humane
every
and every patriotic resolution.
The charge he made here was one of the harshest ever brought against the
Highland landlords. It certainly had an element of conspiracy theories, and at first
might have sounded like madness to many. However, there was a grain of truth in
it. To many landlords the people on their estates were indeed a heavy unwanted
burden, and when in the 1850s the Government came up with emigration schemes
many landlords were relieved to be able to ship off hundreds of people at public
expense. In the 1850s many sympathetic campaigners echoed Somers'theory and
carried it even further, accusing the landlords of deliberate "exterminating"
policies.
In the concluding Letter, Somers gave a review of the sources of Highland
destitution and made detailed proposals for possible remedies. He summed up the
sources in five points: "waste of land" (by sheep-walks, deer-forests, natural
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wastes, and imperfect cultivation), "waste of manure", "waste of capital", "waste
63
"waste
labour"
of
and
of time".
Somers proposed four basic remedies: "liberal and effectual poor law", "law for
the unemployed",
of education".

"law of entail entirely abolished", and "greater and better means

It was under the "law for the unemployed"

where he put for%vard

the most original proposals.
"Liberty

to work is a natural right", was Somers'motto

here.

Let it neverbe said that liberty to work for daily breadis a boon
by
It
is
labouring
the
charity
man
society.
conferred
upon
-a
a naturalright; and societyis asrichly blessedby its exerciseas
the labourer himself.64
The notion of the 'right to work' was around by this time in France, originating
from Pierre Joseph Proudhon in his Qu'e.,;t-ce que la propridti?

("What is

Property? ") published in 1840, and taken up by other French socialists, such as
Louis Blanc. Proudhon's main aim was to abolish unproductive property and to
establish 'mutualist' fanners or workers' co-operatives as an answer to economic
injustices. 65 It was also in this work that Proudhon put forward the concept of the
right and freedom to work as everyone's natural right. This concept became a
declared law in the 1848 Revolution in France when in February the Provisional
Government issued a decree about "the right to work" and National Workshops
serving as extensive projects of unemployment relief.
Proudhon's work was not published in English until 1876, but as there was
considerable contact between the French socialists and the British Chartists
Proudhon's thoughts might have had some influence on certain thinkers in
Britain. Somers could either have read Proudhon's work in French, (he was
well-educated), or could have read about it while he was a young lecturer on
social and political questions, or perhaps simply he was aware of the concept
being in the air of the general intellectual climate during the 1840s. There was
certainly a detectable influence of Proudhon and French socialism on Somers'
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ideas not only on his concept of the right to work but also on his vehement
opposition to unrestrictedproperty, and also on his employment proposalsthat
he outlined as one of the remediesfor the Highlands.
As the first point of this scheme,he recommendeda law which would give "a
right to employment" from the parishesfor thoseable-bodiedpeoplewho were
deprived of their lands and could not find work.66 According to Somers,there
was abundantemploymentto be found in the Highlandson the vast uncultivated
lands.The questionwas, ashe put it, "exceedinglysimple". The land and labour
were both there, all that was wanted was the "necessaryfunds to maintain the
labourers during the initiative stages of the works. " This necessarystartup
capital should come from a "an improvementtax levied upon property". It was
"reasonable",Somerssaid, that those productive properties which yielded an
annual rental of more than half-a-million should be charged with

the

"preliminary expense of improving the remainder" which was waste and
unproductive. The planning and organisation should be done by a Board of
Works with the parochial boards assisting with a committee of works. The
reclaimedland would then be purchasedfrom the proprietor for the parish.
There was anotherside of the coin in Somers'scheme.Providing employment
was not only necessarybecauseit was everyone'snatural right and becauseit
could regeneratethe Highlands,but it would also servethe educationalpurpose
of "training" the people to industry and hard work. Abundant employment
opportunity would leave "no excuse for idleness", Somers reckoned. His
schemeof public works would give "an excellentfield for drilling the Highlands
in industry", for "inuring them to hard labour", and for training them in "habits
67
of steadyperseveranceand self-exertion". The public works would also give
the Highlanders "masters", who, Somers thought, were necessary"to direct
their operations,and to keepthem steadily at work".68
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Somers was in fact so vehemently urging the Highland Gaels to take up hard
work that at one point he plunged into an long sermon of work addressed to the
Highlanders directly:
Hercules only helps those who help themselves. This is a
deeply
impressed
be
too
upon the
maxim which cannot
Highland mind. The Temple of Plenty can only be entered
through the Porch of Labour. In sunny and genial climes,
where the earth sends forth

her fruits

in spontaneous

profusion, men may eat the bread of idleness with comparative
impunity; but in the Highlands, with its cold blasts, its deluges
hard
by
its
iron
life
be
and
sustained
and
soil,
can
only
of rain,
persevering

exertion.

Highlanders!

this is the condition

imposed by that land of mountains and storms you love so
it.
it
is
If you
the
true
to
to
submit
part of
patriotism
,,Nall, and
would

cling

to your native country,

you must labour

unceasingly to improve, adorn, and replenish her waste places.
You must build up her ruined walls. You must renew and recultivate her obliterated fields. You must drain her marshes.
You must economise and develop her resources. You must
ivork, ivork, ivork-, and ivork as you have never ivorked
before, till her face is irradiated with the smile of plenty, and
her very deserts rejoice and blossom as the rose.69

Somers' crusading criticisms were thus not only directed against the landlords'
'evil' policies but also againstperceivedHighland indolence.But it also meantthat
the regeneration of the Highlands Somers envisagedwas only to be achieved
through mutual 'exertions' on all sides. In his final judgement, however, Somers
by
landowning
bulk
the
the
arguing that the
of
on
class
clearly put
responsibility
higher up the mistakeswere madethe lessexcusablethey were.
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I have often remarked, the indolence of the monied
as
...
classes of the Highlands is a worse obstacle to improvement
than the indolence of the poor. The same evil taint infects
society from its top to its base, being the more fatal and
inexcusable the higher it is found on the social scale.70

Romantic viems

Throughout most of his Letteiw,Somersmaintained
his argumentativeand impassionedstyle, dealing

with many concrete points of the grim reality of the Highlands. Amidst these,
stood out strangely a long passageof pure romantic fantasy. It was a blend of
exhilaration inspired by the beautiesof Highland sceneryand an Arcadian notion
of turning the Highland into some poetic land of idyllic peasantry.Somerswas
carried away into dreaming of re-establishingthe mystical "Golden Age" in the
Highlands. In his imagination he arranged Highland cottages as if he held a
painter's brush in his handscreating a romantic scenery.This was'improving' in
a poetical vein. It was quite a remarkablechainof thought.
For an instant a thin vapoury cloud would pass between the
sun and the earth, and fall in light deNvyshowers, like the
momentary blush which steals over a maiden's cheek and
vanishes in tears. My road lay through a forest of natural
wood, the openings of which afforded sweet glimpses of the
Loch; and upon entering the more fertile glades, I was
frequently surprisedto find myself in the presenceof a group
of cottages,with plots of corn ground, enclosedfrom the wood
by small wicker fences. Here might be seen the shepherd's
hook; here also was the forest shade,the gurgling stream,and
the wooly flock. Ifancied to nVself that ifAt-cadian bliss could
be realised on eaah, it inight be hei-e.The Highlands offer the
most splendidattractionsto that classof improverswho delight
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in developingthe poetry andromanceof rural life. The external
formation of the country affords the bestpossibleopportunities
for embellishment and effect; the cottagesmight be placed in
the most beautiful and fantastic situations; the imagination of
the people themselvesis poetical, and would really strike in
with any scheme of improvement which was poetical in its
tendencies.If the work of Highland regenerationbe ever taken
Highlands,
the
and
earnestness,
without
rigour
up with
hyperbole, may becomethe most enchantingcountry, and the
Highlandersthe finest peasantryin the world.71
This apparently strange blend of severe criticism and romanticising tendencies did
not only characterise Somers' Lettersfi-om the Highlands

but the whole of the

North British Dai4, Mail under his editorship. Often on the same page of strongly
cr,*tical articles written in ý dark foreboding tone, the paper ran travel pieces on the
picturesque beauties of the Highland scenery written in romanticised and light
tones. 'Mere was something very bizarre in how one article would bitterly talk
about the 'extermination' of the native Highlanders and the depopulation of the
land, while

another would

find the barrenness of the land scenic and

72
picturesque.
The romantic part of the paper's rather split consciousness was becoming quite
dominant especially after 1851. Before then, however, the North British Daiýy
Mail produced a particularly fierce campaign against plans of extensive emigration
schemes from the Highlands and became one of the main opponents of the
M'Neill report and the ensuing Emigration Act. 73

After the publication of the Sir John

Attacking the M'NciII report

M'Neill report, which prescribed
extensive emigration from the Highlancls, the North Britb?h Daity Mail ran six long
articles within less than two weeks vehemently attacking it. Every second issue, -
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that meant every secondday - contained a long editorial on the subject virtually
tearing the report to bits, ridiculing M'Neill and loudly protesting against the
proposed emigration plans. Many of Somers arguments from 1847 were also
echoedin thesearticles.
The papeesindignation was first directed at the speedin which Parliament was
passing through the Emigration

Advances Bill

following

M'Neill's

recommendations.The Bill passedthrough the House of Commonsin four days
without questionsor amendments.'Me North British DaibýMail was appalled,and
compared the Government to the Roman dictator Julius Caesar.As the second
editorial put it with irony:
Caesar's conquest of Britain when he came, and saw, and
conquered, was not a more wonderful feat than that of the

Whig Governmentin conqueringHighland destitution.74
Two days later the paper's indignation grew even more; this time the editorial
emphasised that the London Parliament was simply "trifling"

with Scotland's

intercst.
It is expected to regenerate the social condition of half a
kingdom, and yet it is a subject of less examination and
criticism than an English Parochial Vestry Bill (...) the House
takes no notice of it, never dreams of inquiring whether it is
suitable to the end in view (...) but allows it to be hurried
through its various stagesas if it really felt that the Bill and all
whom it concerns were utterly beneath its notice. It is
impossiblenot to feel indignant at this scandaloustrifling with
75
dearest
interests;..
our
M'Neill's recommendation to the Government that only extensive and government
assisted emigration could be any remedy was simply dubbed by the paper as a
"plot" for the "deportation" of the entire population to foreign shores.76 It
claimed that M'Neill was "hood-winked" by the Parochial Boards, who consisted
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mostly of factors, graziersand "the mere tools of theseparties".Thesepeople,the
paper went on, had a "rooted aversion to the people" and had been "intriguing
indefatigably for the last six years to effect their entire expulsion from the
country. "77 This echoedSomers'saccusationin 1847 that the landownersonly
waited with "secret hankerings"for the opportunity to get rid of their unwanted
burdensometenants.
From the actual Bill as it was passedthe paper did not expect "much evil". The
implementationwas "guardedby too many checks",it said,to producemuch good
or harm. It dependedon the willingness of the peopleto emigrate,on the readiness
of the landlords to burden their estates,on the Treasury's advancing the money
and on the Land and Emigration Commissioners'acceptanceof the people as
emigrants.It was going to be a "machine with many drags" moving "slowly and
imperfectly", the editorial pointed out.78
It warnEd, however, that precisely becauseof the way -theBill was passed,the
landlords would do everything to make life impossibleenc-ughso that the people
would not want to remainon their landsany more.
be made in various quarters to render the
a
cruel
effort
will
...
Highlands too hot for its inhabitants. "Old as I am, " said an
aged crofter in Skye to Sir John, his heart heaving with agony,
"I would rather go, if I find the means, than remain it,ith the
79
before
prospects
/Ile.

'Me North British Daiý, Mail was not, however,opposedto emigration as such.It
gave its support to a "natural, gradual, wholesome" emigration, as "one of the
essential measures" to Highland improvement. This was another reason,
according to the paper, why the Emigration Bill should have been made more
"safe and sure". The editorial voiced its strongconcernthat the Bill did nothing to
preventlandlordsclearing peoplein order to pushthem off the land andforce them
to emigrate.The paperurged provisions for the settlementof thosewho emigrate
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and measuresfor the protection and improvementof the Highlanderswho remain
at home.
In addition to the numerouseditorials, the North British Daib, Mail also ran a six
part series on M'Neill's report. The series' -aim was to, disprove M'Neill's
explanations and conclusion, by comparing his points with those given by the
witnessesand by the paper'sown observations.
As the articles took M'Neill's points one by one the paper was highly derisive,
going as far as ridiculing M'Neill's intellectual capacities.At one point, it talked
about "Sir John's intellect" having "evidently become obfuscated in this
mysteriouspassageof the Report"80.At anotherpoint, it complainedof having to
read "a whole congeries of causescontributing to Highland destitution, in the
utmost irregularity and confusion."
'Me paper'smain contention was that M'Neill misrepresentedthe evidencegiven
to him, and mixed up causes and effects. First it quoted at length from both
M'Neill's conclusionsof the Report and the evidencegiven by crofters. "The beall and the end-all of Sir John MNeill's theory of Highland Distress", the paper
said, was over-population and he enumeratedto this all other causes,such as
want of capital and land. The crofters' account,however, gave a different picture
from M'Neill's, with which he had "amusedand exercisedhis imagination", the
81
in
ironic
paperargued
vein.
In the final part of the series, the paper summedup its verdict. "We charge Sir
John MNeill", it said with a severetone, "with having returned a Report to the
Government" which was not only "unsupported,but directly contradictedby the
Evidence given him in the Highlands."82 M'Neill misplaced "effectsfor causes",
and through this, he virtually deceived the Government, keeping the "true and
fundamental sources of destitution out of sight" to win support for his own
"favourite remedy of emigration". In order to make its point abundantlyclear, the
North British Daib, Mail drew up a list here, summing up in seven points the
causesof Highland destitution accordingto M'Neill and accordingto the Evidence
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of witnesses. This list summed up well the arguments on both sides of the
interpretations of the "Highland Question". 83
CAUSES OF DESTITUTION

ACCORDING TO SIR JOHN

M'NEILL.
1. Want of land sufficient to maintain the population.
2. Want of capital among the crofters to occupy and cultivate
the soil.
3. Bad climate, rendering crops in the Highland scanty,
precarious, and unprofitable.
4. The system of small fanning, under which nearly every man
depends for his food on the produce of land occupied by
himself.
5. Indolence and Incorrigibility of the people.
6. Imperfect execation of the Clearance Policy in the remote
parts of the Highlands and Islands.
7. Want of Intercourse with the Lowlands.

CAUSES OF HIGHLAND

DESTITUTION

ACCORDING

TO SIR JOHN'S MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
1. Monopoly of the soil by Sheep Graziers, and consequent
pressure of the people into mosses and on small and barren
patches of land.
2. Exorbitant rents of Crofts, paid and payable in Kelp-making
times, and under a system of potato culture, but totally
disproportionate to the f air value of the soil under the new
circumstances, which have arisen since the cessation of the
Kelp-manufacture, and the failure of the potatoes.
3. Inferior Cultivation of the Soil, and unsuitable Crops.
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4. Concentrationof the old moderatelysized farms into a few
large sheep-walks,and the consequentextremes of too large
holdings on the one land, andtoo small holdings on the other.
5. Want of leases,of education,and industrial training.
6. Violent dispossessionof the small tenants,and consequent.
in
destitute
the
persons
and
poor,
of
accumulation
unemployed,
towns and villages.
7. The necessityimposedupon the people, by the inadequacy
during
idle
them,
to
their
to
a great
remain
crofts maintain
of
in
down
the
the
search
country
or
and
year, wander up
part of
fields
be
to
their
the
and
own
should
attending
of work, when
84
crops.
The above points illustrated well where the two sides differed. What Somers's
"huge
M'Neill
that
the
the
monopoly of
overlooked
condemned
paper
most was
the soil" and that he not only kept silent on the "swallowing up" of moderate-sized
farms but he actually supported "the execrable clearance policy".
The solution the North British Daiýy Mail urged was radical. It amounted to
nothing less than the re-distribution of the soil by taking land back from the sheep
farmers to be given to the people again.

If the land in the possessionof the peopleis too small for their
support,a portion of thesesheepgrazingsshould be openedup
to them; and if this is a measureagainstwhich landlords and
graziers revolt, we cannot see how they can escapefrom the
alternativeof supportingthe poor and able-bodieddestituteout
of the profits of that favourite system,upheld for their interest,
85
interests
and againstthe
of the people.
What was at conflict

here was the capitalist interests of the landowners and their

human responsibility

of taking care of those at whose expense profit was made. In
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the value system of the Alol-th Bl-itish Daib, Mail, the interests of humans came
before the interests of capital.

Lowered intensity

After this heavy and impassioned campaigning
C ID
against the M'Neill Report, the paper turned down

the intensity of its crusading journalism. It started to run more of the romantic
travel pieces and sometimes, as in 1852, the topic of Highland destitution had all
but disappeared from its pages. However, the case had not been abandoned
completely, and when new crises arrived Nvith the brutal clearances in Knoydart
-andGreenYards the paper ran the accounts of the radical Donald Ross. At the same
tinie, there Nvereno more impassioned editorials accompanying these reports. The
commitment to the Highlands had w-anedconsiderably after 1851.
'Ilie. Noi-th Bl-itish D(ii1j, iVezil Nvasindeed a radical critic of the H ighlands when it
decided to devote its attention to the issue. It Nvasnot, however. a persistent
crusader with a thorough dedication. This task was taken up by, two new papers in
the early 18-50s.which were established partly In order to campaign for the
11161ands.
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ii.
SYMPATHY:
THE CRUSADERS

1. 'Dedicated
the beginnings

of the Inverness

New crusading papers

OF THE

1850S

to the Highlands':
Advertiser

and the Northern

What crusading journalism

Ensign

really meant was shown

on the pages of the Inverness Advertiser and the
Northei-n Ensign in the 1850s. In their editorial content and their sheer extent of
articles with 'investigative' pieces by 'special correspondents' these two papers
beyond
far
any other sympathetic papers. The two papers taken together
went
produced three times as many articles on the Highlands as the lVitness and the
Noah British Daity Mail together in the 1850s.
While the papers of Hugh Miller and Robert Somers had only occasionally taken
Ensign
Northern
Highlands,
Inverness
Advei-tiseiissue
the
the
the
the
and
of
up
were primarily established in order to fight "oppression", advocate "human rights"
and deal with the Highland question. They were literally

'dedicated to the

Highlands'.
These two papers also provided a forum for all the most radical critics of the
Highlands. There were times when the Ensign ran in one single issue articles from
Thomas Mulock, Donald M'Leod and Donald Ross. It was like a revelry of fierce
Highland criticism

and a concentrated attack of crusaders against Highland

landlordism on the pages of these two papers.
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'Be InvenzessAdveaisv- was a liberal

TItc Inverness Adverdscr

weekly paperstarting in June 1849,with an
founded
Church
journal
12001.
It
Free
partly
as
and
average circulation of
was
a
partly - "to expound Highland

grievances". -On ecclesiastical

questions it

"introduced a new acerbity", and it was the "most authoritative voice" on Highland
distress. 2
In its introductory issue, the paper claimed it wanted to become "a true local
Highland newspaper. " It apologised to its readers for the fact that the journalists
themselves were not from the Highlands, that they were "strange in a great
measure to their men and things".

However, the editors expressed their

determination to learn everything, and recommended themselves to the readers'
"Highland generosity. "3
The paper vowed thorough political independence, becoming "partisans of no
particular set of men". Its philosophy was summed up as serving "the public
good", all that was of mutual interest in society. Agricultural and manufacturing
interests were bound together and none of them should be sacrificed for the sake
of the other, the editorial said.
Truly understood, the interests of all classes are inseparably bound up
together. The prosperity of one, is the prosperity of all, and only
4
just
to all, shall receive our support.
measures

The A*ertiserýg radical criticism of the Highland landlords partly stemmedfrom
this philosophy. It saw an unjust imbalanceof interestsin the Highlands, where
the prosperity of one classwas entirely sacrificedfor another,the interests of the
landlords ruining the lives of the crofters. Taking this basic philosophy further,
the paperalsopledgedits duty to come to the defenseof "the weakerparty".
is to give added solidity and cohesion to the
object
our
single
...
foundation of the social fabric where they have gone out of
joint. Were the fair and just rights of property or capital
invaded, were they the weaker party, we should just as
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earnestly and energetically defend them, as we now espouse
the cause of the injured peasantry.(...) God helping us, we
shall not flinch from the position we have taken up, but shall
continue to lift up testimony, sincere, however, humble and
feeble, againstoppression.5
This was true missionary journalism. "Espousingthe causeof the injured" and
upholding a testimony against"oppression"summedup well what crusading was
about. The solemn oath of not flinching from the fight with God's help also
revealeda crusadingspirit. From its start the paperrecruited fierce fighters, first
ThomasMulock, then, after he left, Donald Ross.
The Inverness Adt,ertisel- did maintain its fight during the 1850s,even when all
other papers,except the Alol-theniEnsign, were all but silent. Throughout 1850,
for instance, the Advenisei- assigned its "own commissioner" to investigate
"Highland Destitution" in the western Highlands and Isles, and ran a long series
with an article in almost every issue until mid-1851. On most major events,like
the North Uist resistanceand the Greenyardsevictions, it reportedýromthe scene.
Its readers'correspondencewas also substantialand well-written.

'Me Advertiser's fellow crusader, the

The Northern Ensign

Northem Ensign, joined the battle in June
1850. It also solemnly vowed to defend the weaker, and uphold society'smutual
interests.Its motto came from the Greek Solon: "An injury done to the meanest
subjectis an insult upon the whole constitution".
The Ensign was a weekly, neutral paperbasedin Wick, at the northern end of the
Highlands. Its averagecirculation was similar to the Advertiser, with 11006.Like
the Adveilisel-,it also declaredcompleteindependencefrom any party or influence
in its openingeditorial:
Without desiring to adopt a mere braggadocia.style, we wish it
to be distinctly understood,that we are neither at the bidding of
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any man, at the mercy of any sect, or tied to the chariot-wheels
of any party. We demand the liberty which Milton claimed, "to
7
"
think, to argue, and to utter, according to our conscience.
Among its declared principles the paper listed "private character as sacred",
admiring and respecting "dignity of labour", the right of private judgement in
every matter, and the principle of public men being public properties and public
journalist's right to "canvass their public actions". The paper also declared the
brotherhood of all men, and the idea of their interests mutually linked.

We regard all men as brethren, as children of one common
parent, as brancheson the sametree, and, as,therefore,deeply
and mutually interestedin eachother. This great truth we will
8
especiallyendeavourto enunciateandenforce.
This egalitarian spirit naturally led to taking up the cause of the 'suffering
Highland Gaels' and going into battle against 'landlord oppression. From the
start the Ensign had Ilomas Mulock at it-, mastto fight this battle, and this had its
results.Sevenmonths after its launch,the New Year editorial alreadytalked about
'espousing the cause of the oppressed' and 'exposing the doings of the
oppressor'.The paperclaimed that it had a heavierbattle than other papersbecause
with its "unyielding independence"it provokedmore oppositionthan othersdid.
From the position we took up at the commencement, that of
stem, unyielding independence; from the circumstance of our
having been called upon to do battle against 'wickedness in
high places', and to expose misrule and mismanagement in
influential quarters, we have evoked a spirit of reckless and
powerful opposition which has condescended to the basest and
9
it
is
yet the silliest antagonism
possible to conceive of.
'Me "opposition" against the Ensign only grew further. 'Mis was aptly illustrated
by the fact that by the end of 1851 the paper had been threatened with nine libel
prosecutions. In the end, an editorial boasted, none of them had gone into court,
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10
its
in
did
feel
duty
Even more
the paper
to make an apology.
and only one case
telling was the fact that seven out of those nine cases had been "intimately
associated with the questions regarding the Highlands. "
From its start, the Ensign had become the most active champion of the Highlands.
It was especially fierce and uncompromising in its first year and a half while it
employed Mulock to lead the fight, but after his departure the paper sustained its
campaign'with

Donald Ross and Donald M'Leod. Throughout the 1850s the

editors maintained

their policy

of opposing "tyranny"

by "whomsoever

perpetrated", and vowed to remain an organ of "human rights".
Having nothing to regret in reference to our advocacy of human
rights, we have only to pledge ourselves that we shall adhere to
11
have
the course we
pursued.

Apart from firm and determinededitorial philosophy, the Ensign also produced
professionaljournalism. It was one of the bestcomposedjournal at the time, with
clear headlines and an easy lay-out. Its articles were generally well-written and
showedunified editorial style.
The paper was also very 'reader centred'. It had the liveliest correspondence
among the Scottish papers. Its reply section of "To Correspondents"was much
longer than in other papers, and it was also much more entertaining. A few
examplesmight give an ideaof the paper'sgeneraltone with its readers:
A Boy - Try again. Don't aim at being a poet. Try useful,
practical writing, and, by perseveranceand industry, you may
be a greatman yet.
An Observer- has erred in his observations.He will require to
make betteruseof his eyes.
A Moderate - is exceedingly immoderate both in tone and
manner..If other people abuseyou, that is no reasonwhy you
12
follow
their example.
should
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The Ensign also sought to entertain as well as educateits readers.It had a small
section each week on "Things to smile at" and "Things to think about". Its
wisdom pieces included observationson the foolishnessof love, on how people
only noticed other people'sfaults, and how one should not contemplatetoo much
on life but be active andwatch life lessclosely.
On four pagesalone,the Eiv4gli managedto give good foreign and domesticnews
coverage, entertain its readers, and devote a large section to the issue of the
Highlands. In somecases,the Highlands took up one whole pageout of the four.
No other paperhad suchconcentrationon the stateof the Highlands.
The In vernessAdi,ertiser and Alorthe"i Ensign together, thus, provided a most
suitable forum for all such crusading journalists like Thomas Mulock, Donald
Rossand Donald M'Leod. It was a fortunate meetingof opportunity and talents.
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2. Thomas Mulock

in the Inverness

and the Northern

Advertiser

Ensign

"Notorious", "eccentric", "unblushing

The 'stranger 'crusader

egotist", "troublesomeand unmanageable"
were just some of the words his enemiesfound appropriateto describehim. His
admirersspokeof him asthe true "friend" of the oppressedHighlanders,as a man
of "talents and humanity", and as "a householdword" among the Highlanders,
who had struck "terror in the minds of the ruthlessoppressors".He saw himself
as the fearless champion of the 'oppressed'Highlanders, truly devoted to their
defense.As he summedup his mission: "- my businesslies with the poor and the
oppressed,and if I overchargemy statementsof their case,I confessmyself open
13
"
to the censureof aggrievedproprietors..
Thomas Mulock was the most controversialcharacterof the Scottish pressat the
time. He stood apart from all other sympatheticjournalists. He had a markedly
different style with fiery violence, was stubbornin his arguments,ruthlessin his
sarcasm and boastful of his own significance. He saw himself as the sole
champion in "conflict with Scottish oppression", and looked down on other
"scribbling combatants"14.
He was in battle with everyonefrom landlords to the government,and with other
newspapers.He delighted in controversies as they gave him an opportunity to
sharpenhis argumentsand let his brilliance shinethrough even more. As his main
paper,the Ensign said of him in a defense,he smiled "with contempt" at "pigmy"
attempts to belittle him for his "sparkling wit, fiery rodomontade, and caustic
15
"
philippies againstall andsundry.
Mulock was an angry and passionateman, firmly convinced of his own truth. He
was also a masterof language,which he used as his main weapon. Alliterations
and strong words were thrown at his opponents like bullets from a gun. The
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following passage,penciled here against his contemporary papers, was very
characteristicof Mulock's style and temperament.
In thesedays of puffery, clap-trap,and schemingsordidness,it
is not to be expectedthat simple, straight-forward appealson
behalf of truth and justice will produce any very powerful
effect on the public mind, or indeedthat the Presscan be made
the medium of any such honestappeals.Of all the high-flown
nonsensebabbled by brainlesschatterers,the most execrably
sickeningis the lying self-laudationregardingthe independence
16
Press!
of the
Despite all the theatricality, Mulock was by far the sharpest and most ruthless critic
of the Highlands, and eventually his main arguments were proved right even by
his opponents. Years after Mulock had left the Scottish press scene Donald Ross
and Donald MLeod arrived at very similar conclusions.
Lord Byron, the poet, whom Mulock had also attacked, thought him a tragic
figure with ability, ambition but no discipline.
I thought there was something of wild talent in him, mixed
with a due leaven of absurdity, as there must be in all talent let
loose upon the world without a martingale. 17

Perhapsbecauseof his unruly talent and temperament,Mulock has been largely
forgotten by posterity from the list of the championsfor the Highlands. He was
dismissedasan eccentric,someonewho daredto allack even "the immortal Hugh
Miller", and the fact that his points and argumentsabout the Highlandswere most
radical and still relevant years later did not weigh heavily enough.When in 1883
Alexander Mackenzie compiled his popular History of the Highland Clearances,
which was supposedto include all major sympathetic writers, Thomas Mulock
was quotedonly very briefly in the collection.
Mulock was a "stranger" among the other 'crusaders'not only in his individual
style and temperament, but also in his background. He was an Anglo-Irish
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journalist who spent most of his life outside Scotland. He was an outsider, a
stranger, and he drew on this position as an advantage when looking at the
Highlands. He thought this provided him with more objectivity

on Scottish

matters. It also added to a certain sense of uniqueness and mystique which he
liked to see around him. In a passagewhere the Ensign described his arrival on the
newspaper scene, his image evoked a noble crusading knight suddenly appearing
from outside to save the suffering Highlanders, all on his own.
After an era of oppression and tyranny, almost unparalleled in
the history of a civilised nation, and after every effort had been
made to keep the press silent on the subject - with a degree of
success but too well known -a stranger, struck with wonder at
the system which had obtained in certain northern districts,
uninfluenced

by malice,

and instigated

only

by

an

tnquenchable desire to benefit the suffering, came forth, and
with eloquent pen exposed and denounced the sy,item under
which greater parts of the Highlands have been made a scene of
woe and sorrow fitted to awaken the sympathetic indignation of
18
lover
every
of man.
Mulock arrived in Scotland in 1849 when he was already sixty. He was tall,
handsome and witty, and "a darling at conversation provided nobody interrupted
him. " 19 By then, he had a rather stormy career behind him.

From Mulock's life

Born as a son of a Stamp Office Controller, he was

a "promise" at Oxford, became a close friend of
George Canning, read for the Bar, opened a law firm in Liverpool but soon turned
to literature for greater excitement. He lectured to the Pia Club, attacked the Whigs
20
Byron,
"Bloody
Moloch,,.
After his marriage to
and
and acquired a nickname of
the daughter of a tanner, he left England and appeared in Geneva and Paris giving
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lectures on English literature. 'Momas Moore found these lectures irritating, in
which, characteristically,Mulock dismisseda largepart of English literature:
He talked of personsgoing to the well-spring of English poetry
in order to communicate what they have quaffed to
others...Dryden was no poet. Butler had no originality, and
21
Locke was of the schoolof the devil!
After the failure of his lectures, Mulock tried divinity

and entered a Baptist

Ministry founding a chapel on Stoke-on-Trent. As with other things in his life, he
ran it in his individual way. He created his "own elect" because he resented
privilege by birth or wealth. Among this righteous 'elect' he also included his
creditors. He was always in debt, mostly due to libel cases arising from his
writings in the press. In 1831 he left Stoke, to reappear in Liverpool writing for
the Chi-onicle. This time his attacks were directed against the Duke of Newcastle,
Thomas Carlyle, Disraeli, and Prince Albert.
By August 1849 his name appeared on the pages of the Invvi-ness Advertiser. He
spent only two years in Scotland but during these two years he became a persistent
crusader for the Highlands, and earned his 'notorious' reputation. He dedicated
most of his time and prodigious energy to the issue of the Highland clearances,
first in the hzvenzev,
ý?Advvl-tiwr then in the Norlhenz Ensign.

The first battles

Already in the very first article, wl-&h appearedwith his
namewritten from Skye,Mulock statedfirmly the natureof

his "mission" and launchedan attack on forced emigrations. "My proper mission
is to listen to the cry of the oppressed",was his motto, in the true 'crusading'
journalist vein22. He expressedhis conviction that all the emigration movements
were connectedwith "injustice, compulsion, ferocity and fraud." He called the
allegations that the Gaels were willing exiles from their land "monstrous
misrepresentations"and "vile cheats." Petitionsto emigratedid not revealthe real
causes,they disguisedthe fact the peoplefelt forced to do so.
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However coloured the immediate proceedings may be, by
petitions to proprietors, &c., the real springs of emigration
movements must be sought for in the sordid oppressions to
which the wretched holders of petty portions of land are
subjected, by the different instruments of ill-administered
23
property.
Mulock already came forth here with some of his typical instruments: the rigorous
language where almost every word hit ("sordid oppressions", "petty portions of
land"), the suggestion that he could unveil the real reasons behind the surface, and
of course his mastery of alliteration. A typical 'Mulockian' passagewould always
have a high number of alliterating words, which increased the effect of anger and
indignation, evoking the sensation of bullets being fired.
After his opening piece, Mulock was soon in North Uist, the scene of recent
24
Lord
M
e-.- ctions and crofters' resitance on the estate of
acdonald. At the time
Mulock arrived there in September the crofters who had taken part in the resistance
had just been taken to court. Now Mulock decided to subject Macdonald himself
to investigation and scrutiny on the pages of the Advertiser. He wrote a series of
articles to the paper from Uist addressed to "the Right Hon. Lord Macdonald".
Mulock's sense of social justice and disregard for privileges were clearly put
forward here:
No privilege of your order can avail you here; and in your
character of proprietor you are as amenable to the principles of
truth and righteousness, as your captive tenants were to the
25
law
land.
common
of the

Mulock charged Lord Macdonald with "incorrect statements"when alleging that
the land at Sollas was unsuitable for tenants. Mulock argued that with proper
managementand encouragement,and above all, with a reduction of rents and
enlargementof crofts, the people could become'thriving' there. Lord Macdonald
had the "remedy" at hand and could have made the right decision, Mulock
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suggested. Instead, he partitioned the district among two or three tacksmen, "who
had found favour" with his functionaries. As Mulock "boldly" affirmed, these
"monstrously unjust pre-arrangements" were "at the root of all the systematic
clearances".
In his second letter Mulock went further and accused Lord Macdonald of using the
police force, money from public charity and loan from the government in order to
carry out emigration schemes, in order to force the tenants "to become despairing
26
Mulock also accused the landlord of "spreading a salutary terror
emigrants".
among the refractory non-emigrating of other clearing proprietors", by using harsh
police tactics against the tenants who had refused to emigrate.
One of Mulock's most persistent points that emigration from the Highlands, even
if seemingly voluntary, was in fact forced because people were ei.ther frightened
into emigration or their conditions were rendered such that it was better to leave.
Mulock stressed all throughout his two year campaign that he was not opposed to
genuine voluntary emigration where people chose freely to leave their lands for
another country. However, what was happening in the Highlands was not truly
voluntary but a result of various ways of persecution when people had no other
choice but to go.
He claimed that Highland emigration was in fact covert compulsion.
What I assert is this - that, in nine cases out of ten, the
emigration of a large number of families is, however cloaked,
in fact and truth, a compulsory proceeding. The poor exiles are
not captured, chained, driven to the coast, and forcibly
shipped, like gangs of negroes on the slave shore; but their
condition is rendered miserable and hopeless in their native
land. ( ) Men's minds were harrassed - their lives embittered
...
impolicy
by
their
totally
the
crushed,
persevering
expectations
of their formerly kind landlord; and when a letter arrived from
some refugee in America, recommending
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expatriation, the

prospectthen held out was seizedon, as a raft is betakento by
27
shipwreckedmariners.
He persisted. in his argument of the essentially forced nature of Highland
emigration with growing force and angrier tone. At one stage he comparedthe
expulsion of the Highland Gaelsto the expulsionsof the Jews from Spain and the
Huguenotsfrom France.The following passagewas one of his most emotional
and most Moving writings, evoking universal imagesof the suffering of outcasts
and refugees.
When I seeall the arts of persecutionemployedto impoverish,
degrade,and render miserablethe smaller tenantsof an estate,
with the view of making them vacatetheir little landsto swell
the grazing solitudes of some insatiable sheep-master;when I
hear of ship-loadsof thesepoor expatriatedcreaturesdeparting
from their native coast, stripped of their substanceto pay the
price of a compulsory passage- leaving land, and stock, and
crop, in the clutch of an inexorablefactor; andpursuingthem to
their despoticdestination- when I find them vomited out upon
some unfriendly shore - harassed,hopeless,and pennyless can I hesitate in affirming that theseresults are the product of
tyranny and covetousness- excluding all semblanceof free
agencyon the part of the unhappyvictims of a ruthlessand C.)
28
an utterly unwisesystem?
Mulock stoutly refusedto accept the usual allegation of 'over-population' as the
main reasonfor emigration. He called it "the babbleof Malthusian deprecatorsof
progeny" and the "moanof philanthropic proprietors." He did not deny that people
were indeed crowded on narrow patches of land, but this, he said, was a
consequenceof the clearances,of "agrarian tyranny", and not of genuine overpopulation. The solution was not forced emigration but more land given to the
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people, and checks on the 'tyrannical' powers on the land, Mulock insisted.
'What the peoplereally requireis land," he said emphatically.29
I maintain that the people are not too many, but that their
holdings are too small

their rents are too high - their

oppressions innumerable - their encouragements nil.
Impoundedin sterile spots,which even the tacksmanforbears
to envy; their industry is checked by the total absenceof all
efficient incentives to exertion; they plod painfully on the
thorny path of hopelesspenury, drenched in debt, which, at
length, has its issues in ejectment and emigration. All this
accumulation of wrong-, and neglect on the part of the
unworthy proprietors is, forsooth, to be huddledout of thought
and sight; and the whole evil to be accountedfor by Malthus's
infidel doctrine, denouncingearly marriages,and progressive
)
(...
My Lord, I treat with the scorn it deservesthe
population trashy theory with which oppressorsof the poor seekto cover
30
their agrariantyranny.

And-aristocracy

creed

Mulock was vehemently anti-aristocratic,

often reminiscent

his anger

of French revolutionary

radicals.At one point he would suggestevicting the aristocracyfrom their palaces
and clearing them out of the land as being the truly uselesspart of population.'Me
first instancesof this strong sentiment were expressedhere when he suggested
that the real surplus population was in fact the "idle, improvident or insolvent
landlords", those who were tyrannical, those who were mere absenteelandlords
"grinding down the faces of the poor Highland tenantry in order to support a
shabbysplendourin London or Brighton". Mulock proposedwith sarcasticmalice
31
it
"would
be
desirable
that
to check a populationof this sort,,.
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Mulock's anti- aristocratic feelings extended beyond the Highlands. In the whole
of his contemporary society he saw a more universal social inequality, where "the
neglect of the poor" threatened to destroy the entire foundation of the social
system. In Mulock's philosophical

view of his age the rich became mostly

'oppressors', and their "epidemic blindness" and selfish "hardness of heart" were
to hinder any true national prosperity.
Mulock's view here recalled the Advertiser's editorial philosophy of mutual
interests in society, and it was also the creed the Ensign avowed a few months
later. Mulock, however, was the angriest advocate of these views, and he freely
vented his anger against the upper classes of society. He had no pity for the
"slothful, sleepy sons of aristocracy" and argued that losing them would not be
great damage but degrading the productive classes of society would do fatal
harms. For Mulock, what was happening in the Highlands was in fact a 'case
study' of more universal injustices. The following extract from an article on the
parochial poor gave a good insight into Mulock's wider views.
Ile

interests of the rich seem to be the exclusive care of

conservativism,

while, in fact, the neglect of the poor is

destroying the entire foundations of the social system. The
wealthy have their assigned position: they are stewards,
administrators,

responsible

trustees of property,

with

a

bounteous proportion for their own superior support and
gratification; but if they selfishly appropriate all, they risk the
loss of all. There is nothing new in selfishness. "All for
ourselves, and nothing for other people, has been in all ages,"
says shrewd Adam Smith, "the vile maxim of the masters of
mankind. " And our times are rife with this wickedness. In
every city, town, village, hamlet or isolated abode of poverty,
we can trace the operations of that insatiable covetousness,
which

prostrates the poor beneath the feet of opulent
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oppressors. The indigent have their share of sin and guilt - they.
are partakers of the same evil nature that incurably taints the
more fortunate classes; but, still, it is to be remembered, that
the productive labour of society is supplied by those who, if
we may so speak, are nearest the earth, who till and sow, or
toil and spin. Remove the slothful, sleepy sons of aristocracy,
suninza papavei-a caq)ens, and the damage can be readily
repaired, for the artificial orders of society can re-constitute
themselves; but, if the great body of the people be crushed into
the degradation of absolute pauperism, we may be assured that,
whatever be the seeming splendour of a great country, the real
32
fatally
dried
springs of national prosperity are
up.

Mulock's anti-landlord feeling also fed upon his crusading mission, as the
defender of the weaker party. "The rich hath Inatij, ftiends",

he wrote

emphatically and addedthat thosewho are in important positions had "weightier
33
blame
be
responsibilities", thereforemore
should put on the rich than the poor.
Mulock's anti-landlord stance, however, was primarily directed at the :whole
systemof landownershipwhere the proprietors were allowed to have excessive
34
for
"gross
powers which they used
mal-administration of property". Mulock
arguedthat whole systemwas at fault where a landlord had more power than an
Austrian or Russianautocrathad. He claimed that no Europeanabsolutistmonarch
had "a tithe of the potencyto persecute"that a Highland proprietor had.35
The comparisonbetweenRussianand Highland despotismwas not entirely new
here. A few yearsbefore, in 1845,the idea alreadyappearedin the Scottishpress,
most likely originating from Hugh Miller. He comparedJamesLoch to Peterthe
Great,and Sutherlandto a sort of Russia"on a small scale",waiting to be civilised
by him.36 The samecomparisonwas also madein the London Atlas, reprinted in
the Times in 1845, depicting Sutherlandshireas "a sort of Russia to be handed
,
37
in
Mr
Loch.
',
Peter
the person of
over to the autocratic civilisation of another
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From the closenessof the two versions it seemslikely that the passagewhich the
Atlas and the Tintes quoted was in fact from the Witness and Hugh Miller. It
Mulock
the
time.
that
the
circulation
at
attained
wide
argument
certainly showed
however,
he
did
'Mulockian'
have
been
In
true
this.
not stop
vein,
awareof
must
but
despots
'small
Russian
Highland
the
went
scale'
proprietors were
at saying
further sayingthat they were actually much worse.As was often the case,Mulock
took up arguments which other crusading journalists had made and boldly
radicalisedthem.

As editor of the Inverness

In December 1849 Mulock

Advertiser

took over the editorship of
the Advertiser

following

the sudden the death of the previous editor, James

M'Cosh. He conducted the struggling paper for four months before he left it for
the new y launched Ensign. During these four months Mulock's vigorous pen was
largely directed against the Highland Destitution Relief Board and its new "Labour
38
He condemned the Test, which was to exact maximum work for
Test".
Irish
Highlanders
better
food,
the
than
the
after
off
starving
minimum
as nothing
fashion "upon grounds of Celtic affinity", and heavily criticised both Sir Charles
Trevelyan and Captain Elliot for what he saw was an inhuman system.
Mulock's energy, however, was mostly occupied by his job as editor of a paper in
few
be
during
What
happened
Advertiser
these
the
can
only
months
at
crisis.
pieced together from the various articles which the Ensign and the Advertiser
threw at each other in the ensuing row between them over Mulock himself.
Following

the sudden death of the Advertisers

Mulock was asked by the family

former editor, Mr M'Cosh,

and the paper's publisher to take up the

it
but
Mulock
he
According
to
to
eventually
accept
was unwilling
editorship.
bowed to the wishes of the 'imploring' family. 'Me publisher and Mulock never
reached any agreement over extra pay for the editor's job, with the publisher
insisting that Mulock's 'services' should be "ex gratia". It appears that Mulock
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eventually decidedto leavethe paperin April or May 1850,mainly for reasonsof
no editorial paymentanddisagreementwith the publisher.

At full mast in the Northern Ensign

Once Mulock was with the

new Ensign, - an obvious
rival to the Advenisei--, he was angrily attackedby his old paperaccusinghim for
being an "unmanageable"and "troublesome"editor demanding "both power and
payment."39 He was depicted as an unbearabledespot, who cunningly made
himself editor and who daredto demandextra pay during hard times at the paper.
It was not moral, the Adivrtisel- suggested,that an editor should demandmoney
from the paper which had severedifficulties surviving. Mulock and the Ensign
replied withno less vigour to the "vulgar attack" of "the unprovoked assailant",
andthe two paperscontinuedtheir row until the end of the year.
One other factor that Mulock must have been unhappy about in the Adveaisetseemedto be a certain degreeof censorship.This was implied in one of Mulock's
retorts to the Advei-tisers campaignagainsthim. He said that before he wrote for
the Ensign his articles had been "treacherously garbled to suit sinister
40
purposes".
He also revealed here the fact that the condition he made to the Ensign on joining it
was that he would not be censored and his articles would be published unedited,
uncut, in their "integral form. " The Ensign granted him this condition, and, as a
result, Mulock's communications had "flowed in uninterruptedly" to the Ensign
readers. Such a freedom put Mulock into quite an exceptional situation. Enjoying
the right of unedited publishing was a rare privilege for any j ournalist, and still is
even today. 'I'his undoubtedly gave Mulock a unique position in the Scottish press
at the time.
It also meant that in the Ensign nothing could stop Mulock's radicalism. His
writings reached their peak during the fifteen months he spent with the paper.
From June 1850 and August 1851 Mulock wrote at least one long article in almost
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every issue,and sometimeshe would take tip one fourth of the whole paperwith
his
Not
in
but
in
the
the
quantity
of
articles
on
also
quality
several
one page.
only
polemics Mulock was at his best in the period he spent with the Ensign.; at his
angriest,sharpestand most uncompromising.
His opening piece, entitled "Fresh Barbarities connected with Compulsory
Emigration", set the tone well for his forthcoming flood of angeredarticles. He
threatenedthe landlords, who he simply dubbed "Caledonian Caligulas", with
'favengingexposure"and "vengeanceof divine judgment". They wished secretly,
he said, the "extermination" of the Gaels.This, in fact, echoedwith greaterforce
the "secrethankerings"theory put forward by RobertSomersa few yearsbefore.
Men who are capableof perpetrating the clearanceswhich we
have tracked in the Highlands and Islands,are in truth a sort of
Caledonian Caligulas who, if the secret of their hearts were
known, would wi!-h the peasantpopulation had but one neck,
that the sword of extermination might leave a wilderness for
'sheep-walks or shooting. Upon all such, the vengeancoof
41
divine judgment cannotfail to descend.
For Mulock, Highland 'oppression'and 'tyranny' meantthat the proprietors were
free to do anythingthey wantedto their tenants,throwing them out of their houses
or forcing them onto emigration ships. He insisted throughout his writings that
such actions were unacceptablein any circumstancessince they violated basic
human rights and were against the law. Compulsory emigration was but a
"lawless attempt", he said.
No factor, nor sheriff, nor minister of state - no, not Queen
Victoria on her throne- possesses
a particle of just power which
can compel British subjectsto be huddled in an emigrant ship,
in order to transport them to some colony where the lazaretto
42
for
ditches
dug
dead
the
and the
await them!
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Mulock "fearlessly" assertedthat in this system of abuses the poor could attain no
justice against "the rich and powerful" in the Highlands. As other crusaders, he
believed that his task was to expose and condemn the injustices in the name of
"Christian championship of universal equity". 43

'Case study' attacks

One of Mulock's methods of exposing Highland
abuses was to take a 'case study' from which he

made more general observations. One example of this was his investigatior of the
Strathaird clearances in Skye in the summer of 1850.
The proprietor of the Strathaird district of eight farms was Mr M'Alister. He was
renown for philanthropy and described as an "amiable man"I Mulock said, adding
44
it
M'Alister
did
"all
his
harsh
Some of
deeds
by
deputy'-.
that simply meant that
the tenants on the estate were in arrears, some of them not, or were willing and
able to pay. Most of the arrears, amounting to 9450, was confined to a few crofts
of people on parochial relief, who M'Alister planned to clear and ship them off to
Amenca.
Tenants on four farrns, amounting to 477 people, were given notice to remove in
June. They were also issued with a sort of "manifesto" depicting the necessity of
emigration. The people, however, refused to emigrate and the factor, sheriff and
some sections of the press feared that there would disturbances similar to the one
in North Uist a year before.
M'Alister was willing to spend E1200 for the emigration project, a sum more than
double the money he was owed. Mulock pointed out that without compulsory
emigration the cleared people would fall on the poor rate, which would have to be
paid by the proprietor and which would decreasethe value of the estate. This was
the real rationale of M'Alister's "grand plan", Mulock said. The amount of money
M'Alister

was to "sacrifice" for this "humane object" could have discharged

almost three times the accumulated arrears and would have enabled the people to
cultivate their lands, Mulock argued angrily. The real object of the clearances and
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compulsory emigration, he suggested,was to get rid of the burdensometenants
instead of finding ways to keep them on the land. True humaneconsiderations
were non-existenthere.
To illustrate more sharply the inhumanity and outrageof compulsory emigration
Mulock turned the clearances upside down and played with the idea of the
landlordsbeing clearedoff their estates.He wrote in true revolutionaryspirit here,
evenevoking imagesfrom the FrenchRevolution.
Ah, Mr M'Alister of some Argyle ilk, how should you like to be
transported against your Scottish will from Torrisdale

to

Toronto? How painful would be the compulsory packing up of
a laird's moveables, bairns inclusive! Stars and garters! just
imagine the Duke of Sutherland under orders for a backswood
location - Trentham and Dunrobin receiving a new possessor
the mistress of the robes breathing a mournful adieu to the "old
country", and about to exchange Almack's for a tea party in an
improvised log-hut! Worse things have been within memory.
French Dukes and Marquises have cleaned shoes in London,
45
'compulsory
the
under
pressure of
emigration.
No other crusading journalist went this far by suggesting, even if only perhaps as
a rhetorical tool, that it should be the landlords who should be cleared off the
Highlands. Elsewhere he proposed with less rhetoric that those proprietors who
manage their lands badly should be compelled to give up their estates to people
who would properly handle them.

Like other Highland critics, Mulock also

Oil the Land Question

regardedthe land question as central to the
solution to Highland problems. The Glasgo w Argus, the Witness and Robert
Somers all shared the view that one of the reasons why most crofters were

destitute was the lack of good land, which was itself a consequenceof the
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clearances. Mulock also took up this point but, as was usual with him, he
radicalised it to some extent. He was adamantthat the root of all evils in the
Highlandswas in the landlords"despotically"driving peopleoff good arablelands
and forcing them onto rocky soil unfit for agricultural improvement.Everything
else was a consequenceof people having beendeprived of the land, thereforethe
only good solution would be to give peoplegood lands and not to force them into
expatriation. If crofters were given "sufficient land to cultivate" there would also
be a markedstart in agriculturalimprovementsaswell, Mulock argued.46
All *thetalk aboutthe "Celtic sloth" was also a consequenceof the lack of land and
not of someracial inferiority, Mulock said. He pointed out that the argumentthat
the Highlanderswould becomemore industriousin foreign landsin fact carried in
r
itself the proof that only sufficient land could make people want to work. In his
usual style of turning arguments upside down, ridiculing landlords and
questioningruthlessly,Mulock againmadehis point strongly and illustratively.
Queerly enough, too, all these emigration sticklers are
confident of the prosperity of the expatriatedHighlanders. At
home, the Celtic sons of poverty are, it would appear,
incorrigibly

idle, and implacable foes to all industrial

development,but if shipped acrossthe Atlantic they shakeoff
sloth, and manifest every active quality which securessuccess
for the possessor.And why this signal change?Becausethey
exert their energyon adequateallotmentsof land, and because
they are assuredof enjoying the fruits of their labour! Is it
really so, philosopher Macleod? [Macleod of Macleod,
proprietor in Skye] then pray tell me what is to prevent a
Highland landlord in Skye or Sutherland,with thousandsupon
thousandsof spare,cultivable acres,from allowing men to live
and thrive here, insteadof packing them off to someregion of
the globe? 'Strict entails,' quoth one, 'mortgaged estates,
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whimpers another, 'implacable trustees,' cries a third; and all
agree that to strip the land of cultivators is the only remedy
remaining to distressedproprietors.To which I boldly reply, If
the case be come to this extreme issue,it were better that the
land shouldchangeits proprietorsthan lose its people.47
To keep people on the land, making them prosperous by giving them enough land
at home was what Mulock and other crusading journalists primarily fought for.
Emigration was an abhorrent policy in their eyes. Mulock, as seen above, was
vehemently arguing for keeping people on the land and strongly opposed to
emigration. However, something happened by April 1851. Mulock had made a
stunning turn, at first perhaps rather surprisingly. He was now advising the Gaels
to go, to escape for their life.

Disillusionment

Thomas Mulock gave up. He became embittered
and disillusioned by what he had seen in Highland

landlords'policy, and drew the conclusionthat battling againstthe clearancesand
forced emigration was hopeless:the landlordswere not going to change.The only
solution would havebeento give land to the peopleinsteadof driving them off but
by the spring of 1851 Mulock bitterly concludedthat this was just not going to
happen. Therefore, people should better run for their lives and escapefrom a
hopelesscountry. Mulock recommendedemigration now, not becausehe agreed
with it but becausehe saw no other choice any more. His tone of writing changed
too, there was a sort of darknessdescendingover his words.
Mulock explained that his conclusion arose from a "saddening but sober and
thoughtful survey of Highland landlordism" and only a "senseof hopelessness"
could ever "wring" it from him. The most radical crusader'sfinal conclusionwas
perhapsthe most startling and saddeningturn in the sympatheticpressat the time.
We advise them to think seriously of VOLUNTARY
EMIGRATION, renouncing all expectation of having their
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justice
liberality
by
and
on.
an
of
upspringing
mitigated
miseries
the part of the proprietors of the soil. Escapefor thy life, we
by
down
Highlander
to
ground
every
poor
solemnly
say
would
heartless landlords and fraudulent factors. All the ancestral
his
bound
together
the
and
cordial
chieftain
amenities which
devotedclan are gone - never to return! ( ) Fly, then, ye poor
...
and needy, from the face of the proprietors who deem you to
be nuisances on their possessions,and seek on far distant
shores the bare subsistencewhich is cruelly denied you at
home. Yield to the wicked wishes of the arch-designersof
desolation,and asthey would leavethe peasantrywithout land,
leave them a land cursed with the want of cultivating
48
peasantry!
Mulock only grew firmer in his conclusion during the last few months of his stay
on the Scottish newspaper scene. In several articles he reiterated his points with
growing

force. The "great experiment"

of "complete

depopulation"

unstoppable, and the powers pursuing it too "overwhelming

was

in influence".
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is
day.
"
he
bitterly.
"Exten-nination the order of the
pur etsinyVe,
concluded
He also continued to explain to the readers why he arrived at this view. He
described how he was battling against the clearances and 'tyrannical' landlords,
face
hopeless
in
battle
how
he
had
the
to
that
that
of the
realise
was
and
eventually
in
The
landlords
the
system.
persisted
refusing
powerful majority of supporters of
the people any prospect of true improvement, Mulock argued. Larger holdings of
land were "inflexibly denied", small tenancies at will could be turned out any time,
owed adoption of universal sheepand employment was hopeless due to the "a %,
farming. No other way of escape was thus available for the Highlanders except
"the sorrowful succour of immediate expatriation", Mulock said.
The Sir John M'Neill

report published in July 1851 only made Mulock's

conviction even stronger. It was a curious fact that on the surface both M'Neill
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and Mulock urged the samething: emigration. Yet, the differencesbetweenwhat
the two men were saying were enormous.M'Neill assertedthat emigrationwas in
fact the only solution, Mulock insistedthat the real solution would only be to keep
people in the land but becausethis was stoutly resistedthe only choice remaining
was emigration.
Mulock was naturally most angeredby the M'Neill report and attackedit with his
usual ferocity. He called it a "snake-like report" designedto protect the rich and
cast off the suffering poor. M'Neill's allegation that the cause of Highland
destitution was over-population and therefore the only remedy was extensive
emigration was angrily repudiatedby Mulock. The real causewas the clearance
system, he reiterated in a passageridiculing M'Neill as blinded by "Malthusian
glasses":
,kll he deigns to impart is his absolute affirmation, that the
Vestern Highlands and Islands are over-peopled; and that
except this plethora of population be speedily removed, the
most appalling destitution will surely prevail. To all which
heartless rigmarole we reply, as we have done scores of times,
that nothing can be more untrue than the assertion of a positive
overpopulation being existent in the Highlands. What a man
having eyes in his head, but unobscured by Malthusian
glasses, will not fail to observe is this, that cultivation

is

systematically sacrificed in order to promote sheep-feeding,
and that the peasantry, having been driven from their former
holdings, are now huddled into miserable masses, and located
50
land.
upon petty patches of the very worst

Mulock went on to point out that what the landlords were really afraid of was a
new poor law provision which would put the burdenof sustainingthe able-bodied
poor on the owners of the land. To avoid this "ruinous result of their own
oppressionand short-sightedrapacity" the Highland landownerswere determined
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to expatriatethe people from their lands.Thesewere the real motives behind the
emigration policy. This only reinforced his belief that the Highland proprietors
were so set on executingthe emigration schemesthat nothing would changetheir
minds.. And now with the M'Neill report's recommendation the 'emigration
remedy' receivedofficial sanction.'Me lessonwas clear, Mulock suggested,there
was nothing left for the Gaelsbut abandonthe land which did not want them. This
was his farewell message:
On these oracular sayings being interpreted, the pith of the
whole matter comes out to be, that the Highlands and Islands
must be dispeopled of their Celtic inhabitants. The owners of
the soil are resolved to clear their possessions of unfortunate
beings whom they have deprived of all sufficiency of land, and
for whom they open no sphere of industrial occupation; and the
Government, void of wisdom and effective vigour, suggests
no remedy

which

would

stop short of depopulation.

Emigration, therefore, is the only alleviation of present distress
and deeper prospective calamity, and in the total absence of all
domestic hope, we must honestly exhort the poor Highlanders,
whose fast friend we have shown ourselves to be, to prepare
for eternal exile. 51
The most radical and fiery crusader of the Highland Gaels thus left in bitter
disillusionment, giving up the fight.

The last right back

Although

Thomas Mulock

was gone from Scotland

by the end of August 1851, controversy remained
behind around him in the sympathetic press. He was attacked in the Witness and
apparently other sympathetic papers for his alleged "inconsistency", blamed for
having abandoned the Highland cause and labelled as a "strange fish swimming in
52'llie
Celtic
the waters of
strife".
accusations reached him down in England from
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where he returnedone more blow of retaliation, this time not only at the Highland
'oppressors'but the Scottish pressand in fact the Scottish nation as such.
Mulock was biting and angry in his outrage at not being appreciated and
recognisedas the only true champion of the Highland cause. Calling himself a
'retired soldier' (miles enzeritus),he assertedthe right to "stand at ease"after his
two year "conflict with Scottish oppression" in which he declared he had stood
alone with no other fighters around him. He went on to say that while he alone
advocated"the truth andjustice of the Highland cause"otherswere silent but now
they rose up from their "heatherybrakeslike Roderick Dhu's hidden henchmen"
and insteadof battling with the oppressorsthey startedbattle againsthimself.
One of his attackerschargedhim with inconsistencyby referring to him as "Et tu
Brute", "exclaiming with the Romanemperor".This was easytarget for Mulock,
who first pointed out that Julius Caesarnever was an 'emperor' (he indeednever
h-d the title, only success.ve rulers adoptedit), then went on to say how this "bit
of nonsense"was wound up "with another classic confusion about Pyrrhus and
his elephants" (Hannibal and the battle of Pyrrhus mixed up here). All this
"illiterate rubbish" was designedto show, he said, how he was trampling down
on friends insteadof foes.
Mulock assertedthat his identity was indisputable,his consistencyunimpeachable,
and insisted that he had been "one of the best and most consistentfriends of the
distressedHighlanders". He gave a summary of his views and argumentsfrom
attacking "tyrannical proceedings of some Highland proprietors" which were
tantamountto compulsory emigration, to his protestsagainstthe clearancesand
depopulation.
He saw, however, that his appealswere disregardedgenerally, and his efforts
"utterly unsecondedby the Scottish press". It becameclear*tohim, he explained
again, that the proprietors were "inflexibly intent upon clearing their lands of all
peasantpopulation", and that no concessionswould be made for improvement.
Destitution advanced,the remaining resourceswere fast disappearing,and there
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was no help and hope in sight. It was in the light of all this that he had decided,
"after the maturestreflection", to recommendvoluntary emigration, which he had
never opposedany way. He addedthat by this time the tide of thought had turned
and people were becoming more willing to emigrateon hearingfavourable news
from emigrants.
Mulock accusedthose journalists with irresponsibility who opposedvoluntary
emigration under such circumstances.He called them "shallow scribblers" and a
"band of blockheads",who could offer no real practical prospectonly "false and
foolish advice". In a country with such a press, Mulock suggested,it took an
outsider to "hammer" the truth and, inevitably, he was to becomemisunderstood.
Mulock by this time felt betrayedby not only the Scottish pressbut by the Scots
themselves. This was the complaint of a 'great man' confronted by an
uncomprehendingnarrow audience:
the real explanation of the distastefulness of my interposition
...
in Scottish matters is the narrow-mindedness of the Scotch
themselves, who, being puffed up with undue national
pretension, are prone to undervalue whatever is not hammered
upon their own anvil! I was not disposed to be a fighter for the
Free Church, nor a partisan for any Caledonian clique, and, as
a consequence I have been snarled at by divers parties who are
incapable of appreciating the high-minded zeal that springs
from genuine independence and impartiality. 53
Thus the "notorious" Thomas Mulock disappeared from the Scottish press scene.
For a while, the sympathetic campaign for the Gaels was maintained by other
crusaders who continued t6 believe that it was possible to influence public opinion
and force changes from the Government and from the landlords. However, just a
year later, the very opponents of Thomas Mulock eventually had to prove him
right when they arrived, - similarly sadly and bitterly- , at the same conclusions.
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3. Donald MLeod

The native crusaders

and Donald Ross in the Northern

Ensign

Donald M'Leod and Donald Ross are perhaps the

best known defendersof the Gaels, even today.
They were both prolific writers and their pamphletswere extensivelyreprinted in
Alexander Mackenzie'sH&toiy ofthe Highland Clew-ancesin 1883,thussecuring
a more lasting influence.
The two men were the first journalists writing about the Highlands who were
54
from
Highlands,
Gaelic
'natives'
the
themselves.
actually
simple
speaking
Donald M'Leod camefrom Strathnaverin Sutherlandand not only witnessedthe
infamous Loch-Sellar clearancesbut was a victim of them as well. Later he
becameone of the best known pamphleteers,attaining fame with his personal
accountof the Sutherlandclearancesin the 1810s,which was serialisedin 1840in
the Edinbulgh Wcek4,Chronicle and then publishedas the ffistorj, of Destitution
in Sutherlandshire in 1841. Donald Ross was from Ross-shire,probably from
Dornoch, and becamea lawyer in Glasgow. He becamethe only journalist who
also got engagedin practical campaigning for the Highlanders. Ross was best
known for his accountsof the Knoydart eviction and the 'Greenyardsmassacre'.
The background of these two men defined much of their thought and style as
writers. They madeno pretensionsto literary merit, althoughthey exhibited a fair
amount, and their missionary zeal as crusaderswas imbued with their senseof
commitment to their own people. This also meantthat their writings were often
characterisedby a tendency to romanticise the Highlanders and to depict their
former life as some'golden age'.Their languagewas also highly sentimentaland
very emotional. They wantedto raise public opinion first and foremost, and this
meantthat they felt the stateof the Highlandscould not be exaggeratedenoughfor
peopleto understandit.
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The anialyst NI'Leod

Donald M'Leod was the calmer crusader out of the

two, especially by the 1850swhen he was in his
mid-fifties and had written most of his major works. He was not so persistently
on the newspaper scene as Donald Ross was. His name only appeared in the
1850s on the pages of the Noahei-n Ensign, which gave a forum for all the main
sympathetic journalists during this period. While Thomas Mulock and Donald
Ross dealt With many specific cases, campaigning and making wider observations
from them, Donald M'Leod was more of an general analyst, giving larger
overviews.
The thrust of MLeod's thoughts on the Highlands was the notion that the Gaels
were being "exterminated" and were threatened with extinction. Considered a
lower race, they were allowed to starve and were hunted down and forced to
emigrate.
Highland destitution and famine have become proverbial and so
familiar that people think and speak of them as a calamity
hereditary to the Highlanders, and indeed, since they have
become so burdensome to the public for the last half century
(keeping them alive upon charity), the more fortunate portion
of the Christian world are beginning to think, and say, that they
should not exist any longer, and that the sooner they are
exterminated the better. The appellation Gael, Celt, or Gaul,
has now become a reproach. ( ) in return for their ancestors'
...
services to the nation, they, the progeny, are doomed to die by
famine, or be exterminated from the land, so dear to them by
55
by
many sacred ties,
compulsory emigration ...
These were strong words but by no means unique to MLeod.

As was seen

before, many others, from Hugh Miller to Robert Somers and Thomas Mulock,
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had used expressions like "extermination" in describing the clearances and
emigration.
To a late v%ventieth
century ear the word 'extermination'soundsextremeafter it has
been applied to the genocide of Jews in Hitler's Germany. In this context, the
same word used for the Highland clearancescertainly seemsvery exaggerated
sinceno attemptsat the completephysicaldestructionof the Gaelsever took place.
However, it was the completerooting out and disappearanceof the Gaelic people
that the crusadingjournalists at the time in Scotlandfearedthe most and did indeed
mean by using the word. From the seventeenth century onwards the word
'extermination' already denoted 'destroy utterly'.56 In Donald M'Leod's writings
in the 1850sthe notion that the completedestructionof his race was a real danger
was constantlyrecurring.

"The

Progress

in the last lialf

and

Civilisation

In 1851 M'Leod publisheda four

century"

part series of an essay entitled "The
Progress and Civilisation in the last half century - taking Sutherlandshire as a
criterion". The series ran in the Alortheni Ensign from the end of October 1851 to
February 1852, and was essentially more of a loud lament and cry for help than a
strong argumentative piece.
'Me last half century only brought ruin and tragedy for the Highlands, destroying
a 'once happy life', M'Leod said. He depicted the old life in the Highlands as an
era of agolden age'. The images here were strongly coloured with nostalgia.
I am now advanced in years, and have a pretty correct
recollection of passing events and of the movements of society
for the last fifty years. At that period, and down to the period at
which the calamities accompanying the clearing

system

overtook us, and before we came under the Loch iron rod of
oppression, and drank of that bitter cup of many withering
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ingredients which accompanied that ever cul-sed and
condemnedby God system,I say that we lived what might be
termed a happy life, when comparedwith the present. Some
years our corn would fail, but we had cattle which we could
sell, and purchasefood with the price of them; we had sheep
and goats which we could take and eat; we had salmon and
trout for the taking; we had abundanceof milk, butter, and
cheese;and none of us ever died by famine. To the stranger
every door was open; to the lame, needy,and poor every hand
was stretchedwith relief; to the sick and afflicted every breast
57
full
was
of sympathy.
His people were now hunted down, cleared and banished by the oppressive
landlords in order to save themselves from the poor-rate, to satisfy their
"boundlessambition" and to "gratify a deep-rootedand long-cherishedanimosity
58
Celtic
towards the
race". This was all the more terrible tragedy, he suggested,
becauseit affected a "peaceable,inoffensive and once brave people", who had
brought so much glory for Britain. The raceof the famous Highland soldierswere
not being betrayedand driven off to foreign lands, he complained. M'Leod was
virtually crying out to the whole of Britain to notice what fate the Highlanders
were suffering.
have a more heart-rending result to record; we have a
we
..
brave, peaceable, religious, and moral peasantry ruined,
dispersed, and murdered. Those who were once Scotland's,
yea Britain's pride in the hour of dangerand of need, are now
in thousands,dying by inches the agonising death of famine,
upon the bleak unproductiveshoresof the north and west coast
of Scotland,and as many of them sharinga similar fate among
the inhospitable wilds and climes of Canada. Oh! Christian
Britain, ruler of the ocean,can it be possiblethat these are thy
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famine
by
dying
daughters,
within thy
are
who
sons and
hearing and seeing, on thine soil, and perishing, homeless,
houseless, and meatless, far from their home, upon a foreign
inclement strand? If it is, I ask who have made you a great and
glorious nation? Who have established thy throne? Hearken to
)
(..
dominions?
it
depopulators
Highland
Was
the
of great
me.
Was it those who made such a great nation of you upon such a
small speck of the earth, so that you are the admiration and
terror of Europe? I answer in the negative, No! These are and
59
drones
and cankerworms of society.
were comparatively the
This was desperate pleading. M'Leod was primarily

trying to appeal to the

conscience of not only Scotland but Britain. He was not arguing about the
economics and agriculture of the Highlands, but spoke in moral terms on the
grounds of basic humanity. As if fearing that the fact itself that the Highlanders
were simple human beings was not enough, he made a case out of their merits and
services for Britain, their military fame and excellence. The frequent reference to
the 'peaceful nature' of the Highland Celts was also implying that unlike the
'rebellious' Irish Celts they were not a threat to Britain and therefore deserved to
be treated much better.
M'Leoý was appalled by the Government's emigration scheme following

the

M'Neill report in the summer of 1851. In giving assistance to landlords to help
people emigrate M'Leod saw nothing else but promoting depopulation and
expatriation. This would only lead to "li ngering" and "agonising death" on a
foreign shore. Stretching the point to its utmost, M'Leod said that even shooting
"these poor old men" would be "more humane" than deporting them.

Speaking a different

M'Leodwascertainlya manof

language

exaggerations,and it was perhaps,
and still is, easy to dismiss him. His strong words, however, should not
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literally,
in
be
taken
the way the words of critics suchasa Hugh Miller
necessarily
forgotten
be
Somers.
It
Robert
that Donald M'Leod was one of the
should
not
or
Highland people with a different language,coming from the very sceneof the
clearances.
He spokea different languagein more than one sense.He was a stonemasonfrom
Sutherlandshire,so his mother tongue was Gaelic. Even once he learrit English,
his native Gaelic languagemust have affected his choice of words and ways of
expressionsin English. Gaelic was a very descriptive, poetic and an essentially
oral language, and someone with such a background would tend to express
thoughts differently in English. His repetitive style with many synonyms, for
instance, was a typical Gaelic feature.60 M'Leod apologised frequently for not
having the mastery of English, saying that he could "not lay much claim to
grammatical or literary qualifications", being a simple native stonemasonfrom
Strathnaver.
He spoke a different languageon anotherlevel as well. He was coming from the
people of the Highlands with a different set of views and emotions. For him, the
causeof the Gaelswas not someworthy causeto be taken up from the outside;for
him, it was the causeof his own closestpeople,and from that perspectivethings
had different emphasis.M'Leod wanted to plead for his people, to raise public
ýwarenessfor their suffering, and in this sense,he was an early
propagandist.
Propagandarequired a different sort of languagefrom the one serving critical and
argumentative purposes. Beseeching had to be done in an emotional tone,
applying for the empathyand sympathyof thosewho listened.
M'Leod was certainly a master of emotional language. While for Mulock's
combative style, the mastery of alliterations produced a forceful effect, for
M'Leod's pleading purposes,repetitions and synonyms in long sentenceswere
quite effective. The following passagemight soundfor today's earstoo pompous
but it was written for an audiencemore than a hundred years ago when these
words soughtto awakenthe conscienceandsympathyof the outsideworld.
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Hear the sobbing, sighing, and throbbings of their guileless
bidding
look,
last
Highland
heans,
taking
their
a
and
warm
forever adieu to their romantic mountains and valleys, the
fertile straths,dales, and glens, which their forebearsfor time
immemorial inhabited, and where they are now lying in
undisturbed and everlasting repose, in spots endeared and
sacredto the memory of their unfortunateoffspring, who must
now bid a mournful farewell to their early association,which
were asdear and as sacredto them astheir very existence,and
61
had
hitherto
in
madethem patient sufferings.
which

In the end, Donald M'Leod himself bade

Another crusader gone

farewell to his country. Little is known why
62
how
he
left exactlv.
After 1851 his name disappears from the newspaper
anJ
pages and by 1853 when Harriet Beecher Stowe made her visit in Sutherland,
from which she later published her SuntV Memories, M'Leod was already in exile
in Canada. From there his name once more appeared on the Scottish scene with
his angry reply to Stowe's book, and the subsequent publication in 1857 in
Canada of his Gloonty Menzoi-ies,a selection of his earlier writings.
Thus, one more crusader was gone from the battle field. Another Highland native
crusader, however, remained firmly

on the scene and through the untiring

Noi-thern Ensign sustained the battle throughout the first half of the 1850s. This
last remaining crusader was Donald Ross.

Donald Ross was the most energetic and

The 'engag6' crusader

idealistic crusader during the 1850s.
Although very little is known about him, not even his date of birth, there was
something youthful both in his character and his writings. He was tireless in his

his
had
he
the
to
own
overcome
campaign against
clearances, even when
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disillusionment. He had enough energy and faith to flood newspaperswith his
long articles, to go on investigativetrips, to organisepractical aid for the destitute,
to set up charity schemes,and to publish pamphlets and books based on his
newspaperarticles.
Rosswas the only journalist at thq time who not only wrote aboutthe clearancesin
indignation but actually went out to find tents and blanketsfor evicted people. A
practical 'engag6'journalist.
He also differed markedly from the other journalists in his style of writing. His
investigativejournalism producedan early documentaristgenre,which was quite
unique at the time. He tirelessly recordedcasesof abusesand evictions, with long
and detailed descriptions. This quite factual documentariststyle, however, was
mixed with frequent romanticising passagesboth about the bygone 'golden age,
and aboutthe Highland peoplethemselves.

The first fights

Donald Rossfirst appearedat condiderablelength
on the Scottish newspaper scene on the pages of the

Alonh Bi-itish Dai4, Mail and the Invei-nessAdvertisel-in 1850.He wrote from the
Isle of Skye from a trip he made there in order to examine the condition of the
peopleand the capabilitiesof the soil. He arguedthat the land would be capableof
sustaining the people if there was "a proper system of management"providing
leasesfor encouragementand helping to teach people the necessaryskills and
63
"habits".
Agreeing that the people did have "indolent"
reformation of their
habits, he said that this was not their fault but derived from the lack of leases
which would provide incentivesto work and improve their lands.The "evil" here
was, Rosssaid, the "itant offi-xity of tenw-c", which was coupled with a constant
threatof eviction.
Shortly after Thomas Mulock left the Not-thet-nEnsign in the summer of 1851,
Donald Ross appearedon its pagesand remainedone of the paper'smost prolific
writers in the first half of the 1850s.It was almost like a take-over in the Ensign;
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one crusaderleaving the battlefield and anotherone taking over. From August of
1851 Donald Rossbecamethe Ensigns 'frontline fighter.

The frontline crusader of the Ensign

After Mulock had left giving

up hopeof protestingagainst
the landlords and keeping the Gaels on the land, Ross took over, representing a
different opinion. He was still hopeful and optimistic that something could be
done to stop the clearances and emigration. He was 'fresh blood' infused into the
Ensign, whose editorial opinion differed from Mulock's final view. In fact-, in the
very same issue where Mulock voiced his advice for the Highlanders to escapefor
their lives and emigrate from a hopeless land, the editorial article expressed the
opposite view. "With all due respect to the opinion of many valued friends", the
leader began with this probable reference to Mulock, and went on to say that the
fight should not be given up against emigration and the M'Neill bill. The first
article in the Ensign from Donald Ross went along the same line. It was like the
new battle song of a fresh combatant.
None but cowards will say that it is now hopeless to plead the
cause of the poor Highlanders, or expect any improvement in
their condition in their own native land. While I find that there
are in the Highlands of Scotland about 500,000 acres of good
land fit for cultivation, yet still lying waste, I hold that it is a
wicked fallacy to assert that there is no room in the Highlands
for the present population, and therefore I look upon the
scheme now in progress for expatriating the people as one not
only impolitic in many respects, but one grossly unjust towards
the poor peaceable and God fearing Highlanders. It would be
folly, therefore, to expect that real friends of the Highlanders
and true patriots should be found silent, and, as it were, giving
their consent to the provisions of this iniquitous bill. No, no;
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sooner let the tongue cleave to the roof of the mouth and the
right arm lose its strength,than that we should keep silence at
this important period. Let us protest againstthe measure,and
shew to the world that we are sincerein our advocacy,andthat
64
Gaels.
heart
in
the causeof the poor
we are right at
In the spirit of this battle song, Ross engaged himself both in a sustained
campaignagainstthe Emigration Bill and in trying to prove that improvementwas
still possiblein the Highlands. Peoplecould be and should be employedat home,
he insisted.
One example he gave was basedon a pamphlet written by Robert Brown, the
commissioner of the Duke of Hamilton, on adapting 'flax culture' in the
Highlands. Rosshailed this work as proof that there could be labour provided for
the people on the land, which would benefit both landlord and tenants. In
Brown's theory, the ten thousandsof acresof Highland land, now lying waste,
were suitable to grow flax and other crops. Britain, however, was still paying
"eight millions sterling of money" for foreign countriesfor flax.65 Produceflax at
home, at a cheaperprice, on land lying wastewhich could employ peopleto keep
them on the land and no emigration schemeswould be necessary,.
Brown also assertedin his pamphlet that contrary to popular theories the Gaels
were not 'indolent' and 'lazy' "whenever they had an opportunity of exerting"
their industry. This was another point that Ross passionatelymaintained. "The
Highlander is not lazj,, but the oppressorsof the Highlander are lazy," he put it
simply. The key factors could only be to give them sufficient land with security
andencouragement.
'I'lie meansof cultivation are on the land, and if the peoplewho
are now destitute were to have fair portions of it, and leases,
and if their exertions were properly directed, I have no doubt
whateverthat they would soon raise themselveshigh up above
their presentcondition, be a sourceof profit and credit to their
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proprietors, and of far more value to this kingdom than the

66
sheep,deer, and game,on a thousandestates.
Another reasonwhy it was a bad policy to pursueextensiveemigrationfrom the
Highlands was that it deprived the country of its best soldiers, Ross argued.The
Highlanders had been traditionally the best fighting men of the British army,
bearing hardships well and possessing"instinctive courage". Already in 1851,
Rosswarned that Britain had many potential enemiesfrom Franceto Russia.He
cautionedthat Russiahad "immensedominions", "the largestanny in the world"
and had "no friendly feelings" towards Britain. In such circumstances,driving
away the creamof the British army was againstthe national interest,Rosswarned.
In the light of the CrimeanWar erupting in 1854,this was good prophecy.

Amidst his journalistic writings, Ross was

The practical campaigner

busy with practical schemesto campaignfor
the Highlands. An advertisementappearingon the front page of the Northern
Ensign in January1852revealeda project similar to modemcharity organisations'
activities. Donald Rossand the "HebrideanIndustrial Society" advertised"a large
quantity of socks and stockings knitted by Poor Destitute Females" in the
Hebrides. 67 The socks and stockings were of "most excellent quality and
beautiful", the advertsaid. The purchase,though,would be an act of humanitarian
purpose as it would promote the employment of destitute Highland women and
help them to escapestarvation.
Parties desirous of seeing the work done by these poor
Hebridean females, and who may feel disposedto encourage
this branch of industry, whereby many poor creatures are
enabledto savethemselvesfrom starvationby their own labour
would do well to give their countenanceand support to this
benevolentundertaking.68
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What becameof the project is not known. The advert disappearedfrom the front
pageof the Ensign after a few runs. What was certain, though, that Donald Ross
also disappearedfrom the pagesof the Ensign until the end of the year. It can only
be guesswork now whether his absencewas due to being busy with practical
projects, or whether it was due to the failures of such attemptsand in fact he was
struggling with disillusionment.

Lost optimism

When Rossreturnedto the Ensign in November
1852, he was almost a changed man. The most

idealistic crusader, who passionately had taken over from the disillusioned
Thomas Mulock only just over a year ago, now arrived at the same bitter
conclusion. He also gave up on any hope that the Government or the landowners
would ever reverse their policies. They had turned "a deaf ear to all appeals", he
concluded. In an open letter to his "fellow-countrymen",

the Highlanders of

Scotland, Ross recommended to them the same "escape for thy life" solution.
I think the time has fully come when all true Highlanders
should leave the Government and the landholders to the
consequences of their blind and infatuated policy, and betake
themselves to countries where there is sufficient reward and
69
honest
labour.
encouragement given to
This must have been a sad and most difficult point to arrive at for a man like
Donald Ross. While Mulock was bitter with his own futile struggle but above all
angry at the unbending landowning class, Ross sounded a sad and shaken man
here. In his explanation of how he reached this conclusion he was apologetic,
confessing failure. Accepting, however unwillingly,

the 'cruel reality', he was

now resolved to advising emigration from a country, which "despised" and made
life impossible for its people.
Whilst there was a ray of hope I ceased not (in season and out

of season)to point out the necessityof earnestactive measures
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on the part of the Government and of the landlords, to rescue
the poor Highlanders from the alarming destitution which
threatened and still threatens to destroy them; but I must
confess, that not only my own labours this way, but those of
valuable and distinguished coadjutors, have in a mariner
entirely failed - for never, so far as I can learn, have the poor
Highlanders' complaints and appeals,whether directed to the
legislature or their own landlords, been so cruelly and so
(...
)
To the Highland
disregarded
as at present.
recklessly
labourer, whose capital is in his strong arms and ten fingers,
and whosevalue is not appreciatedat home, I say, without any
hesitation,that he should inunediateb,leavea counti3,whel-ehe
is stai-vedand despised.70
For eight months after this turn Ross disappearedyet again from the Ensign.
When he reappeared he did so under the pseudonym of "Scotu.ý".71 His
did not meanthat he was again more hopeful aboutthe possibility to
reappearance
influence landlord policies. His initial optimistic idealism was gone, and a new
tone appearedin its place.

It was from this time, from the

The committed docunientarist

summer of 1853, that Ross began
his documentarist genre in a markedly darker tone, often in a rather naturalist
style. Having given up on campaigning for change, he now resolved to expose
the abuses and the increasing brutalities accompanying the evictions of 1853 and
1854. The Knoydart and Greenyards evictions were some of the most brutal in the
history of the Highland clearances, and there was also a new phenomenon of
crofters' resistance emerging with them. Ross felt he could not remain silent at
times like these.
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The Knoydart clearancesin 1853and the Greenyardsevictions were undoubtedly
72
famous
Ross
While there were a number of
documented.
the two most
cases
newspapers which reported on the Knoydart evictions, it was only Ross who
spent a long time on the scene to. take the testimonies of the evicted and hunted
down people.

Ross'sj9urnalistic motto by now was that

The mse of Knoplart

facts

were

"better

than

remarks

or

reflections". In this vein, most of his articles on the Knoydart evictions consisted
of stories of the individual cases of those who were hunted down by officers after
they refused to go on the emigration. ships. There was a man, without arrears,
who refused to leave because his wife was sick. His house was pulled down, and
with his wife and six children he was hiding in a wretched hut, which was
demolished by the officers. There was an old widow who had to be dragged out
by force from her house, and who had then spent the night in the rain staring at the
ruins. There was an old widower who slept in the open air, on cold grass and hard
rock, and an old sick woman who was thrown out of her sick bed by the levelling
officers. The list was long. The details of more than fifteen cases certainly made
haunting reading.
However much Ross vowed to use only facts he often could not resist bursting
into indignation and sorrow over "man's inhumanity to man". 73

The sceneupon the whole was heart rending -a sad blot upon
our humanity and civilization. John M'Kinnon finds more
sympathyfrom the swallows which his presenceamid the ruins
of the sanctuary annoys and disturbs, than from his proud
74
superiors.
Die case of a "fine Highlander", Allan, especially aroused Ross's indignation. He

and his four children were also thrown out by the officers , and he was losing his
"wits" at what happened.Ross related with bitter irony that back in 1823 when
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King George made his famous visit in Edinburgh Allan was selected as "a truly
noble specimen of the real Highlander" for the pageantry in the king's honour.
Now, he was "doomed to perish", Ross said, " in a hut where no gentleman
would for one night risk the life of his dog. "75
What happened at Knoydart was in essence an utter disregard of humanity, on a
land where human lives had become worthless, Ross declared.
Had Allan and his children been deer, they would have a hearty
reception and permanent comfortable residence on Glengarry.
Poor Allan, however, in this advanced age of civilisation, is so
unfortunate as to be a man - so unlucky as to have a parent's
affection, and so awkwardly placed as to feel and think for
himself. 76

In his pamphlet entitled The Glengai-lj, Evictions, Ross further developed this
thought, putting it in even harsherterms how humanswere in fact "sacrificed to
the god of sheep-farmingand expatriation"77.In fact, this idea had its roots in the
popular Gaelic conceptthat they were betrayedbecausefor the landlords "sheep
were more valuable than men". Since Donald Rosshimself was a Gaelic speaker
from Ross-shire, it was no surprise that the concept was deeply rooted in his
mind.
Within the last 30 years Inan has fallen off dreadfully in the
estimation of highland proprietors. Commercially speaking,
Allan M'Donald has now no value at all. Had he been a roe, or
a deer, a sheep, or a bullock, a highland laird in speculating
could estimate his "real" worth to within a few shillings, but
Allan is onb, a man. Then his children they are of no value, nor
taken into account in the calculations of the sportsman. They
cannot be shot like hares, blackcocks, or grouse, nor yet can
78
be
feed
London
they
the
market.
sent south as game to
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For Ross the suffering of the Knoydart people was essentially a humanitarian
question, which left "a deep stain on the humanity of the British nation. " However
"maudlin

and canting" Ross's writings were, as the Inrerness

Advertisel-

remarked there is no doubt that any humanitarian organisation today would agree
with his indignation.
Ross was a forerunner of modem humanitarianism in practical ways as well.
During the Knoydart evictions he tried to organise tents for those people who were
exposed to the harsh October weather. He wrote to obtain permission from the
factor, who sent him to the agent of the estate curators. The agent refused saying
that the people must not remain on the land, but at least should go to a nearby
town for shelter and relief. Ross rejected this, arguing that moving people to a
79
be
forced
in
he
did
town would
part of the
evictions
which
not want to assist.
Ross also tried to appeal for immediate food aid for people, but it is not known
how successful he was.

While the Knoydart case excited quite a lot

The Greenyards brutality

of press interest, even from the Scotsman
and Inve"iess Courier, a year later the violent evictions and crofters' resistance
was almost solely reported by Ross. The violence and brutality following the
crofters' resistance to the evictions in Greenyards surpassed any reported cases at
80
If Ross was outraged at the treatment of the Knoydart people a year
the time.
before, now, when women were battered with batons by policemen, left lying in
blood and some of them taken to prison, he was almost mad with anger. He could
not f ind strong enough words any more to convey the outrage and to cry out to the
public. In his first of his series of articles on Greenyards, Ross simply called the
case "a savage butchery".
Even on the most favourable view of the recent procedure on
the part of the factor and sheriff-officers, and the constables, it

cannot be described by any other name than that of savage
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butcheiy. The very idea that there are dozensof poor females
whoseflesh is mangled,and whosebonesare shattered,owing
to the blows inflicted upon them by a setof men let loose (after
being regaled at a public-house)to carry out the wishes of the
managersof the Kindeace estates,is enough to make one's
blood run cold. It is all very well to talk of the 'rights of
property', and the 'majesty of law', &. c; but surely some
respectought to have been shown to the lives of thosewho are
soughtto be evicted.The cavalier mannerin which it is boasted
in some papers,of the business-like way and the cleverness
with which the officers and constableshandledtheir batonsin
breaking the backs and in smashingthe skulls of defenceless
women - while they, the constables,it is said, escal)edunhurt,
ýhows a cool-hardiness,which could scarcely be passedover
in a wild Kaffir from Africa or in a savagefrom Terra-delFuego! ( ) The men who can hold up their heads,and brag
...
that they maimed,and bruised,and levelled to the ground,with
their sticks, so many femalesin half-an-hour, are a disgraceto
a civilized and Christian country. The Red Indian would turn
aside in disgust from such men, and the wild men of
Timbuctoo would refuseto associatewith them.81
In his other reports Rossgave details of eachinjury in often naturalistic way, and
even collected for evidence"patchesof scalpsof skin with the long hair adhering
to them" and blood stained pieces of clothes found on the field. However, not
even his own paper, the Ensign, was willing to credit his account fully. An
editorial said that they had in fact "modified" to a large extent one of Ross's
articles as they found the conduct of the constables described in it "almost
incredible".82 Rossreplied angrily, finding the editorial procedure"very queer",
and insistedthat he did not "over-state"but rather "under-stated"the facts.
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Avoiding any editorial censoring, Ross published a pamphlet entitled The
Russians of Ross-shire on what he called was, "the massacreof the Rosses",
,
later in the year in 1854.Here he gave the full accountof as many astwenty cases
with graphic descriptionsof their beatingsand injuries. It made harrowing read.
'Mis wasjust one passageamongthe many similar, or worse ones:
Elizabeth Ross, aged 22, daughter of Alexander Ross, tenant,
at Amat-na-tuath, was struck most violently on the head with a
baton, and was kicked on the breast and shoulders while lying
on the ground. There is a deep cut, 3 1/4 inches long on the
crown of the head, which shattered the skull, and destroyed a
portion of the frontal and parietal bones, causing concussion
and compression of the brain. There is another cut in an
opposite direction on top of the head, and in the direction from
ear to ear. It is fully 2 1/4 inches long, and very deep. She has
also severe bruises on her arms and shoulders. The marks of
the tacks of the policemen's boots were still visible on the
breast and shoulders of this girl. 'Me kicks were given to her
after she was lying on the ground. Her clothing was completely
red with blood. Pieces of the skin of her head was stript off
with the batons of the police, and her long hair, clotted with
blood, could be seen in quantities spread over the ploughed
land. 83

With so many eye-witnessdetails and almost medically precise descriptions, it
was hard to supposethat it was all in Ross'simagination. The twenty similar case
descriptionsone after anothercould produce a shocking effect on the nineteenth
century reader,who at that time was not yet used to everyday news coverageof
large quantitiesof blood and dead.
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Yet, no public outcry followed,

and the Greenyards case seemed to have

disappeared from the newspaper pages, even from the ever combatant Ensign. 'Me
attention of public opinion and the press was now suddenly directed elsewhere.

No more soldiers

Ile

Crimean War, which broke out in March 1854,

brought the end of a phase in press attitudes
towards the Highlands. The immediate result was that attention was all but gone
from the Highlands, with hardly any articles on them in most newspapers, with
the exception of the Ensign. However, this changed by 1855 and the Highlands
were back on the newspapers pages but this time with a different emphasis.
Suddenly, many were asking: 'where are the Highlanders? '. Simply, there were
not enough of them when they were now needed for the British army fighting in
the Crimea and suffering great losses. This focussed attention again on the
Highlands,

and this time clearances and depopulation

became less easily

defendable.
One of the first journalists to raise the new issue was Donald Ross, the only
crusader still fighting on. He recalled in an article at the end of 1854 that there
were up to 30,000 able-bodied Highlanders fit for military service back in 1745,
and now there were not even 3,000 men. There were many districts before which
provided 500,700 or 800 soldiers and these now were "without a single human
being in them, but one or two shepherds, and a brace of gamekeepers."84 Only a
"wreck of population" was left behind, the others had been driven across the
Atlantic and "feeding the strength of other lands", Ross a.dded bitterly.
By early 1855 it was clear that recruiting attempts in the Highlands had failed. Not
only there were not enough men to enlist but even those who were there refused to
enroll. Ross reported in the Ensign how crofters in Skye and Sutherland simply
told their landlords and the recruiting officers that they felt they did not have a
country to fight for and did not forget how they had been treated in the past
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decades. They also told them they saw no guarantees that on returning from the
war they would not find their homes levelled and their families evicted.
Ross quoted an excerpt from a statement, which a committee of crofters in
Sutherlandshire sent to several newspapers explaining the reasons for their refusal
to enroll for the an-ny.
We do not know what we are to come forward for. We have no
country to fight for, as our glens and straths are laid desolate,
and we have no wives or children to defend, as we are
forbidden

to

have them. ( ) For
...

these wrongs

and

oppressions, as well as others which we have long and
patiently endured, we are resolved that there shall be no
85
from
Sutherlandshire.
volunteers or recruits
This was perhaps a surprising turn for many landlords and government officials.
The consequences of the past decades' clearances and depopulation became
suddenly quite tangible.

Mulock proved right

All the critics and crusaders in the sympathetic press
since the mid-1840s had been warning against the

rash policies of clearances and forced emigration, and had been urging to find
ways to keep people on the land by giving them more land and security. Most
crusaders had given up during this battle, including Donald Ross. He repeated
bitterly in 1855 what he realised a few years earlier, that the Highlanders had no
other hope and prospect than be destitute in their homeland or 'escape for their
lives'to more appreciating continents.
Highlanders idolise their native soil and hills, and nothing
...
but dire necessity could force them from it. As matters now
stand the Highlander has no alternative but to starve in or fly
from his native land. 86
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In the end, in the battlesof the sympathetic critics and crusadingjournalists it was
the "notorious" and "stranger" Thomas Mulock whose conclusion proved to be

right and enduring,- at leastfor sometime to comeyet.
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Chapter

Two

ROMANCE:
ROMANTICISED

PERCEPTIONS

1. Romantic elements in the contemptuous
in
the sympathetic
and

press

Overlapping
romantic views

Not all press perceptiomsof the Highland Gaels
depicted them as either members of a 'vicious race'

or a pitiful peasantry.While views of contempt and sympathy were by far the
most powerful ones in mid-nineteenth century Lowland public opinion, the
romanticisation of the Highlands proved enduring enough, and was often
strangelymixed with the other two views. The romantic perceptionsdid not form
an entirely separategroup but ratherpermeatedandcolouredthe two main views.
The romanticisation of the Highlands was nothing new here. It had been a
recurring feature in the perceptionsof the Highlands sincethe eighteenthcentury.
It can be said with someconfidencethat ever sincethe OssiancontroversyScottish
literature in particular tendedto romanticiseall aspectsof rural life, including the
Highlands. This tendency of romanticisation only grew stronger and more
prevalent by the mid-nineteenth century, -- ranging from tourist accounts to
popular literature, -- and appearedfrequently on the pagesof the contemporary
press .

Romance

in

the

contemptuous press

'llie contemptuous newspapers, such as the

Scotsman,the Fifeshire Journal and the Inverness
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Cout-iei-,were prone to romanticise the past of the Highlands; the bygone era of
'colourful' clan history. Thesepapersreportedwith considerabledelight on many
Highland Society and Braemargatherings,becominggreat promotersof the new
'Highlandism' fashion. On such newspaper pages the Highlanders were now
being turned into somekind of museumand souvenir piecesof kilted clansmen,
safely placed in the past. While the present Highlanders were found much too
despicabledeserving only to be sent off their lands, the Highlandersof the past
could herebe mademore colourful and much lesstroublesome.
It seemedas if two parallel worlds of perceptionson the Highlands had existed
side by side, even within one newspaper and one editor. Leading articles
condemning the Highland Gaels as racially inferior seemed to be in no
contradiction with reports of splendid Highland gatherings with Highland
"clansmen"describedas a hardy and gallant race.
Nlvnenin 1845the Interness Couriel-joined the pro-clearancescampaignit argued
that since the Highlanders were lazy and had "slumbered" in a "semi-barbarous
state" the clearancescould only improve them. Along with articles in this vein,
however,it alsopublishedenthusiasticreportsaboutthe yearly BraemarGathering
of "admirably" contesting"clansmen".
No one cloud obscuredthe happinessof the meeting, and the
Highlanders of the two districts swore lasting friendship, and
henceforwardto go "shoulderto shoulder". In the evening, the
clans and their sweetheartsjoined in the merry dance;and next
morning the hardy chief of Athole andhis trusty guardmarched
1
off to their native glensto the soundof the pibroch.
An idyllic picture indeed. However, it did not seem to bother the Couriel's editor
that the clearances he advocated effectively drove away those "gallant", "trusty
guards" of the "hardy chiefs, and that the clan-system was long over even before
the era of the clearances.
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It was equally odd that many of Highland landownerstook an active part in the
various Highland societies, which avowed to "preserve the nationality of the
2
In the light of pressreports,the
habits.
its
"national
Highlands", with
spirit" and
Highland Society mainly tried to achieve this task by having rounds of pipers,
Scottish
Highland
brandishing,
toasts
songs
and
singing
numerous
claymore
during the dinner evenings.
The "chief" of the Highland Society was Prince Albert himself. 'Me speechhe
from
bagpipe
in
dinner
1847,
the
pipers of
after
performances
at
a
society
gave
the Queen and the Duke of Sussex -, summed up well some of the typical
'Highlandism' images.This time, it was the Scotsmanreporting the event.
It is impossible for any one to go to that country, to breathe its
fresh air, to see its beautiful scenery, and live among the
simple, hearty, and kind people of Scotland, without receiving
3
favourable
impressions.
the most

In one world, the people were "hearty and kind", in the other world they were
burdensomeand 'inherently lazy' best transportedto far away countries. A few
yearslater PrinceAlbert was also patronof the Highland Emigration Society.
'Highlandism' becamemore and more fashionablein the 1840s,especially down
in London. A yearly festival, the "Scottish Fete", was a virtual revelry of
Highlandism under the directing of the Scottish Society of London. It included a
"competition in archery", a "Scottish national sports and pastimes"competition,
4 It was also a
Highland flings, sword dances,and bagpipe bands in abundance.
C6111-ier
Inverness
'Me
Highland
the
the'fine
of
correspondent
pageantryof
race'.
wrote most enthusiastically about the pleasing sight of the "handsome
Highlanders".
One of the most gratifying features of the exhibition was the
sight of so many stout, well-made, handsome Highlanders,
with plenty of bone and muscle, but no fat. The soldiers of the
Guards - all picked men, I presume - were taller, but had not
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such a girth round the breast. As one old stalwart Highland
piper stalked past, with the stately step and proud bearing of
Hardicanute, some one observed - 'There, now; see to what
perfection the human frame may be brought by the joint
operation of pure air, constant exercise,and oatmeal.' 'Come,
come,' said another, 'that won't go down. The oatmeal is all
very well in its way, but I am much mistaken if heather-fed
mutton, a deer from the hill-side, and a salmon from the loch,
have not had some considerable share in perfecting such a
5
physical structure.
When these comments were made in London at this exhibition of Celtic manhood,
most of the members of this picturesque species were suffering from famine.
Perfecting their physical structure with heather-fed mutton and salmon was far
beyond their reality. However, the romantic Highlander was a more successful
and certainly more poetic topic than the problems of Highland destitution.

Romance

in

the

sympathetic press

The sympatheticnewspapersprimarily romanticised
the landscape of the Highlands. In a strange twist,

the emptier the Highlands becamethe more romantic they appeared.'Barrenness'
now provided grand 'solitude' for the Lowland towns people escapingfrom the
greynessof industrialism.The uninhabitedglensand strathswere seenas covered
in solemn grandeur. The history behind the 'romantic barrenness'was largely
ignored and evaded.There was somethingodd and absurdin how the sympathetic
pressplaced romanticising articles and poetry next to dire accountsof destitution
andclearances.
'Tours', 'trips' and 'rambles' in the "classic Highlands" were becoming frequent
by the 1850s,and accountsof such trips were widely publishedin the press.Most
of these articles were tourist writings, describing in enthusiastic tones the
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"celebrated beauties" of the land and the wild but "picturesque" sceneries.The
"charm of the Trossachs" and the "enchanting" Staffa were a 'must' tourist
destination by this time.6 One traveller spokeof "hosts of visitors" around these
localities.,crowding every "place of resort". 7
The imagesof the Highlandsin thesetourist pieceswere the clich6d,familiar ones:
rugged mountains,wild scenery,romantic isolation, naturein its sublime beauty.
These few passagesfrom a "Six Days Tour-in the Highlands" published in the
North British Dai4, Mail were quite characteristicof theseperceptions:
'Me glen through which the road now ran for many miles is as
desolate, black, and )t,ild as could be desired. "
"The distance from Ballachulish to the termination of the glen
beyond the Devil's Staircase is about nine miles, but the last
three should be walked both ways, so as to enable the visitor to
examine the wild beauties of the glen in detail and in leisure, as
they successively open to the wonder and awe-struck gaze of
the admirer of all that is wild and sublime in natural scenery."
"Nothing we take it, in Scotland can be found more grandly
sublime than the Pass of Awe; and we are only surprised that
its beauties are not more generally appreciated and known.
What a glorious sail would it be from end to end of this
magnificent, wild Highland Loch, in a small steamer; and what
hosts of tourists would such a reasonable facility induce.8

Throughoutthesedescriptionsthe humaninhabitantswere conspicuouslymissing.
As if the land had no people on it at all, as if it existed for the very purpose of
providing thrilling scenic experiencesfor the travellers and tourists. History and
presentday reality behind the Highland scenerywere ignored and shut off. In the
few instanceswhen there were referencesto the inhabitantsthey were either made
in connectionwith some lack of "facility" that should have beenprovided for the
9
"the
tourists, or as a passingremark about
poor sparsepopulation".
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Those who did pay more attention to the inhabitants saw them as "natives", who
only confirmed the general prejudices about their "natural laziness". There was a
hint of annoyance here of a traveller who saw his perfect scenery ruined by the
unfitting ugliness of the "natives".
We were now in the Highlands, and everything was highland
enough: Bluebonnets, here and there a kilt on a gilly, and
Gaelic everywhere. The accounts we got of the indolence of the
inhabitants of the Mull of Cantyre generally, were by no means
flattering. An extensive landed proprietor of the district stated
that, in carrying out extensive improvements in draining, &c,
he found the greatest difficulty
10
work.
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in inducing the natives to
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Poetry of Lament

'Me mood of gloom and lamentwas all-prevailing
in the poetry that was published in the pressunder

the headingof "popular poetry". Lament over somethingor someonegone, dead,
never to return. Lament over loss. Essentially, lament over a vanishing World.
There were poemsabout a chieftain's death, with whose body his spirit had also
2,
1,
fighting
for
Charlesl
Prince
about grief
passedawayl about the old glory of
over the loss of a child13, about tearsand lost happy times14,to cite but a few.
One of the poemsin the newspapersat the time which expressedbestthis overall
"The
death
lament
the
title
of
published
anonymously15,
with
mood of
and
was
GardenRevisited". Already the title conveyedthe idea of the lost Gardenof Eden,
and the nostalgiaof rememberingit, 'revisiting' it. Although there was no specific
referencein the poem to either place or time, certain expressionsevoked strong
imagesof the Highlands, with the "vale of tears", a "departedspring", of friends
Garden
"a
last.
"The
that
could
not
cherished past"
who were now gone, and
Revisited" was one of the most strongly expressedexamples of the sense of
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lament and loss. At the end of the poem there was a request for a Gaelic
translation.
The Gai-den Revisited
Alas, how soon this life appears
A wilderness -a vale of tears!
The joys our youth and childhood knew,
How like a dream, how fast they flew!
While oh, how many sorrows low'r
O'ershadowing each succeeding hour!
There's not a scene that long ago,
In infancy, we used to know,
Which know, when gazed on, does not bring
Sad thoughts as of departed spring.
Yet- sweetest flowers around may rise
Beneath the light of summer skies,
Ev'n mid the warmth of July's breeze
A wintry feeling seemsto freeze;
We feel life's early blossoms shed,
And fancy's brightest garlands dead,
And the remembrance clouds our brow
Of friends who were, but are not now.
Yet, every spot to memory dear
Tells us our home must not be here;
Here ev'ry charm our senses meet,
Flowers of bright dye, and odours sweet,
And melody from bird and rill,
When all around is hushed and still
All bring to mind some cherished past,
As sweet, that would not, could not last.
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Flow'rs, odours, sound from bird and stream,
Whisperthat life is but a dream,
It evanescentcharmsbut given
To point our heartsand hopesto heaven.
'17here
memoryshall neverdeplore
A pastto be enjoyedno more.16
Lament over the lost past was more specifically

expressed in poems about

emigration and exile. Several 'exile' poems appeared mostly in the sympathetic
papers during the 1850s, under such titles as "The Exile"17,

"The Emigrant

Ship"18, "My Fatherland"19, or "To a Scottish Exile'-20. Most of them were
either anonymous or written by lay poets. These poems spoke of the pain of
leaving the homeland, of the hopelessnessof finding home and friends on distant
and foreign shores, of "cruel" ships tearing people away from the scenes of
cherished happiness, and of the native land as the only home which was now
gone.
'Me compelling force behind emigration and the clearances appeared in few of the
poems. One such work was reviewed and quoted in the North British Daity Mail.
'Me "Raid of Albyn"-" Historic Poem" by William D. Campbell and his co-author
father aimed to be more than a lament. It was written as an impassioned protest
against the clearances and depopulation. In this sense, it was a 'crusading' poem,
composed by poets who saw themselves as the conscience of the nation, -a very
romantic age notion. The main object of the "Raid of Albyn" was "to create a
feeling of re-action in the public mind" and "to arrest the attention of our
legislators to the horrors of the system", said the North British Daity Mail in its

21
review. It

was also for this purpose,it added,that the poem was dedicatedto

the periodical press.
What can be piecedtogethertoday from the poemcomesfrom the review itself and
from the extracts, which were published alongside.According to the review, the
poem had no plot or any consecutivehistoric narration. It consistedof "a seriesof
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detachedsketches,episodical in their nature" intendedto portray "the genius and
virtues of the Scottish Celt". There were sketchesof the Highland landscape,and
of the "domesticitiesof Highland life".
The poem was divided into six Cantos.The introductory Canto startedwith the
meeting of an old and a young bard, which turned into a lament over the bygone
old days.The young bard, called Carril, enviedthe old one for having had a much
more pleasantmission, singing of "bright" and "serene"days. He had to sing of
the "wrongs" and the oppressions.His mission was to battle for his people.
The friendlessminstrel of a friendlessrace;
I sing the wrongs of Albyn's ancientline,
22
face.
fearlessly
And
unmaskthe oppressor's
The first Canto then continued with some "beautiful pictures of Highland
landscapewith a deer hunt", and with an episodeof a window and a young son.
Canto II. was a "spirited" descriptionof the battle of Inverlochy. Canto111.related
the story of the 1745 rising led by Prince Charles.In Canto IV. the young bard
reappearedagainand cameforward with "an indignantverse" on the instigatorsof
the clearancesystem. He stated that Sutherland used to contain 15,000 "brave
inhabitants" forty years earlier, but their reward was expulsion, leaving them
"homelessin their own dear land". Canto V. describedan emigrant ship with the
evicted exiles, and the sufferings and hardshipsthey enduredon the journey.
Canto VI. contained"an appealto the nation on behalf of the Gael". 'Mis was the
part from which the review quotedat most length.
Our country oncewas great indeed,but now
'Me laurelsfade and rot off her brow;
Her chiefs are Moloch's grown, to glut whosegreed,
A silent sacrifice,the peoplebleed;
While rack-rentsand oppressionswastethe lands,
By openfraud committedto their hands;
And they in blood-boughtgannentsstrut and shine,
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'ne basest worshippers at Folly's shrine.

Give us our rights, we do not ask for more;
Let us but live as,%ve
havelived before;
717his
much at least,our country shoulddemand,
That no proud chief daredesolatehis land.

Is there no voice in Britain's courts to-day,
To plead for thosewho live the spoiler'sprey!
Is there no heartso generousand high
As to denouncethosedeedsof blackestdye;
To rend the maskfrom falsehood'sface, and tell
Ilie tale our wastedforms expresstoo well!
Oh! if there be, for honour's sake sound forth

And pleadthe causeof Justiceandthe North!23
Much of the laments and accusations were familiar here, from the notion that the
people had been 'sacrificed' by careless and heartless landlords to the call that
clearances should not be allowed. The strong demand of 'give us our rights' was,
however, a new tone. It foreshadowed a more confident and more combatant way
of fighting for the land in the Highlands.
The review remarked at the end that the poets' concept was to maintain the old
patriarchal system, which, in their view, was the "best suited to the development
of all manly virtues". The reviewer refrained from discussion of the argument,
implying that it was a rather naive one.
The "Raid of Albyn"

also contained notes, which gave such "harrowing

descriptions" of the clearances that they made "the blood run cold" and were "a
disgrace to the age which witnessed them. " Whether or not the "Raid of Albyn"
was but a pure propaganda piece, it was certainly one of those relatively few
poems which dealt with the issue of the clearances.
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24
Gaelic
in
but it was
The theme of dispossessionwas a prevalent one
poetry,
much lessso in the generalScottish one. There were many lamentsand nostalgic
yearnings for the bygone era, but except for a few poems, such as Charles
Mackay's "Lament of Cona-25, there were no powerful streamsof clearance
26 Given that the
clearancesconstituted one of the gravest traumas in
poetry.
nineteenthcentury Scotland,this was a strangeand disturbing omission,or rather,
an at least subconsciousevasion.Even when poemsdealt with emigration, exile,
and the clearances, their basic tone was that of resigned lament rather than
combatantanger,acceptingas fate that therewas nothing to be done.

The (loom concept

in Hugh Miller

'I'he idea that the Highland Gaels were doomed

irreversibly was not only present in the popular
literature of laments. The same notion permeated with a different undertone the
arguments of the contemptuous press when it insisted that the Celts' racial
inferiority predetermined them to eventual extinction. While the contemptuous
section of the press more or less welcomed this idea, the romantics lamented and
wept over it, but both considered the Celtic doom inevitable.
The doom concept, however, spread further. It penetrated the thoughts of even
such sympathetic writers as Hugh Miller. He also saw a sort of fulfilment of a
"prophecy" of nation decay and death in the depopulation of the Highlands. In a
remarkable passage from a supposedly early article on the depopulation in the
Highlands published in the Invei-ness Cow-iei-, Miller described in eerie terms the
scene of a cleared land. He was struck then by the thought that all the decay and
desolation was in fact the result of some fatal prophecy, of some inevitable doom.
As we advanced we saw the ruins of deserted cottages, and
perceived that the patches adjoining had once been furrowed by
the plough. All was solitary and desolate. Roof-trees were
decaying within the mouldering walls; a rank of vegetation had
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covered the silent floors, and was wavering over hearths the
fires of which has been forever extinguished. A solitary
lapwing was screamingover the cottages,a melancholy raven
was croaking on a neighbouring eminence,there was the faint
murmur of the stream, and the low moan of the breeze; but
every soundof man had long passedfrom the air, -- the tones
of speechand the voice of singing. Alas! we exclaimed, the
Highlander has at length been conquered, and the country
which he would have died to defend is left desolate.'Me track
of an easternarmy can be tracedmany years after its march by
ruined villages and a depopulated country. Prophets have
describedscenesof future desolation, -- lands once populous
grown 'placeswhere no man dwelleth nor son of man passeth
through,' -- and here in our native country is a scenecalculated
to illustrate the terrible threateningsof prophecy, and the sad
descriptionsof Easternhistorians.27
'17he
referenceto Easternhistorianssuggestedthat Miller herewas writing here in a
wider context, influenced by Europeanthinkers. What this influence largely was
became clear from another passagein the same article. Miller discussed the
concept of how the age of nations was comparableto the agesof the individual,
and as such, nations would also becomeextinct at a certain stage.His wording
was clear: "Nations, like individuals, becomeold, and they at lengtll expire."28
This was almost an exactreiteration of the conceptsof the late eighteenthcentury
Germanphilosopher,JohannGottfried Herder.

Herder believed that the life of nations was

Herder and his influence

similar to the individual, having childhood,
adulthood and old age, and eventually nations could die out. "Every nation has
flourish and decline; no nation can remain in static condition",
periods of groNNqh,
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he said in his seminalwork Auch einephilosolWe dei-Eeschichte Hildung dei--uiMenscheit (The historical philosophy of the progress of humanity) in 1774.
Around the world the various nations were in different stagesof their life and
development, some were still in their youth stage, some in their maturity, and
29
in
Herder
His close parallel betweenthe
some their old age,
said elsewhere.
life of the individual andthe nation penetratedhis whole philosophy.
This 'Herderian' thought was very clearly presentin Hugh Miller's writings. The
following passageswere almost literal translationsfrom Herder.
There are stages of development in the immature youth of
individuals,

that seem to correspond with stages of

developmentin the immatureyouth of nations"
"There is a poetic age in the life of most individuals, as
certainly in the history of most nations;and a very happy ageit
is." (...)
"..but the poetic age is ever a credulous one, as certainly in
individuals asin nations:..30
Contrastthesewordings with theselines from Herder:
Just as individuals, mankind had a childhood as well. ". / "The
Greeks representedthe youth of mankind, the Romans its
adulthood."/ "Every nation has its period of growth, flourish
31
decay
and
..
Herder's influence was direct here. However, many of Herder's other thoughts
also sounded familiar and relevant in the Scottish context.
Herder was most famous at the time for his concepts on the Volk, on 'nation
character', on Zeitgeist, and on language as prime carrier of the nation's identity.
His theory on Volk, (the word 'people' in its collective form is the closest to the
32
in
his
The Volk had a distinctive
original meaning) was central
philosophy.
collective consciousness, which Herder also called 'national spirit' or'national
character', which stemmed from its language together with social customs,
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folklore, literary traditions. This collective consciousness was what forged people
with common language and culture together, Herder said.
This is the invisible, hidden, medium that links minds through
ideas, hearts through inclinations and impulses, the senses
through impressions and forms, civil society through laws and
institutions, generations through examples, modes of living
and education. It is through this medium that we actively
establish a continuum

between ourselves and those that

follow. 33
This was a radically different idea from the old Enlightenment view, which
identified culture with civilisation

rather than being based on such a natural

endowment as language. Language was absolutely crucial, in Herder's view. It
was the embodiment of the 'soul' of the nation, as language was also an
34
individual
There was no Volk, no nation
expression of an
unique personality.
without its own language, - losing it eventually destroyed the'soul' of the Volk,
and the Volk itself. Even if the Volk lost its state but retained its distinctive
language it could survive.
These thoughts had enormous influence on the development of nationalism, as
tenets for the establishment of nation states -, especially in central and eastern
Europe, and on other 'peripheral', 'small' nations. Preserving language with its
cultural traditions now became tantamount to ensuring the survival of the people,
of the Volk.

This gave rise to immense philological

modernisation, and folklorist

research, language

movements around central and eastern Europe,

becoming integral parts of the awakening nationalisms. The phrase that "the nation
lives in its language", was a commonplace among many Hungarian writers.
These Herderian thoughts, however, also meant that it was conceivable that a
nation could lose its language and with it it would eventually disappear, die out.
The concept of 'nation-death' was very forcefully introduced by Herder. He even
predicted the death of certain nations, among them, the Hungarians. He first
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predicted the Hungarians together with their language disappearing in the sea of
many nations in central Europe, then he feared that the forceful Germanisation of
the Habsburgs would destroy the language and national character of not only the
Hungarians but of other nations as well. 35
Herder's prediction had an enormous impact in Hungary. The Hungarian world
view had been pessimistic any-way after a succession of defeats and occupations
throughout their history, 36 coupled with the fact that the Hungarian language was
different from all the surrounding languages.37 Herder's prediction completely
darkened the horizon for many thinkers, and the idea of 'nation-death' kept
recurring throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Doom, decay and
death were also present in Hungarian poetry in the 1830s, 1840s,
few
decades
-a
before similar moods were struck in the Celtic Highlands.
From a poem in 1831:

Weýveseenthe dismal nation-killing danger
Coming over us as dark deluge
With ravens'terrifying shrieks
It howls: 'Hungarian!You are obliterated!38
From a poem in 1845:
lbere's no joy in your past
No hope in your future,
My decayingnice homeland,

You waves-beatenisland,
Predictedas sinking
by thousandoracleS39

Herder's impact in Europe by the mid-nineteenth century stretched from the Italian
nationalist Mazzini to Panslavism and Czech national aspirations. His influence
has not been pointed out in France or England40, but this is perhaps not
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surprising since both nations lived in fully fledged nation states with no threat to
their language or culture. However, on the peripheries such as Scotland,
Herderian thoughts could have carried more significance.
This is not to argue that Herder had wide-ranging direct influence in Scotland, apart from the close parallels between some of his theories and a few passagesin
Hugh Miller's works. Nevertheless, the fact that some Herderian ideas did appear
in the writings of such figures as Hugh Miller suggests that there was some
measure of influence. Considering that the issues, which Herder addressed, from language survival to national character and identity, and aspirations for
nation-state and the decay of peoples -, were also of no small interest in Scotland
at the time, some Herderian impact would be no surprise. At least, there were
detectable resonanceswith Herderian thoughts in mid-nineteenth century Scotland,
in particular, when it came to the issue of the Gaelic Highlands.
While the idea of nation-death appeared in Hungary in very dark and loud tones,
leading to determined fights for survival4l,

in Scotland the idea of a doomed

Celtic race was expressedthrough lament and sad abandonment to fate. 'Mis mood
,,vas present in the mid-nineteenth century popular poetry and, to some extent, it
was behind the disillusionment and surrender of some crusading journalists.

The beginnings

of

the 'Celtic T-wilight'

Although the 1850s were not yet the age of the
"Celtic Twilight", the seeds were already here. The

images of decay and death would later be taken to the extreme at the end of the
century in 'twilight' works like The Mountain Lovei-s by William Sharp (alias
Fiona MacLeod). In this novel of "sado-masochistic luxuriance in vague and
Ossianic cloudiness", the Gaelic Highlands were shown as dying of some
"inherent decadence"42. Reality was completely removed from here by this time,
there was nothing either about exiles or clearances,there was not even lament over
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the decay. By this time, in this work, the death of the Gaelic land was covered
for
it
thrilling
was
used aestheticpurposes.
mist, with some
The emergenceof a framework for the 'Celtic Twilight' and the legitimisation of
the decay of the Celtic race dated back earlier, as was shown above. The basic
in
Gaeldom
doom
tlie
established
already
was
mood of gloom and
over
vanishing
the pagesof the newspapersin the mid-nineteenthcentury.
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CONCLUSION

'Me Highland Gael was perceived and shown in widely
different, often outright opposing, ways on the pages of the

mid-nineteenthcentury Scottishnewspapers.He was despisedandglorified, hated
and pitied, abandonedand fought for, abhorredand romanticised.Which of these
views was dominant had changedby the end of the ten year period betweenthe
outbreakof the potatofamine and the yearsof the CrimeanWar.
In the second half of the 1840s the views of contempt were by far the most
prevalent, proclaiming the 'inherent laziness' and 'racial inferiority' of the
Highland Gaels.'Mese voices, - mostly expressedon the pagesof the Scotsman,
Glasgow Herald, Inv,erne.-?
s Courier and medium size local papers-, generally
supportedthe clearancesystem, the work for food principle during the famine,
and later they also advocatedcompulsoryemigration asthe only possiblesolution
for the Highland question.
According to theseviews, the problem was essentiallyin the nature and character
of the Gaels, and not so much in the actual land policies and proprietors'
management.'ne Gaelswere declaredhopelessand useless,thereforethey were
thought to be best driven off the country to a far away continent. When
compulsoryemigration attainedofficial policy statusfollowing the M'Neill report
in 1851, the "majority of the Scottish journals" raised "a blatant shout of
1
welcome", observedone reader at the time. "Removing the diseasedpart"2 was
the solution thesepapersadvocatedas the suitable remedy for an inferior Celtic
people.
Against theseviews of contemptstood a few emergingvoices of sympathy.717hose
sympatheticjournalists who first went into battle with the ruling opinion, were
sharp and scathing critics, attacking both the contemptuous views and the
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landowners'policies. The GlasgowArgus, the Witnesswith Hugh Miller, and the
North British Daity Mail all vehementlyopposedthe clearancesand depopulation,
and were highly critical of the landlords for not exercising their duties, for not
doing enough for the people. They all believed that the Highlands were
'improvable', and the now 'degraded'and 'lazy' (but not of their fault') people
would become a fine peasantry if only they were given encouragementand
education.
In the 1850sthe battle betweencontemptand sympathy becamemore fierce, as a
new type of journalist emerged on the scene,that of the 'crusadingjournalist'.
CrusaderslikeThomas Mulock, Donald M'Leod and Donald Rosswere angry and
passionatemen.They were hammeringaway at the landlords, at the government,
and at other paperslike no other critics had donebefore.Their newspaperforums,
mainly the InvernessAdi,ertiser and the Northern Ensign, maintaineda persistent
campaignfor the Highlands.
They sharedmany points with the more 'balanced'and 'calmer' critics but at the
sametime mostly radicalised the arguments.They all arguedthat not the people
were too numerousbut the land was too limited for them, and urged land reform
with land redistribution. Only security of land or landownership would bring
improvement to the Highlands. Thomas Mulock even suggested that the
landowning class was the really uselessone, and instead of the people being
cleared off the land it should be the landlords who should be turned out of their
palaces.
All the crusadersangrily refuted the accusationthat the Highlanders were lazy.
They were as industriousas any other peopleprovided they saw the fruits of their
labours. According to Mulock, the whole charge of 'sloth' was just an excuse
madeup by the landlordsin order to facilitate expulsions.
Both the calmer critics and the angrier crusaders repeatedly warned that the
depopulation would have disastrous consequences,and eventually lead to the
'extinction' of the Celtic race from the Highlands. They saw what was taking
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'extermination'
in
Highlands
the
the
as
place
and 'destruction' of the Gaels, and
prophesiedin vivid terms how the Highlands would becomenothing less but a
desertand a dead land. Their protest was a desperateattemptto stop the process,
but in the end, even the most determinedcrusader,Donald Ross,had to give up.
They becameembitteredas they saw thousandsleave the land, and felt their own
voice becomingweak and ineffective.
What seemeda futile struggle at the time, however, was only so for a while.
Although the sympatheticpresscould not halt the clearances,and could not force
any land reform, at least public opinion was changing. By the mid-1850s there
was a markedshift towardssympathyfor the Highlands.
With the outbreakof the CrimeanWar, the Highlanderswere suddenlyconsidered
useful again, and many formerly contemptuous papers now exclaimed, as if
awakening from a dream: 'where are the Highlanders?" The formerly divided
Scottish presswas now unified in "one spontaneousburst of sympathy with the
Gael", asone readerremarkedin 1855.
being engaged in a bloody, disastrous, and
country
our
...
uncertain contest with a giant power, it is truly amusing to
observe how all those newspaperanomaliesto which I have
alluded have, within these few weeks, been fused into one
spontaneousburst of sympathywith the Gael - one harmonious
call for the condition of the children of the hills being examined
into, and land lots concededto t1jeIII..3
Sympathy was thus winning eventually, even in its calls for land reform. By the
1880s, the demands of the radical land reform movement could not be ignored any
more by the government. When the Napier Commission took evidences from the
crofters around the Highlands, the grievances and arguments for land strongly
echoed those already made by radical journalists back in the 1850s.
What we desire... is a reasonable share of the land, whereof
we can make a livelihood,
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without being obliged to go to

distant parts of the country to earn a living There is sufficient
...
land to distribute, and land formerly cultivated by tenantry,but
4
late
into
farms.
of
converted
sheep
Although the demands of the Highland Land Law Reform Association were
mainly modelled on those of the Irish Land League,they included an addedcall
for "such an apportionment of land as will promote the welfare of the people
5
Highlands
throughout the
and Islands". This clearly suggested land
redistribution,-a demandwhich was widely advocatedin the sympatheticpressin
the 1850s.
The result of the 1880s land reform movement, the 1886 Crofters' Act, did not
fulfill the demand for land distribution. It provided little provision for making
6
land
it
did
lands
to the people.
more
available,and
not restorethe cleared
Many of the proposals and demands made by the critics and crusadersof the
1840s and 1850sstill remainedtopical. If nothing more, sympathy, at least, was
now the dominant attitude in public opinion. In this sense, the sympathetic
journalists proved in the long run victorious in the battles of the mid-nineteenth
century.

It could be argued,however,that this 'victory' was rather
belated,more than thirty years after the period when many
people argued that it was already too late to stop the depopulation of the
Highlands.Thousandsof people had indeedgone already, and vast areasof lands
were lying waste and empty. In the 1850sScotland seemedto stop caring about
the people on half of its land. The senseof turning away from the problems, of
giving up on solving them seemedall-powerful. Some contemporariesfelt this
very strongly, asthis letter in the Northern Ensign showedin 1855:
To appeal to Scotland, however, would be a mere waste of
time. Scotland does nothing, and can do nothing, to save the
Highlands from utter depopulation. In fact, a quiet belief has
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settled donli on the Ininds of mostScotsmen,that the Highland
polmlation is ruined bej,ond recoiery, and that the sooner the
landlords make short work of remnantthat remains, the more
merciful will

be the operation. Scotland had become

accustomedto sceneswhich remind one ratherof the horrors of
war carried on by barbarous people, than of the even
.administrationof law in a civilized country 7
...
The "quiet belief" that the Highland population was "ruined beyond recovery"
produced far-reaching consequences.On the one hand, it meant that unpleasant
thoughtson the problematicreality of the Highlandswere banishedfrom the mind
of public consciousness,being replacedwith a nicer picture of the romanticised
Highlands. If the real Highlands were doomed anyway, then there was room
enoughin the imagination to find new usesfor them. In this sense,the whole pre'Celtic Twilight' romances, 'Highlandism', the romanticised images, and the
poetry of doom and lamentwere all productsof this consciousness.Harsh realities
were now covered in romantic mist. The Gaelswere representedas a vanishing,
'twilight' people,on the edge,disappearing.
This distortion and evasion of the realities of the Highlands through
romanticisation served as a sort of 'mental clearance'.The Highland Gaels were
cleared and exiled not only from their lands but also from the minds and
consciousnessof their fellow-countrymen.
This 'mental clearance' of the 'doomed' people also proved to be a cunning
ideology for the wider landlord andgovernmentalpolicies. In effect, it servedas a
"permission for decay", where an already peripherised culture was allowed to
die8. This sort of mystification was useful for the governmentand the proprietors
since it took off the responsibility from their shoulders. If the Highland Gaels'
doom was inevitable then there was no needto worry about the policies there, no
9
being
done
it.
In other words, the idea
to counter
need to justify what was not
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that Gaeldomdecayingfrom "an inner flaw, an inherent decadence"was a "more
politically acceptablediagnosisfor the period."10
Many people arguedat the time that the only solution would have been to give
from
land
have
land
This,
however,
the
taking
to
the
more
would
meant
people.
landowning aristocracy,which would have amountedto a social revolution. But
this the Highland landowningclasswas not preparedto face.
In many continental countries, meanwhile, the power of the landowners was
withering away, and even in central and easternEurope landlordswere beginning
to see that only curbing their own power would lead to the progress of the
country. In Hungary, for instance,throughoutthe Reform Age in the 1820sto the
1840s, great landowning aristocrats themselves were advocating peasant
landownership, distribution of common fields, taxation for landlords and giving
up much of the proprietorial rights.
Similar moves in Scotland, however, seemed like an utopia, only born in the
minds of such wild men as some crusading journalists and sympathetic readers,
who believed in the equality of the Highland Gaels. For any fundamental change
in the Highland policies the first step would have been a change in the basic
perception of the Highlanders. As one 'Lowlander' reader put this vividly and
humanely on the pages of the In vernessAdvertiser in 185 1:

Let not the inhabitantsaly longer be regardedand treatedas a
proscribedand degradedrace -a raceincapableof improvement
is
whose
utter
extinction
consideredas alone compatiblewith
the prosperityof the proprietors.Let not obstaclesbe thrown in
their way. Giie thein fair and ev,en-handedjustice - such a
prospect of rising as is giten to the southern.(...)I have, sir,
beengrieved to seethat too many of thosewho come from the
south to the Highlandshave beenactuatedby a spirit similar to
that with which the proprietors and their agentshave regarded
the natives. They have affected to despisethem and to look
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down upon them as an inferior race; and many of those who
are far inferior in moral worth, character, and talent to the
Highlander, would think that they degradedthemselvesif they
madehim their companion.This has beenthe causeof the ruin
of the Highlands -a spirit that has travelled downwards from
the managersof the estatesto the poorest operative who they
may chanceto bring from the south. If, then, the improvement
hinz
let
is
beplaced on the same level
Highlander
the
sought,
of
with the southei-n- open up the land to him - bi-eak dolvil the
sheepfai-nis- let it be proclaimeda-d actedupon that there is in
the future to be no barrier thrown in the way of the native - that
he isfi-eeto i-&eas any othei-- that he i.ý to i-eceivethe,ý?
alnefi7hplay - that the farms are open to him as to another - that if
perseveresin industry, no obstacleshall be thrown in his way,
but that any farm in the country may yet becomehis.11
The real cause of the ruin of the Highlands was deep down rooted in the
perception of the Gaels, this reader believed. It could be argued that at the heart of
the whole problem was the question of human and social equality, or rather
inequality. In the mid-nineteenth century, the Highland Gaels were perceived in
many ways, - from an inferior race to picturesque and poetic romance heroes -,
but apart from a few exceptions, they were never seen as equal, fellow human
beings.
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